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Derry City and Strabane District Council
Dear Member of Governance and Strategic Planning Committee
You are hereby summoned to attend the Monthly Meeting of the Governance and
Strategic Planning Committee to be in the Guildhall, Derry, on Tuesday 5 January 2016 at
4.00 pm

Yours faithfully

John Kelpie
Chief Executive
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Agenda Item 6
Derry City and Strabane District Council
Governance and Strategic Planning Committee

Open Minutes of Governance and Strategic Planning Committee held in the
Council Chamber, Guildhall on Tuesday 1 December 2015 at 4.00pm.
Present:- Councillor Carlin (in the Chair); Aldermen Hussey, Kerrigan, Ramsey
and Thompson, Councillors Boyle, Cooper, Dobbins, C Kelly, McGuire,
McMahon, O’Reilly and Robinson.
Non-Member of Committee:- Councillors Carr, Donnelly, Hastings and P Kelly
In Attendance:- Chief Executive (Mr J Kelpie), Director of Environment and
Regeneration (Mrs K Philips), Director of Health and Community (Ms K
McFarland), Director of Legacy (Ms O McGillion), Parks Development Manager
(Mr C Kennedy), )Lead Democratic Services and Improvement Officer (Ms E
Cavanagh), Emergency Planning Officer (Mr M Daly), Lead Finance Officer (Mr
A Dallas), and Administrative Assistant (Mrs M Doherty).
________________________
GSP165/15 Notice and Summons for Meeting
The Chief Executive read the Notice and Summons for the Meeting.
GSP166/15 Apologies
There were no apologies.
GSP167/15 Declarations of Members’ Interests
Councillor Carlin declared an interest in agenda item 15 – Councillor
Allowances and agenda item 16 – Appointment to NILGOSC.
Open for Decision
GSP168/15 Deputations (None)
There were no deputations.
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GSP169/15 Chairperson’s Business
There was no Chairperson’s business.
GSP170/15 Confirmation of the Open Minutes of the Governance and
Strategic Planning Committee held on Tuesday 3 November 2015
The open Minutes of Meeting held on 3 November 2015 (GSP142/15 –
GSP163/15) were confirmed and signed by the Chairperson subject to
the following amendments:
GSP149/15 Final paragraph, before the recommendation: Change
‘Major’s’ to Mayor’s’.
GSP160/15 First sentence in final paragraph, before the
recommendation: Change ‘An Independent Member of Council’ to ‘A
Member of the Sinn Fein grouping’.
It was agreed that Members would amend their own copies of the
Minutes accordingly.
GSP171/15 Matters Arising
DSD Community Planning Policy Statement (GSP160/15)
A Member of the UUP grouping queried the change in tact by DSD in
relation to the transfer of regeneration funding to Council. He
expressed his disappointment at the latest announcement by the
Minister to delay the transfer of this function to Council. He felt that
the distribution of this funding which was solely urban based, when
transferred to Council could have seen a change in the distribution of
this funding to the wider Council area.
The Chief Executive advised Members that Council continues to liaise
with DSD and has an input into the prioritisation of projects which are
then taken forward by DSD. He assured Members that through this
transition period, Council and DSD will continue to work together.
The Committee
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Recommended

that official(s) from DSD be asked to
outline their plans during the transition
period, to this committee.

In response to a query from a Member of the Sinn Fein grouping the
Chief Executive confirmed that a paper addressing the imbalance of
funding between urban and rural areas will be forthcoming.
Rationalisation of the Court Estate (GSP155/15)
The Chairperson advised Members that following on from the recent
visit to the Courthouses in Strabane and Omagh, it was her
understanding that the Strabane Courthouse has been earmarked for
closure by the Department of Justice. A discussion ensued.
The Committee
Recommended

that (i) a letter be sent to the Department
of Justice to seek clarification on their
decision to close Strabane Courthouse
(ii) and to ascertain if Omagh Courthouse
is the preferred option of the
Department of Justice and to seek
confirmation that Omagh Courthouse is
DDA and Section 75 compliant.

GSP172/15 Community Planning
The Chief Executive presented the above report, a copy of which had
previously been circulated to Members. The report updated Members
on the progress with preparation of the Community Plan in accordance
with Part 10 of the Local Government Act (2014) and Statutory
Guidance for the Operation of Community Planning.
A Member of the Sinn Fein grouping requested that as part of the
planned structures for the transition Community Planning Partnership
that consideration be given to including members of the
Neighbourhood Renewal Partnership Boards and representatives of the
Rural Development Partnership.
The Committee
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Recommended

that Members endorse the contents of
this report and the progress outlined
herein namely
(i)
The establishment of 8 Local
Community Planning Groups
(ii)
The agreement of sources of
membership of a ‘Transition
Community Planning Partnership.
(iii) The hosting of a stakeholder
plenary on 8 December 2015.
(iv) The revised timelines for
publication of the Community Plan
in cognisance of the Programme
for Government and the Local
Community Planning timescales.

GSP173/15 Capital Projects Approval
The Lead Finance Officer presented the above report, a copy of which
had previously been circulated to Members. The report sought
Members approval for the allocation of capital funding towards a
number of projects following consideration by the Capital Projects
Corporate Programme Planning Group held on 17 November 2015.
A Member of the Sinn Fein grouping thanked the Lead Finance Officer
for his detailed report. He welcomed the recommendations in respect
of the proposed projects for the Brandywell, Irish Street, Rose Court,
the Fountain and Currynerin. He stated his party’s support for the
development of a Strategic Play Plan representative of the new Council
area; he said that this will make Council ready to apply for funding for
play provision going forward. He advised that in relation to the
Strathfoyle Play project his party supported Option 1 – that Council
provides the necessary funding to deliver the project in full and
progresses the project to tender with immediate effect.
A Member of the SDLP grouping also thanked the Lead Finance Officer
for his report. He welcomed the recommendations within the report.
He stated that it was good to see that Council is in a position to make
play available to areas with high levels of deprivation. He added that it
was important that this item stays on the agenda, as it was key that
these projects progress without delay due to the funding implications
of having money spent by 31 March 2016. In response the Chair
advised that the strategic element of these projects would be dealt with
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today, and that when approval to proceed had been agreed, monthly
updates on these projects would be provided to Members through the
Environment and Regeneration Committee.
An Independent Member of Council welcomed all the projects in
particular the project for the Brandywell. He stated that this was a
socially neglected area for play provision and it was badly needed. He
praised the work of the Council’s Parks Development Manager and his
engagement with the residents of the Brandywell. He commended the
residents of the Brandywell who campaigned for a shift in the location
of the play park due to rad safety concerns.
Another Member of the SDLP grouping thanked the Lead Finance
Officer for a very comprehensive report. He felt that it represented
excellent value for money with £3million investment in play across the
City. He stated his party’s support for Option 1 in relation to the
Strathfoyle play project ‘that Council provides the necessary funding to
deliver the project in full and progresses the project to tender with
immediate effect’. He added that all these projects have been a long
time in the making and that they should proceed without delay.
Another Independent Member of Council also welcomed the report
and the proposed Projects. He too offered his support for Option 1 in
relation to the Strathfoyle Play Project.
A non-Committee Member of the SDLP grouping thanked Members for
allowing him to speak and stated that this was a great day as these
projects have been a long time in the making. He welcomed the
support from his colleagues for the Strathfoyle Play Project and added
that Council identified the need for this project in the area and
responded to it for which he is thankful.
A Member of the DUP grouping thanked the Lead Finance Officer for
the detailed report and welcomed the proposals in relation to the
projects for the Brandywell, Irish Street, Rose Court, the Fountain,
Currynerin and the development of a Strategic Play Plan. He also
stated his support for the proposed project for Strathfoyle Play but he
raised concerns about Option 1- mainly because Council would be
providing 100% funding for the project, were traditionally Council only
provided match funding to projects which have already secured
funding from additional sources. He offered his party’s support for
Option 2 of the proposal which is that Council confirms £172,938
match funding for the project, seeks to confirm the additional £150,000
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of funding opportunities identified, and makes a further application to
the Rural Development Programme when the programme opens to
secure the balance of funding. He stated that by choosing Option 2
Strathfoyle will still get the project proposed and it does not leave
Council vulnerable.
A Member of the Sinn Fein grouping raised his concerns at the level of
investment being agreed for urban areas and queried where the
equality was for the rural areas of the Council area. In response the
Chief Executive advised that the projects being discussed have been a
long time in the process that they date back to the legacy Derry City
Council and that were identified through the Strategic Play Plan that
Derry City Council had carried out. The proposal today for a strategic
play development for the new Council area will look at the area as a
whole and identify potential projects in the rural areas of the new
Council.
After a lengthy discussion Members put both options to a recorded
vote:
Option 1:
10 For
3 Against
0 Abstentions
Option 2:

4 For
9 Against
1 Abstention

Option 1 was carried.
The Committee
Recommended

that Members approve the
recommendations made in respect of the
following Projects
(i)
SIF invest in Play Brandywell
(ii)
Irish Street, Rose Court and
Fountain Play Projects and
Currynerin Play design costs
(iii) Strategic Play Development
(iv) Option 1 in relation to Strathfoyle
Play Project that Council provides
the necessary funding to deliver
the project in full and progresses
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the project to tender with
immediate effect
GSP174/15 Update in Interreg VA Programme 2014-2020 – Funding
Applications
The Lead Finance Officer presented the above report, a copy of which
had previously been circulated to Members. The report updated
Members on the Interreg VA Programme 2014-2020 and informed
Members of the funding applications which Council is leading and
partnering on.
In response to a query from a Member of the Sinn Fein grouping the
Lead Finance Officer advised that in relation to Priority 1- Research and
Innovation, projects involving SME’s; where no responses have been
received regarding their engagement, such responses once received
will be brought back to this committee.
In response to a query from a Member of the SDLP grouping, the Chief
Executive advised that in relation to Priority 3 – Sustainable Transport
specifically the reinstating of the Old Train Station, that DRD is the Lead
Partner in this project and that Council alongside Sustrans are working
in partnership on this project. He stated that going forward that
updates on this project will be circulated through the Environment and
Regeneration Committee.
The Committee
Recommended

that Members endorse the development
work undertaken in relation to the
projects and funding applications under
the Interreg VA Programme 2015-2020.

GSP175/15 Shared Spaces Project
The Director of Health and Community presented the above report, a
copy of which had previously been circulated to Members. The report
updated Members on the development of a Peace IV Shared Spaces
application for Top of the Hill, Clondermott/Irish Street and sought
Members approval to engage with the Special European Union
Programmes Body (SEUPB) on the development of a Peace IV shared
Space application for a cross border project at Strabane/Lifford. The
report also sought approval for the appointment of an external service
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to lead a concept development, facilitation and engagement process
for both projects.
In response to a Member of the Sinn Fein grouping the Director of
Health and Community advised Members that the Riverine Project had
been a reserve project in the former Shared Spaces programme. This
new proposed exercise would consider any constraints and involve a
re-scoping exercise with the view to adding value to the project in light
of the new corporate identity.
The Committee
Recommended

that Members
(i)
give approval for further
engagement with SEUPB and key
stakeholders around the
development of PEACE IV Shared
Spaces an services application and
(ii)
approve the appointment of
external services at an estimated
costs of £10,000.

GSP176/15 Rates Support Grant Joint Delegation
The Lead Finance Officer presented the above report, a copy of which
had previously been circulated to Members. The report updated
Members on the recent joint delegation with other affected Councils
had with the DOE Minister in respect of current and future rates
support grant allocations.
In response to a query from a Member of the Sinn Fein grouping, the
Lead Finance Officer advised that to date no response had been
received from the Minister in relation the queries raised at the joint
delegation meeting held however it is anticipated that a response will
be received shortly. He outlined the Motion that has been developed
with the support of NILGA and which is currently being considered by
other Councils for input.
The Committee
Recommended

that Members consider and approve the
draft cross party proposed motion and
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endorse the notes of the meeting and the
suggested way forward.

GSP177/15 Consultation Event on Business Rates
The Lead Democratic Services and Improvement Officer presented the
above report, a copy of which had previously been circulated to
Members. The report advised Members of a review of business rates
and consultation event to take place on 11 December 2015, in the
Lough Neagh Discovery Centre, Craigavon. The report also sought a 5
Members delegation to attend the regional consultation event.
The Committee
Recommended

that Aldermen Hussey and Ramsey and
Councillors Donnelly, McGuire and
McKeever attend the Regional
consultation event in relation to the rates
review consultation.

GSP178/15 Councillor Allowances
The Lead Democratic Services and Improvement Officer presented the
above report, a copy of which had previously been circulated to
Members. The report sought Members approval for an updated
Scheme of Allowances.
The Committee
Recommended

that Members approve the updated
Scheme of Allowances.

GSP179/15 Appointment to NILGOSC Committee
The Lead Democratic Services and Improvement Officer presented the
above report, a copy of which had previously been circulated to
Members. The report sought Members endorsement of Council
Nominee(s) to be considered for appointment to serve as Members of
the Northern Ireland Local Government Officers Superannuation
Committee (NILGOSC).
The Committee
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Recommended

that Members approve any nominations
put forward for appointment to the
Northern Ireland Local Government
Officers’ Superannuation Committee.

Open for Information
GSP180/15 Strategic Support Plan
The Lead Democratic Services and Improvement Officer presented the
above report, a copy of which had previously been circulated to
Members. The report updated Members on progress in relation to the
Strategic Support Units Service Plan 2015/16.
The Committee
Recommended

that Members note the contents of the
report.

GSP181/15 Audit and Assessment of Council’s Performance Improvement
Responsibilities
The Lead Democratic Services and Improvement Officer presented the
above report, a copy of which had previously been circulated to
Members. The report advised Members of the outcome of the Local
Government Auditor’s assessment of whether the Council has
established arrangements to secure continuous improvement in the
exercise of its function in the introductory year of the commencement
of part 12 of the Local Government (Northern Ireland) 2014 Act.
The Committee
Recommended

that Members note the contents of the
report.

GSP182/15 Rural Needs Bill
The Lead Democratic Services and Improvement Officer presented the
above report, a copy of which had previously been circulated to
Members. The report advised Members of a response submitted in
relation to the Rural Needs Bill.
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A Member of the Sinn Fein grouping stated that he felt the response
could have been more comprehensive with a clear indication that
Council supports and is committed to this duty. In response the Lead
Democratic Services and Improvement Officer advised that the
timeframe permitted for a detailed response was minimal and the
Minister acknowledges that only a short time frame was provided for a
response.
The Committee
Recommended

that Members note the contents of the
report.

GSP183/15 Day of Reflection Plaque
The Lead Democratic Services and Improvement Officer presented the
above report, a copy of which had previously been circulated to
Members. The report updated Members on the replacement of the
Day of Reflection Plaque to reflect the new name of the Council.
The Committee
Recommended

that Members note the contents of the
report.

GSP184/15 Consultations
The Lead Democratic Services and Improvement Officer presented the
above report, a copy of which had previously been circulated to
Members. The report advised Members of the current consultation
from the NI Commissioner for Complaints relating to the NI local
Government Code of Conduct for Councillors. The Commissioner is
inviting Council’s comments on Alternative Action proposals.
The Committee
Recommended

that Members note the above
consultation.

GSP185/15 Resilient Cities Challenge
The report by the Lead Assurance Officer was presented for
information, a copy of which had previously been circulated to
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Members. The report updated Members in relation to the application
process for the 100 Resilient Cities Challenge
The Committee
Recommended

that Members note the contents of the
report.

GSP186/15 Independent Review of the Civil Contingencies Arrangements in
Local Government NIO
The report by the Lead Assurance Officer was presented for
information, a copy of which had previously been circulated to
Members. The report advised Members of findings identified in the
recently published review of Civil Contingencies arrangements in Local
Government in Northern Ireland.
The Committee
Recommended

that Members note the contents of the
report and endorse the recommendations
which can be implemented by Council at
this stage in the process.

GSP187/15 Post Project evaluation for City of Culture
The Director of Legacy presented the above report, a copy of which
had previously been circulated to Members. The report advised
Members on the current work being completed for the City of Culture
Post Project Evaluation.
The Committee
Recommended

that Members note the information
reported on the completion of the Post
Project Evaluation for the City of Culture
2013.

GSP188/15 Update on the European Youth Capital Bid
The Director of Legacy presented the above report, a copy of which
had previously been circulated to Members. The report updated
Members on the engagement plan for the European Youth Capital.
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In response to a query from a Member of the SDLP grouping, the
Director of Legacy advised that a meeting with elected Members is
scheduled to take place in the next two weeks and Members will
receive notification shortly.
The Committee
Recommended

that Members note the information
contained within the report and to
encourage the schools and the youth
organisations in their local areas to get
involved with the European Youth Capital
Bid.

The Meeting then went into Confidential Business.

The Meeting Terminated at 5.40 pm

Chairperson: _______________________________________
Date:

_________________________________________
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Item/Min Ref:

Agenda Item 8

Title of Report:
Corporate and Improvement Plan
2015/16 – Progress Update

Officer Presenting:
Lead Democratic Services and
Improvement Officer.
Author:
Lead Democratic Services and
Improvement Officer

1
1.1

Purpose of Report/Recommendations
To provide Members with an update on progress in relation to the Corporate
and Improvement Plan 2015/16.

2
2.1

Background
At the 28 May 2015 meeting of Council (Minute Ref GSP34/15 and C68/15),
Members approved the Corporate and Improvement Plan 2015/16.

2.2

Subsequent to this, Annual Plans for the three Directorates and the Strategic
Support Units were prepared and submitted for approval to the relevant
Committees. Progress updates in relation to these plans were presented to the
December round of Committee meetings.

3
3.1

Key Issues
Appendix 1 provides an update in relation to the Corporate and Improvement
Plan 2015/16 commitments.

4
4.1

5
5.1

Financial, Equality, Legal, HR and other Implications
There are no implications as a result of this progress report.

Recommendations.
That Members note the contents of this report.

Background Papers
Appendix 1 Update in relation to the Corporate and Improvement Plan 2015/16
Commitments
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Ref
Commitment 2015/16
12.1 a Link the integrated, sub regional Economic Development
Strategy and action plan to the development of the
Community Plan and the Local Development Plan - and
implement 15/16 actions, as agreed.
b Submit bids and secure funding from the European Social
Find, Peace IV, Local Economic Development funding from
Invest NI and the Rural Development Programme and
implement programmes within 15/16 timescales.
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c Engage with strategic partners such the Ministerial
Advisory Group, the NWRCBG and Donegal County
Council in the development of the North West Region
including a joint NW Investment proposition.

d Actively engage DETI, DARD, ERNACT, Super Connected
Cities and other key stakeholders for further roll out of the

Progress Update
Integrated Economic Strategy has been worked through Community
Planning Thematic Working group and emerging sectors have been
agreed.
Extension to SLA with Invest NI to provide RSI programme to 31 March
agreed.
ERDF/LED Business Support and Growth Programme scoped and
application to be submitted by December 2015. Programme to be
appraised and procured by October 2016.
ESF bid successful.
PEACE IV bid currently being scoped.
LED application to be submitted by 31 December 2015.
RDP strategy underway and to be submitted to DARD by 31 December
2015.
Collaboration underway with Donegal County Council on Sail West,
ERNACT, NWRDG, NW Investment, INTERREG and Rural Development
Programme.
Invest Derry website is now live and will currently be rebranded to
InvestDerryStrabane.
Derry and Strabane Diaspora Initiative launched – E-zine under
development, database live and NW Ireland Investment Brochure
available.
NW Investment Mission took place in Boston Massachusetts in October
2015.
Berkeley/San Francisco Investment Mission took place in November 2015.
Clipper Activation Plan under way.
Super Connected Cities Programme now closed. 269 vouchers issued and
businesses benefitted.

mobile infrastructure programme to immediately improve
rural broadband, mobile coverage and connectivity within
1

the district. This will include a desktop review of the
current status of the broadband infrastructure.
e Set up and administer the Rural Development Programme
through the local LAG to ensure delivery of the £7.2m
programme.

f Develop an overall strategy to grow the digital economy
locally including a new strategic direction for ICT within the
Council.
g Create the environment for investment and growth in
Council’s Penny Product.
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h Develop and maintain programmes designed to support
emerging and established creative industries and social
economy businesses.
i Statutory Indicator: The number of jobs promoted
through business start-up activity.
Statutory Standard: 140 for Derry City and Strabane

Derry and Strabane Rural Development Partnership formed.
Rural Development Manager appointed and team currently being
recruited.
Rural Development Strategy consultation underway and strategy to be
submitted by 31 December 2015.

Kickstart to Work programme commenced with 203 clients case loaded.
W2W programme has assisted 40 individuals who are fresh claimants of
Employment and Support Allowance through a voluntary early
intervention and intensive support approach.
Engineering and ICT ESIG groups have met on a regular basis. The
majority of groups have not met due to the Community Planning process.

114 jobs promoted through Regional Start Initiative from April to
October.

District Council.

2

Ref
Commitment 2015/16
12.2 a Undertake a review of existing strategies and then develop
ambitious Tourism, Festivals and Events and Culture and
Arts Strategies for the new Council by 2015.
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b Foster and develop strong linkages with the Community
Plan in terms of the development of the above named
strategies and implement actions within the 15/16 year.
c Create a City Marketing proposition based on the Tourism,
Festivals and Events and Culture and Arts Strategies and
begin implementation by April 2016.

d Successfully host a number of large scale events and
festivals to attract visitors and wider community
participation such as the City of Derry Jazz Festival,
Halloween, Christmas lights switch on and begin the
preparations for the Clipper Round the World Race visit in
2016.
e Sustain the level of vibrancy developed in the creative
industries as a legacy from the City of Culture.

Progress Update
The Visual Arts Strategy was developed completely by Council and the Arts
Council of Northern Ireland and presented to cultural partners for
consideration.
One of the key actions of the strategy was to secure the future of the City
Factory Gallery, recognised as the largest single Visual Arts space in Northern
Ireland as the major Visual Arts Facility in the Council area. This was
achieved in April 2015 with the transfer of the lease of the space from
Council to the Void Gallery. Void Gallery has secured resources from ACNI
and Council to establish a ten year lease on the space.
Developed the NWPB Tourism Plan 2015-18.
ToR under development for new Tourism Strategy. Preparatory work
undertaken to merge key actions from draft Derry TTDP and Tyrone &
Sperrin’s Destination Management Plan.
Evaluation of strategies for baseline review for Community Plan. Managing
workgroups in Community planning process and collation of response and
priorities; ensuring stakeholder engagement.
Development and implementation of regional branding and marketing
initiatives.
Development of integrated Corporate Brand inc .Brand Review,
Development of Place Brand & Development of Regional Dressing Scheme In progress – proposed to complete by March 2016.
Core Council led events including: Jazz Festival, Summer Jamm, Wild Water
Event, Waterside Half-Marathon, Walking Festival, Halloween Carnival,
Christmas lights switch on and Festive Time programme, St Patrick’s Day and
Angling Festival. Delivered with increased numbers, higher occupancy and
more positive reviews both publically and corporately.

3

f Maintain Council’s online service delivery and fully scope
the transformational potential of Council’s in-house
marketing expertise.
g Local improvement indicator: To increase the no of visitor
numbers to council owned visitor, cultural and tourism
attractions by 5%.

Proposed structure scoped and with HR.
Phase 2 web development plan including intranet and integrated ticketing
system due to be completed ahead of schedule by January 2016.
Currently scoping omni-channel management systems to further refine this
work.
Securing a 5% increase in footfall within the Alley Arts Centre in 2015/16 –
on target.
The target was a 5% increase in visitor numbers year on year. This year
January to October actual figures are:
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Guildhall
Tower Museum

Visitor
Numbers
275,950
21,152

% yr/yr
+7.6%
+5%

4
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Ref
Commitment 2015/16
13.1 a By September 2015 to put in place a project plan with an
agreed timetable for actions relating to the
implementation of the local development plan, which will
ensure that it properly reflects the emerging findings of
the Community Planning process and is adopted by
Council as soon as possible.
b To publish a statement of Community Involvement as part
of the local development plan implementation process.
c Undertake a review and establish a baseline which we can
measure customer experiences of planning service and its
ability to influence outcomes within the environment.
d Review the potential for revenue growth and efficiencies
through application fees and pre-application consultations.
e Deliver a 15/16 capacity building programme for elected
members and staff, specifically related to the integration of
planning powers into the new Council.
f Undertake a review of the planning committee process and
the delegated scheme in September 2015.
g Delivering on Council’s ambitious development plans by

Progress Update
A project pan has been agreed and presented to E&R Committee.

A draft SCI has been put out to consultation – November and December
2013.
This issue is being progressed.

This issue is being progressed.
Delivered for Development Management, ongoing.

This issue is being progressed and will be completed in early 2016.
Ongoing

professionally and effectively managing its capital
programme and providing high quality exemplar Building
Control service to enable development and ensure
compliance with regulations and safety standards.
h Managing, developing and promoting parks, play areas,
public spaces and greenways as a driver of Community
Renewal, wellbeing and environmental regeneration.
i Indicator: The number of major planning applications

Ongoing

5

processed.
Standard: Processed from date valid to decision or
withdrawal within an average of 30 weeks.
j Indicator: The number of local planning applications
processed.
Standard: Processed from the date valid to decision or
withdrawal within an average of 15 weeks.
k Indicator: Progress of enforcement cases.
Standard: 70% of all enforcement cases progressed to
target conclusion within 39 weeks of receipt of complaint.
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Ref
Commitment 2015/26
13.2 a Maximize the burial capacity of the existing City and
Ballyoan Cemeteries with the completion of £3m worth of
phased extensions to both cemetery sites.

b Progress construction work on the £5m regeneration of
Brooke Park to restore it to its former glory and build new
audiences for this heritage and community asset.

c Extend the volume and range of recyclable materials
handled by Council with the start of construction work on
the new £1.5m recycling centre at Pennyburn.
d Tender the £6m redevelopment of Brandywell Stadium to
provide a modern football facility for community and

2 Decided 0 Withdrawn. Average processing time not yet available.

362 Decided 9 Withdrawn. Average processing time not yet available.

127 cases opened between 1 April 2015 – 30 September 2015. 96 cases
closed.

Progress Update
Both these cemetery extension projects have now been completed on time
and within budget. The completion of these works provides Council with
approximately 10 years burial capacity in the waterside and city side of Derry.
This extended capacity will provide Council with sufficient time to establish
new strategic cemetery sites in the city and to investigate the feasibility of
developing a crematorium.
The works continue to progress well on site, with the contract currently on
budget and on programme to open to the public next summer. The first
phase of the contract, consisting of the construction of a new synthetic pitch,
was completed on programme and handed over to Leisure Services in
October.
The works continue to progress well on site, with the contract currently on
budget and on programme to open to the public next spring.
Design of the works is now complete, all funding has been secured and
planning approval obtained.
6

senior professional football in the City and region.
e Appoint a consultant team to develop the design of a
£11m inspirational and imaginative world class maritime
museum and visitor experience for the City and region.
f Complete Phase 3 of Waterside Greenway, providing a
3km long, green corridor of traffic free pathway for cyclists
and pedestrians, linking the Gransha Site to the Peace
Bridge.
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g Develop a detailed design for a £4.5m Playing Fields
Complex at the old Clondermot High School site, to
provide much needed sporting facilities in this area.
h Develop a detailed design for a £1m refurbishment of
Prehen Boat House to revitalise this underused asset and
to improve facilities for rowing and canoeing on the Foyle
River.
i Commence a technical conservation plan for Boom Hall
and Stables to facilitate the regeneration potential and
eventual restoration of this important heritage asset.
j Complete a technical and economic feasibility study into
the development of a Crematorium in DC&SDC area.

k Develop the detailed design and secure planning
permission for new public realm schemes to revitalise
areas in the centres of Strabane Town and Derry City.
l Design a 3g pitch in Strabane.
m Developing improved access to car parking at Derg Valley
Leisure Centre.

The interpretative designer for the museum content and exhibitions has now
been appointed and work on this element of the project has commenced.
Similarly, the integrated consultant team for the building design has also
been appointed and officers have commenced work with the design team.
This project has now been completed both on time and programme, with
officers securing additional funding from DSD to create a purpose built
public car park for users of the greenway off Madam’s Bank Road. This latest
extension fo the Waterside greenway has proven very popular to users and
was incorporated into the route of the city’s half marathon.
The integrated consultant team for the design of the proposed new sports
facility has been appointed and officers have commenced work with the
design team.
Design of the refurbished building is now complete and officers are ready to
submit an application for planning approval of the proposed works.

Tenders will shortly be issued for this commission.

The initial technical and economic feasibility study has been completed and
presented to E&R Committee. Officers are now looking at the
recommendations of the study as part of a wider strategic review of Council’s
future burial policy and what part a crematorium could play in this emerging
strategy.
These projects are progressing in accordance with the programme.

The Patrician Villas project operated in Summer 2015.
The project has now been tendered and the successful contractor is about to
be appointed to undertake the works.
7
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n Complete the Strabane Pedestrian and Cycle Bridge and
work with DRD to progress the design of the town centre
footbridge as a key element for the town centre’s
proposed regeneration.
o Complete the play area upgrade programme in Strabane.
p Work with DSD to finalise the site selection for a new
leisure build in Strabane and appoint a new design team to
develop a detailed design.
q Undertake the feasibility and business case for an
integrated outdoor activity corridor on the Foyle
catchment.
Local Improvement Indicators:
r Opening of the new Foyle Arena
s Completion of the Play upgrade in Strabane
t Completion of Strabane Town Centre Bridge Project
u Completion of Waterside Greenway Project
v Opening of new play parks in Kilfennan, Ballymagroarty,
Melvin Sports Complex, Victoria Bridge and Patrician Villas.

This contract is now substantially complete and it is hoped that the
remaining works on site will be completed in December.

This work has been completed throughout the former SDC area.
The original commission to investigate the feasibility of locating the
proposed new leisure centre at the town centre Score site is currently close
to a conclusion.
Discussions in relation to this project have progressed with officers in the
Business & Culture Directorate.

Complete
Complete
December 2015
Complete
Progressing according to programme.

8

Ref
Commitment 2015/16
13.3 a Implementation of new Waste Management Plan
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which includes:
Sending all residual waste for treatment and divert
from landfill
Roll out 6,000-7,000 food caddies and 14,000 green
waste collection bins across the new District
Extension of bulky waste collection District wide
Standardisation of non-domestic waste charges
across the district.
b Achieve Tidy NI street cleanliness standards
throughout the district and agree a regime for
inspection.
c Review park and play provision within the district to
identify gaps and prepare a programme for the
Community Plan.
d Undertake RoSPA inspections and complete necessary
upgrades to all play parks within the 15/16 year.
e Commence work and complete the planned the play
projects funded by the Social Investment Fund, including
Ballymagroarty and Kilfennan.
f Develop a Building Maintenance Asset Management

Plan for the prudent management of Councils built
assets.
g Commence development of an innovative energy
management strategy which will align closely with the
Community Plan.

Progress Update
Action complete.

Food waste roll out complete, 6,000 green waste bins issued, collections
ongoing.
Action complete.
Action complete.
Standard achieved, internal monitoring system under development with
implementation April 2016.
Resource identified to undertake this work by way of a Play Development
Officer through alignment of existing budgets and the commission of
external assistance to develop a new Play Plan for the new Council Area.
47 ROSPA play area inspections and the associated repairs were completed
in September 2015. Routine play area inspections and repair systems are
in place.
Funding secured, commissioning of design teams for Ballymagroarty and
Kilfennan commenced. Consultation for Ballyarnett and Brandywell
planned before December 2015. Delivery time for these projects is 2018.
Lead officer assigned to progress review of current practices and
procedures commenced.
This project is progressing.

9

h Indicator: The percentage of household waste collected
that is sent for recycling.
Standard: Not Specified in the order.
i Indicator: The amount (tonnage) of biodegradable
municipal waste that is landfilled.
Standard: 22,586.
j Indicator: The amount (tonnage) of collected municipal

Will be recorded to establish a baseline for performance improvement.

Will be recorded to establish a baseline for performance improvement.

waste arisings.
k
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l

m

n
o
p
q

Standard: Not specified in the order.
% household waste recycled/composted 40% Target
By 2015/16 in accordance with NW
Regional Waste Management Plan
2006-2020.
% biodegradable municipal waste
<100% Target
landfilled of annual decreasing
statutory landfill allowances.
% streets achieving high cleanliness
85% Target
levels of Grade B and above in
independent TIDY NI monitoring
(cleanliness pollution index)
% household bins presented collected
96% Target
on scheduled collection day.
% bulky household collections completed 97% Target
within scheduled and advised timeframe.
% abandoned vehicles removed within
95% Target
24 hours.
14,000 Green waste bins rolled out across the district –

34.56% Achieved

Annual target

91% Achieved

96% Achieved
99% Achieved
100% Achieved
7,000 Strabane area, 7,000 Derry area.

7,000 Strabane area, 7,000 Derry area.
r 6,000 food waste caddy’s to be rolled out in the Strabane

Annual target

area.
10

s % planned maintenance of Council

92% Target

100% Achieved

90% Target

95% Achieved

20% Target

Annual target

60% Target

Annual target

35% Target

Resources secured to undertake review and will progress following review.

3:1

Target

£1.45m completed using Council PDB of £155k equates to 8.3 pounds for
every pound committed by Council.

30%

Target

2km complete inclusive of St Columb’s Park and Waterside Greenway
Phase 3.

facilities successfully completed
t % 1st time PSV test pass rate of
Council’s Heavy Goods Vehicles Fleet
u % reduction by end 2015 in carbon
emissions from energy consumption
of Council property on average manual
2001- 2006 base levels
v % of Council’s electricity consumption
from renewable sources by 2015
w % increase in Play Value Score of
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Council’s play areas from 45% 2011
baseline to 61% in 2015.
x Ratio of external funding secured to
Council’s Parks Development budget
for the development of play areas,
parks and cyclepaths/greenways
y % increase by end 2015 in provision of
cyclepath/greenway development
across the City Council Area on 2011
levels in line with Derry City Council’s
Access Plan 2009-2014
z % increase by 2015 in biodiversity

100%

Target

Annual target

awareness on 2010 levels across the
City in line with the Local Biodiversity
Action Plan (2008-2013)
11

aa % planned maintenance activities

90%

Target

Annual target

within Council Parks/Greenspaces
successfully completed on schedule
ab Achieve recognition/award in regional/ Minimum 1
national environmental competitions
per annum target.

Ref
Commitment 2015/16
14.1 a To undertake a number of test purchase exercises, as
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a baseline measure, to safeguard health in the Derry
City and Strabane District Council area.
b Implement the mandatory food hygiene rating scheme.

c Standardise food safety sampling programmes and

inspection programmes.

Annual target achieved.
Achieved two Regional Awards: Ulster in Bloom City category and Best
Kept City Award. Achieved one National Award: Britain in Bloom Small
City Award.

Progress Update
Report to Council Committee on details of the sun bed test purchase
initiative and subsequent support to proceed with initiative. Further work
will be carried out during the summer on this initiative.
9 meetings attended including NI Implementation Group.
Application to secure funding from FSA submitted.
Information provided to Food businesses.
Participation in national FSA consistency exercise.
Food Hygiene:
FH Inspections undertaken 361
Planned 405
FH revisits 113
FS Inspections undertaken 142
Planned 177
FS re-visits 15.
Other inspections;
FHRS re-rating visits 11
Events – 3 events (27 mobile vendor inspections).
Participation in a UK wide initiative on food supplements/visits to premises.

12
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Food Safety Complaints:
Food complaints 5
Food alerts 11
Food poisoning/ ID notifications 21
(All responded to within the agreed time limits).
>100 requests for service.
64 applications for Food Registrations.
Food Sampling:
Chemical samples taken 53
Microbiological samples taken 145
Participation in a UK wide initiative food supplements, this included visits
to premises and samples procured.
Registered Business Directory:
154 new premises registrations/visits.
Article 20 of the Order requires enforcing authorities to regularly survey
their premises to ensure new businesses are registered, this work was
overdue but it is anticipated that the target of 75% of total inspections will
be achieved by March 2016.
d Engage collaboratively with a range partners to identify
and deliver on initiatives aimed at reducing suicide in the
district such as the Derry and Strabane Riverfront Initiative.
e Establish a task force to implement, as appropriate

the recommendations of the Health Impact
Assessment for the Strathfoyle, Maydown and
Culmore areas.
f Continue to deliver and/or support the Western
Home Environmental Assessment Project (WHEAP),
the Home Safety Advisory Service, the Fuel Stamps

Health Impact Study completed. Discussions to take place with
stakeholders prior to implementations of actions.

Health Development:
Ongoing support for the implementation of the “Welcome Here”
Breastfeeding initiative within Council premises.
Delivery of two presentations to Chinese caterers from the Strabane and
13

Scheme and the Affordable Warmth Scheme.
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g Continue to implement the Air Quality Action Plans,

carry out an Updating and Screening Assessment and
submit to the Department of Environment for
appraisal.

h Carry out inspections and risk assessments in relation

to the Pollution Prevention and Control legislation
and submit statistical returns as required.

Derry areas on health and safety risk assessment in the commercial
kitchen.
Ongoing work in developing Civic Alcohol & Drugs, Homeless and Mental
Health Forums in partnership with lead Health Protection Agencies.
Western Home Environmental Assessment Project:
135 home assessment visits were conducted in homes in which there are
children under 5.
7 home assessment visits were conducted in homes in which there are over
65’s.
Home owners were provided with a variety of home safety and security
equipment, where appropriate.
Continued support provided to Home Accident Prevention (Foyle);
including attendance at meetings and preparation of promotional
materials.
5 of 8 Air AQMA’s located in the Derry Locality which are impacted by road
traffic emissions. 3 AQMA’s in Strabane locality impacted by emissions
associated with domestic/fuel burning.
1 of 3 air quality monitoring stations decommissioned due to reduction in
government funding. Diffusion tube network across Council area
continues.
Updating Screening and Assessment/Action Plan.
Updates and Progress Reports to be completed.
Pollution Prevention Control:
20 risk based inspections undertaken.
Council area has a total of 48 installations requiring 69 inspections over the
12 month period.
335 complaints received; includes noise from domestic and commercial
sources.
Public Health Complaints:
464 complaints received: Housing disrepair 133, dampness 41, drainage
88, malodour 29
14
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Pests (rats, mice, wasps) 118
DOE planning/consultations 51
Harassment and illegal eviction 4
Informal notices 4
Abatement notices 22
Article 66 notices 5
% response with time limit: 98%
Property Certificates:
100% (897 property certificates responded to).
Water and Drinking Water:
1 Risk assessment undertaken and 3 samples collected.
Private Tenancies:
34 inspections completed, 39 enquiries dealt with.
Notices of Disrepair 12
Notice of Refusal 1
Notice of Unfitness 1
High Hedges:
15 high hedge complaints investigated.
Health and Safety Programme:
226 inspections were planned and a total of 121 were carried out.
Events – 16 events attended which ranged from religious events to large
outdoor concerts. Food vendors attending such events were also
inspected.
Accident Investigation:
Accident reports 23
Complaints received 12
All accidents and complaints investigations were responded to within the
time limits.
Inspection Priorities identified in Joint Strategy Programme with
HSENI:
Buried metallic pipework initiative – all identified high risk installations
15
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completed.
New to the job initiative – information/discussions continued in >50%
routine inspections.
Fireworks (Manufacture and Storage of Explosive Regulations) applications
9
All fireworks/MSER applications processed/inspected within required
timeframe.
Two Chinese risk assessment seminars held in Derry and Strabane. New to
the Job promotion held in St Columb’s Park House in conjunction with
ethnic minorities groups, Community Relations and the Sai Pak Chinese
Community Association who provide translations.
Regulation of Sports Grounds:
All designated sports grounds safety certificates reviewed.
Sports Ground Safety (SAG) meeting held.
Brandywell safety certificate reissued to new qualified person and
alterations to the stadium incorporated.
Regulated Sports Ground Stands reviewed and report was presented to
Council on those stands to be regulated. Special safety certificate for a
religious event in Celtic Park GAA Grounds was issued.
A contingency planning exercise undertaken in conjunction with
emergency services for both designated and regulated sports grounds.
Principal H&S officer has attended Lead Officers Safety of Sports Grounds
Working Group meetings.
Public:
63 events assessed (21 high; 28 medium; 14 low risk).
87,000 people attended events.
Consumer Protection:
90 inspections including:
35 Construction Products
49 Blind Cord
2 E Cigarettes
16

i Continue to implement dog control and reinforcing
responsible dog ownership.
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4 Halloween Shops
11 Complaints
3 Hazard Warnings
Tobacco Control:
210 inspections of smoke-free premises and vehicles to ensure compliance
with the legislation.
64 visits to retail premises to promote compliance with age of sale
legislation and to prepare them for the introduction of retailer sanctions.
3 visits to businesses to advise on writing smoking policies.
65 compliance visits to small tobacco retailers following introduction of the
display ban.
Strategy and action plan currently being drafted.
Dog Control Service currently being reviewed.
Youths Educated in Safety (YES) Programme – Dog Wardens delivered
presentations to 14 schools.
Dog Control Order for ‘Fouling on Lands’ declared.
Attendance at Northern Ireland Dogs Advisory Group (NIDAG).

Local improvement indicators:
J To target 1,000 identified low income, private sector
households an deliver energy efficiency and improvement
k

Affordable Warmth Scheme: 6338 homes visited and 1050 surveys
completed with eligible homes.

measures to qualifying occupants
To work in pursuit of the achievement of the air quality
objectives in compliance with the Environment (NI) Order
2002

Ref

Commitment 2015/16

Progress Update
17

14.2 a Support the work of the community and voluntary

b Invest £700,000 in partner led advice services.

3 years community support strategy – ongoing – to be completed in line
with Community Planning outcomes.
2015/16 grant aid programme delivered to 45 successful applications with
a total value of £79,913.50
1% increase in advice contacts in first 6 months.

c To provide 7,290 coaching hours through the Active
Communities programme and enlist 9,594 participants.
d Support the delivery of a number of high-profile of sports

6 month YTD statistics show a forecast of having achieved 59% of our
target for coaching hours and 54% of our target for participant enlistment.
Climbing, Judo and Wrestling events held to date in Foyle Arena.

sector through a £15,000 grants programme.

events and tournaments.
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e Invest in and promote our leisure facilities as venues of
excellence in sports delivery.
f Celebrate the achievements of sports groups through

Ongoing
New sports awards scheme planned for May 2016.

a sports award scheme with the local sports forums.
g Establish a policing and community safety partnership to
develop and deliver an action plan to make communities’
safer and allow local people to voice views on policing and
community safety issues.

Funding secured from PSNI (£49,995), DSD (£40,153), NIHE (£25,000) and
UU Magee (£25,000) to support the Community Safety Warden Scheme.
Three year Service Level Agreement with PSNI, CCI and Ilex in relation to
CCTV Provision.
Funding secured from DSD (£120,000) and PHA (£20,000) to install 14
additional CCTV cameras along the Riverfront and Foyle Bridge.
Getting orders for Madam’s Bank Tunnel, Westway and Rock Terrace with
gates installed at Rock Terrace and Madam’s Bank Tunnel.
41 Neighbourhood Watch Schemes supported in the Council area.
180 homes fitted with additional security equipment under the Foyle Safer
Homes Initiative.
Athlete Support programme agreed by Sports Forum and Council and
currently operational.

Local improvement indicators:
h Increase usage number/footfall within our leisure facilities

6 month YTD statistics show a forecast of 8% increase in usage within our
18

i by 5%.
To undertake a user survey in our leisure facilities and
j achieve a 65% satisfaction rating.
Provide 7,290 coaching hours through the Active
Communities Programme and enlist 9,594 participants.

Ref

Commitment 2015/16

15.1 a Develop and agree a strategic and long term

Community Plan for this region by April 2016 in
partnership with the Community and Statutory
Agencies.
b Assist the Council, Chief Executive and Directors in
lobbying and advocacy work.

Leisure facilities.
Draft terms of reference for Leisure User survey are finalised by January
2016 with survey roll-out planned for April 2016.

Progress Updates
Following an extensive consultation, engagement and co-design process, the
Council is on track to produce a draft community plan for consultation on 31
March 2016.
Baseline statistics and evidence base developed. Two workshops held with
statutory partners. One on 31 March 2015 and the second on 18 November
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2015. Statutory partners also engaged in the eight thematic working groups.
Following advocacy at the partnership panel. PFG now to be based on
outcomes similarly to local government. Work ongoing with NISRA
statisticians to develop measurable indicators aligned to outcomes at a local
and regional level.
c Develop a longer term Corporate Plan for the

Council aligned to the outcomes in the Community
Plan.
d Undertake a service improvement review of

customer service standards and care.

Work to be progressed following production of draft Community Plan. On
target for completion of a draft plan for 2016/17. Longer term plan to reflect
agreed Community Plan.
All directors/HOS/Lead Officers contacted to provide information on Service
Standards by 30 October 2015.
Training sessions delivered to HQ and frontline staff on customer care
standards.
Research being undertaken on current standards for customer care.

e To establish and implement the agreed performance

Draft Strategic Planning and Improvement Framework Draft document being
19

improvement framework into the new organisation
by April 2016.
15.2 a Develop a longer term financial strategy and

undertake a review of financial management
reporting processes.

prepared and scheduled to be complete by April 2016.

A number of procedures have been developed to date: Travel &
Subsistence, Supplies & Services, Whistleblowing, Counter Fraud, AntiBribery, Payment Regulations and Capital Expenditure Regulations.
Capital Plan and Funding Strategy is 90% complete.
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b To set a rate in February 2016 which provides

Work has commenced on the rates estimate process.

evidence of growth and a realisation of planned
organisational efficiencies within directorates.
c To secure and lever additional funding to assist the
Council in project and programme planning and
implementation.

Work is currently ongoing in developing an efficiency plan.

d Scope out the potential for a corporate asset

management system across the new organization.
e Achievement of ISO18001 for the new Council.

To scope all potential funding sources for revenue and capital projects and
ensure that all funding sources are maximised.
Regular reporting to committee on funding opportunities and progress.
Deeds audit for former Derry City Council is 90% complete.
The Deeds audit for the former SDC has commenced.
OHSAS 18001 achieved for Derry sites.
Strabane sites to be audited at the end of October.

f Ensure statutory reporting deadlines are met in

Ongoing but to date all statutory deadlines have been met and all staff paid

terms of payroll and that staff are paid correctly in
accordance with agreed pay scales.
g Ensure good governance arrangements are in place
to ensure that intended outcomes for stakeholders
are defined and achieved.

correctly.
Draft constitution has been prepared.
Draft Corporate Risk Register in place and presented to Governance &
Strategic Planning Committee in October 2015.
Development of Service Risk Registers currently underway and on schedule
to be completed by the end of March 2016.
Audited accounts agreed by 31 October 2015.

h Demonstrate revenue growth via the provision of in-

Legal Services currently being delivered by DCSDC for Causeway Coast and

house legal support to local government on a sub20

regional basis.
15.3 a To develop a local People and Organisational

Development Strategy based on the regional model.
b To provide personnel support to the Chief Executive
and Directors in workforce planning and populating
the new structure.
c Implement the voluntary severance scheme
following due consideration of regional guidance
and business cases.
d To develop a capacity building programme to
manage talent and develop people.
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Local improvement indicators:
e Populating the new organisational structure.
f Implementation of the voluntary severance scheme.

Omagh & Fermanagh Councils.

HR Action Plan developed for current year.
Directors, Heads of Service and Lead Officers confirmed in post.
Sub –structure reviews ongoing for all services.
Voluntary Severance applications being considered in line with agreed
timeframe across all services.
18 business cases approved to date.
E-Learning platform developed and will be piloted in January 2016.

Ongoing.
Ongoing.
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Agenda Item 9
Item/Min Ref:

Title of Report:

Officer presenting:

Community Planning

Chief Executive
Author:
Change Manager

1

Purpose of Report/Recommendations

1.1
The purpose of this report is to update Members on the progress in preparation of
the Community Plan in accordance with Part 10 of the Local Government Act (2014) and
the Statutory Guidance for the Operation of Community Planning.
1.2
It is recommended that Members endorse the contents of this report and the
progress outlined herein to date.
2

Background

2.1
Following the report tabled at the previous Governance and Strategic Planning
Committee, the Council hosted a successful Community Planning Plenary on the 08
December 2015 with circa 300 delegates in attendance.

2.2

3

The broad objectives of this plenary were as follows:


To provide an update on the progress in developing our community plan



To receive feedback from the thematic working groups on their outputs



Outline our proposed next steps and timelines in developing our strategic plan



Launch the process for developing a further 8 local community plans – and the
recruitment to 8 local community planning groups.

Key Issues
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3.1
The video, slides and feedback report from the plenary shall be uploaded onto our
our website in early January.
3.2
91% of the delegates surveyed at the plenary stated that they rated the
Community Planning experience to date as 'excellent' or 'good'.
3.2
The plenary agreed the 24 strategic outcomes for our Community Plan which will
lead us to 2031. Our strategic outcomes are attached at appendix one.
3.3
Four broad work streams are currently live in the development of our community
plan as follows:


Drafting and agreeing content. A programme of work is currently underway to
agree our strategic, long-term actions (which require a high degree of
partnership working) and a set of measurable and relevant indicators. The
Directors and Co-ordination team are currently consulting with the chairs of the
thematic groups, our statutory partners and the Ulster University's Economic
Policy Centre to refine and agree the draft emerging content. It is envisaged
that this drafting phase will be completed by the end of March.



Equality Impact Assessment. The Equality Team are currently preparing the
Equality Impact Assessment and considering the terms of reference and scope
for the Equality Group which will be established to provide insight into the
policy development process and assist the Transition Community Planning
Partnership.



Development of Local Community Plans. Recruitment to the eight local
community planning groups is currently live. Citizens, businesses, community
and voluntary sector representatives and statutory partners can sign up to their
local group online on: http://www.derrystrabane.com/localplans. It is envisaged
that the first meetings will be held in February 2016 and the local plans will be
drafted by Summer 2016.



Governance arrangements. Work is currently underway developing a draft
terms of reference for the Transition Community Planning Partnership. It is
envisaged that it will be tabled at the next Governance and Strategic Planning
Committee for consideration and for Members to nominate to the transitional
partnership. It is envisaged that its first meeting will be held at the end of
March 2016.
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4.

Financial, Equality, Legal, HR and Other Implications

4.1
There are no direct financial, equality, legal, HR and other implications arising from
this update report.
5.

Recommendations

5.1
Subject to Member's views, it is recommended that members endorse the
approach adopted to date as outlined herein.
Background Papers
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V17
Outcomes agreed at plenary 08.12.2015
EQUALITY
Cross Cutting
Aim

Social Wellbeing
To improve the quality of life of all our
people now and in the future
Community Development

Building a united and
cohesive community
(Good Relations)

We are supported to be more actively
engaged and involved in the life of our
community and can influence the
decisions which affect our lives.
We live within more cohesive communities
and have access to good quality services
and facilities.
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Our Community and Voluntary groups are
more resilient and sustainable.
Sustainability

Rural Development

Health and Wellbeing
We have improved physical health, mental
health and emotional wellbeing and health
inequalities have been reduced.
We are more physically active.
We are better supported to age well and
live independently.
Children and Young People

Our children and young people feel safer,
healthier, more respected and included.
Communications
Our children and young people have
enhanced opportunities to fully realise
their potential and become active,
responsible citizens.

Economic Wellbeing
To grow and sustain our economy to create
more and better employment opportunities for
everyone
Entrepreneurship, Enterprise and Regional
Competitiveness
We have grown our economic base by being a
more entrepreneurial and creative region which is
business ready and we have a compelling
investment proposition.
We are better economically connected regionally,
nationally and internationally and significantly
contribute to the economy on both sides of the
border.
We have achieved greater competitive advantage
and international recognition by being more
specialised, more innovative and more productive
in our priority sectors and specialist clusters.

Education and Skills
Our young people have improved levels of
attainment from primary to post primary and a
desire for life long learning
We have increased and better labour market
opportunities with a simplified employment and
skills system to assist us obtaining and sustaining
work.
We have increased access to more learning
opportunities through the expansion of our higher
and further education institutions
We will have a better skilled, educated and flexible
workforce to stimulate productivity and improve
competitiveness.
Tourism Arts and Culture
We live in the cultural destination of choice on the
Island of Ireland, championing our people and
place by delivering world-class visitor experiences
to our local and global audiences.

Environmental Wellbeing
To live in a low carbon, sustainably designed and connected region

Physical and Environmental Regeneration
We benefit from more well-designed, maintained, and utilised high
quality public realm, greenways and public spaces.

Our local development plan contributes to the development of
sustainable, safe and cohesive communities and to meeting the housing
need and demand of all our citizens
We are more supported to practice environmental stewardship through a
programme of active learning, participation and volunteering.
Our built and natural heritage assets are better protected, enhanced and
shared so we increase biodiversity, attract economic growth and improve
social wellbeing.
Energy, Infrastructure and Transport
We are recognised as a low carbon region with a more secure and
affordable energy supply
Resources are used for as long as possible, have maximum value
extracted from them and are recovered and regenerated at the end of
their service life to achieve a Zero Waste Circular Economy
We have a more integrated, sustainable and accessible transport system,
which maximises connectivity, supports economic growth, improves
safety, social inclusion and quality of life.

We have access to clear drinking water, our waste water is treated to
protect the environment and human health and our Stormwater more
effectively managed to minimise disruption to essential facilities.

V17
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(Item/Min
Ref:

Agenda Item 10

Title of Report:
Draft guidance for local government
performance improvement 2016
onwards

Officer presenting: Lead
Democratic Services and
Improvement Officer

Author: Lead Democratic Services
and Improvement Officer

1 Purpose of Report/Recommendations
1.1 To advise Members of a Department of the Environment consultation on draft
guidance for local government performance improvement 2016 onwards, and to
seek endorsement for the proposed consultation response.
2 .Background
2.1 Further to the 1 September 2015 meeting of this Committee (GSP111/15) at which
an overview was presented of the Local of Government Circular 26/2015 - Guidance
for Local Government Performance Improvement, Members are advised that the
Department of Environment has issued a further consultation document on the 10
December entitled: Draft Guidance for Local Government Performance
Improvement 2016 Onwards (Appendix 1).
3 Key Issues
3.1 This draft guidance replicates and updates (to meet requirements for 2016 and
beyond) much of the guidance provided in the earlier Circular under the headings
of:


The general duty of improvement



What is improvement



Improvement objectives



Identifying improvement objectives



Setting Council improvement objectives



Consulting on improvement



Recording and reporting progress



Role of governance and scrutiny



Improvement planning and information – use and publication



Role of the local government auditor – inspection and assessment



Improvement assessment



Forward looking assessment



Retrospective assessment



Special inspections



Published annual improvement reports
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3.2
3.3

3.4

3.5

3.6

Coordination of audit and assessment work

There are however additional sections in this draft guidance to cover 'powers of
direction' and 'timings for performance improvement activity'.
Specifically, it is highlighted that where the auditor recommends the Department to
give a direction where a Council is failing, or is likely to fail, to comply with any of
the requirements in relation to its duty of performance improvement, the
Department may direct the Council to:


Prepare or amend an improvement plan or to follow specified procedures in
relation to such a plan



Carry out a review of its exercise of specified functions



Enter into specified arrangements with another Council



Set specified improvement objectives for itself under Section 85

It is further noted that any Northern Ireland Department may direct the Council to
take any action which they deem necessary or expedient to secure compliance in
relation to the duty of performance improvement.
Under the draft guidance:


A Council's performance improvement plan is to be published as soon as
reasonably practicable after the start of the financial year to which the plan
relates (it is suggested that this is to be completed by the end of June of each
year);



A assessment and comparison of Council's performance is to be published by
30 September in the financial year following that to which the information
relates;



The Auditor is to send a copy of any report issued under Section 95 to the
Council concerned and the Department by 30 November in the financial year
during which the audit is carried out or to which the assessment relates.

The consultation document poses only one question - Do you think that the
proposed guidance will enable councils to comply with the duty to make
arrangements to secure continuous improvement in the exercise of their functions?

4 Financial, Equality, Legal, HR and Other Implications
4.1 This guidance is related to Part 12 of the Local Government Act (NI) 2014, which put
in place a new framework to support continuous improvement in the delivery of
council services.
5 Recommendations
5.1 That Members note the contents of this report.
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5.2

That the Council responds to the consultation process by 25 February 2016,
indicating that the guidance is of assistance.

Background Papers
GSP111/15 Guidance on Performance Improvement
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DRAFT GUIDANCE FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENT PERFORMANCE
IMPROVEMENT 2016 ONWARDS
This Consultation Document seeks views on the draft guidance attached to the
paper.
Comments should be received by 25 February, 2016 at the address
below:

Local Government Policy Division 1
Department of the Environment
4th Floor, Causeway Exchange
1-7 Bedford Street
Town Parks
Belfast, BT2 7EG
or by email to:
lgpdconsultations@doeni.gov.uk

The following persons will be able to answer queries in relation to the
guidance:

Name
Piers Dalgarno
Lynn McCracken

E-mail

Telephone

Piers.dalgarno@doeni.gov.uk
Lynn.mccracken@doeni.gov.uk

028 9082 3377
028 9282 3393

Crown Copyright 2014
This material may be freely reproduced except for sale or advertising purposes.
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DRAFT GUIDANCE FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENT PERFORMANCE
IMPROVEMENT 2016 ONWARDS

PURPOSE OF THE CONSULTATION DOCUMENT

1. The Department of the Environment is seeking views from consultees
on draft Guidance for Councils’ Performance Improvement from April
2016 onwards. The aim is to provide statutory guidance to assist
councils to comply with performance improvement duties under the
Local Government Act (NI) 2014 (the Act).

BACKGROUND

2. Part 12 of the Act put in place a new framework to support continuous
improvement in the delivery of council services, in the context of
strategic objectives and issues that are important to those who
receive the services. Councils are required to gather information to
assess improvements in their services and to report annually on their
performance against indicators which they have either set themselves
or that have been set by departments.

3. Local

Government

Circular

LG26/2015

(Guidance

for

Local

Government Performance Improvement) provided the statutory
guidance for the first year of operation for general duty for
performance improvement. Guidance is therefore required for 2016
onwards.
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DETAILS OF THE CONSULTATION PROPOSALS

4. Statutory guidance for local government performance improvement is
issued under powers contained in Section 111 of the Act, which
provides

that,

following

consultation

with

councils,

bodies

representative of councils and others as appear appropriate, the
Department may issue guidance to councils and that councils must
have regard to guidance issued.

5. The Department proposes to issue updated statutory guidance to
assist council compliance with those performance improvement
requirements under the Act. The guidance aims to support councils
in the operation of their statutory performance arrangements from
2016 onwards. Pre-consultation has taken place with the NI Local
Government Auditor, who has contributed to the guidance on
inspection and assessment and has provided some insight into the
practical experience of the limited audit recently completed for this
current year.

6. The Department would welcome responses to the following
questions:

Question 1.
Do you think that the proposed guidance will enable councils
to comply with the duty to make arrangements to secure
continuous improvement in the exercise of their functions?

2
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Human Rights
7. The Department believes that the proposals are compatible with the
Human Rights Act 1998.

Equality
8. Under the terms of section 75 of the Northern Ireland Act 1998, the
Department carried out screening for equality impact and is satisfied
that the proposed legislation will not lead to discriminatory or negative
differential impact on any of the section 75 groups. A copy of the
screening form can be viewed on the Department’s website:
http://www.doeni.gov.uk/index/local_government/local_government_c
onsultations.htm

Regulatory Impact Assessment
9. The Department has not conducted a regulatory impact assessment
as the proposed guidance does not give rise to any associated costs
or savings on business, charities, social economy enterprises or the
voluntary sector.

Rural Proofing
10.

The Department has assessed the proposed guidance and

considers that there would be no differential impact in rural areas or
on rural communities.
Freedom of Information Act 2000 – confidentiality of consultations
11.

The Department may publish a summary of responses following

completion of the consultation process. Your response, and all other
responses to the consultation, may be disclosed on request. The
Department can only refuse to disclose information in exceptional
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circumstances. Before you submit your response, please read Annex
B on the confidentiality of consultations. It gives guidance on the
legal position about any information given by you in response to this
consultation.

Alternative format
12.

This document is available in alternative formats. Please contact

us to discuss your requirements.

Consultation
13.

Comments should be received by 25 February 2016 at the address

below or by e-mail to: lynn.mccracken@doeni.gov.uk
If you have any queries in relation to the guidance, you should contact:
Piers.dalgarno@doeni.gov.uk
Tel: 028 90823377
or
lynn.mccracken@doeni.gov.uk
Tel: 028 9082 3393

This consultation document is being circulated to persons and bodies
listed in Annex C and is also available to view at:
http://www.doeni.gov.uk/index/local_government/local_government_cons
ultations.htm
Local Government Policy Division
Causeway Exchange
Level 4
1-7 Bedford Street
Town Parks
Belfast, BT2 7EG
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Annex A
GUIDANCE FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENT PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT
Performance Improvement under the Local Government Act 2014
1. Part 12 of the Local Government Act (NI) 2014 (hereafter “the Act”) details the
framework to support continuous improvement in the delivery of council services,
in the context of strategic objectives and issues that are important to those who
receive the services. Councils are required to gather information to assess
improvements in their services and to issue a report annually on their
performance against indicators which they have either set themselves or that
have been set by departments.

2. This guidance is intended to assist councils with arrangements for the
performance improvement framework from 2016.

3. The Local Government (2014 Act) (Commencement No. 4) Order (Northern
Ireland) 2015 (the Commencement Order) brings into operation on different dates
the provisions of Part 12 of the Act, which relate specifically to the performance
improvement and management framework for councils. A schedule of the
provisions brought (or to be brought) into operation and the dates on which this
occurred (or is due to occur) is appended to this guidance (ANNEX A).
The general duty of Improvement

4. Under section 84 of the Act, councils are under a general duty to make
arrangements to secure continuous improvement in the exercise of their
functions.

What is Improvement?
5. ‘Improvement’ in the context of the Act means more than just quantifiable gains in
service output or efficiency, or the internal effectiveness of an organisation.
Improvement for councils should mean activity that enhances the sustainable
quality of life and environment for ratepayers and communities.
6. Firstly, the duty involves ‘making arrangements’ to improve: there is no absolute
duty to improve, nor could there be. Delivering high-quality services and
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addressing multiple community needs is a complex and often difficult business,
and no organisation, however competent or well-intentioned, can guarantee that
its efforts will be successful. Councils should put in place arrangements which
allow them to understand effectively local needs and priorities, and to make best
use of their resources and capacity to meet them and to evaluate the impact of
their actions.
7. Secondly, the duty refers to ‘continuous improvement’. As the exact local
meaning of ‘improvement’ will vary between councils and over time, this does not
mean that everything needs to carry on improving in measurable terms. Rather,
councils should seek continuously to ensure that their improvement objectives
remain relevant, that the best arrangements for delivering them are in place, and
that they are able to understand and demonstrate the impact on the outcomes for
citizens

Improvement objectives

8. Section 85 requires a council, for each financial year, to set itself improvement
objectives for improving the exercise of its functions and to have in place
arrangements to achieve those objectives.

9. A council must frame each improvement objective so as to bring about
improvement in at least one of the specified aspects of improvement as defined
in Section 86:
o strategic effectiveness
o service quality
o service availability
o fairness
o sustainability
o efficiency
o innovation.
10. The first of these, strategic effectiveness, is key to linking the community plan
and the ongoing processes that underpin it, with a council’s improvement
processes. The Department would expect that a council’s community planning
2
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outcomes and objectives should be central to that council’s improvement activity.
In doing this, councils should be able to develop a clear narrative around their
plans for improvement that will resonate with the citizens and communities that
they serve.
11. While a council’s community plan will form the basis for its strategic objectives in
relation to strategic effectiveness (section 86(2)), there are another 6 headings
under which a council can set improvement objectives.
12. The next three, service quality, availability and fairness all relate to service
provision by aiming to meet the needs of citizens and ensuring fair ease of
access to the most suitable services that meet their needs. Clearly, all of these
objectives can be demonstrated individually or collectively. Fairness can also be
demonstrated by exercising non-service functions in ways which reduce
disadvantage and improve social well-being, for instance by improving citizens’
access to information.

13. When carrying out its functions or providing services, a council may demonstrate
improvement when it operates in a way that contributes towards the sustainability
of its area. Equally, on-going efficiency may also be shown if fewer resources are
utilised while maintaining provision of substantially similar, or better, services.
Should a council choose to alter the manner by which a service is provided, and
in so doing it uses fewer resources or more integrated services, it will not only be
demonstrating efficiency, but may demonstrate improved sustainability as well.

14. The innovation aspect is slightly different. It covers any changes to service design
and delivery methods that are intended to yield improvement under any other
aspect, and are reasonably likely to do so. This allows councils to make changes
which may not have tangible effects within the same reporting year, but are likely
to in subsequent years, and still count them as improvements.

15. Thus, it follows that for a council to successfully discharge its general
improvement duty, it should incorporate the seven aspects of improvement into
its decision-making processes and its assessments of functions and services.
This would also extend to a council’s governance or scrutiny functions.
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Identifying Improvement objectives
16. There is a clear link between the community planning process and a council’s
performance improvement regime. Community planning focuses on achieving
better outcomes for citizens through the collaborative working of organisations to
improve service delivery and the economic, social and environmental wellbeing of
citizens. A successful community plan will consist of a long term vision for the
area, underpinned by a set of outcomes identified for key themes, with clear
accountability and interim performance measures. The community planning
process should achieve better integration of public sector services and
investment resulting in performance improvements for organisations involved.

17. Each council is required to prepare an improvement plan containing improvement
objectives, which includes the strategic objectives for 10 to 15 years ahead set
out in the community plan. In order to measure performance against its strategic
objectives, the council can consider setting short to medium term objectives
through improvement plans or, if no community plan has yet been developed,
their existing corporate and business plans.

18. Councils should determine their own priorities for improvement based on a
thorough, evidence-based understanding of the communities they serve, local
needs and their capacity to address those needs. Improvement objectives should
correspond directly with the council’s priorities for improvement. Councils will,
therefore, select their improvement objectives on the basis of critical selfanalysis, taking account of a wide range of evidence such as:


the outcomes and priorities identified for an area in its community plan and, as
up-dated, through the on-going community planning process for an area;



the councils’ corporate and service priorities;



the outcome of councils’ assessment exercises of both corporate functions
and services provided using the most appropriate performance data and
information from other sources, such as citizen and user needs and
satisfaction information and wider knowledge of community needs;



audit, regulatory and inspection reports,
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the results of peer reviews and the outcomes of, and recommendations from,
councils’ governance or scrutiny processes;



priorities identified through analysis of performance data on previous year’s
performance and in comparison with other organisations;



evidence gained from consulting on improvement objectives in the previous
year; and



Programme for Government priorities as expressed by the NI Executive.

19. Improvement objectives that have been chosen as a result of the above
processes should have credibility with citizens, stakeholders and councils’ staff.
This should translate into a better sense of ownership of the ambitions for the
communities and the area.

Setting Council Improvement objectives

20. Completing the above processes will allow councils to draw up their improvement
objectives for consultation. These can be in any form a council chooses, but all
improvement objectives should be:


legitimate - making a demonstrable contribution to at least one (or, probably,
more than one) of the aspects of improvement listed in the Act;



clear - setting out the visible improvement that citizens can expect;



robust - with defined terms of success (whether quantitative or qualitative);



deliverable - with established links to individual service programmes and
budgets; and



demonstrable - capable of being supported by objective (but not necessarily
measured or quantitative) evidence.

21. The first of these points is worth further consideration. The aspects of
improvement in the Act set out in broad terms the sorts of purposes which
councils will wish to achieve. Many, if not most, objectives will contribute to more
than one aspect of improvement - for instance, action to improve access to
services might simultaneously address the ‘fairness’ and ‘service availability’
aspects, while reducing a council’s carbon footprint might address ‘sustainability’
and ‘efficiency’.
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22. How many improvement objectives to set is again a matter for the council to
decide. This is largely a question of an appropriate level of detail. Objectives that
are too broad and aspirational may lack the ability to inform effective action and
accountability (e.g. “we will support healthier communities”) and too narrow or
operational may lack an overall sense of purpose (e.g. “we will refurbish our
leisure centres”). Objectives should ideally both describe the overall purpose and
the scope of action to deliver it (e.g. “we will provide more and better
opportunities for citizens to engage in physical activity”).

23. Each council must agree its improvement objectives formally. The processes for
doing so will be set out in each council’s governance arrangements and standing
orders but the importance of improvement objectives would normally dictate
endorsement by the full council. See also the section on “Role of governance and
scrutiny” at paragraphs 37 and 38.

24. Councils should have regard to the general definition of improvement (see
paragraph 5, above) when considering objectives. Councils must ensure that
the objectives set relate to improving functions and services to their
communities and citizens. Council improvement needs to be more than simply
setting corporate improvement objectives. Internal improvement activity can
obviously contribute to the achievement of higher level objectives but these
should not be the only improvement objectives of the council.

25. Overall, it is probably better in the interests of clarity and accountability to err on
the side of having fewer objectives, with detailed links to service programmes,
than to have a greater number of more detailed objectives. Either way, if the
objectives taken together adequately address the main local priorities and needs,
the exact number of them is less important.

26. The Act requires that councils set improvement objectives every year. However,
that does not mean that all improvement objectives should change every year, or
that they should all be deliverable within one year. Councils can set objectives
which span more than one year, perhaps with intermediate milestones, provided
that these are reviewed annually to ensure their continued relevance.
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Consulting on Improvement
27. Consultation on the general duty to improve and a council’s improvement
objectives can be done at any time during each year. It will, however, make
sense to align it with established or planned community engagement processes
and events. The council should aim to make the process of choosing
improvement objectives as open and transparent as possible. The council should
also ensure that this process is in keeping with its constitution and/or standing
orders. In so doing, a council should aim to develop an on-going dialogue with
communities and areas that it serves, so that the setting of improvement
objectives is a jointly owned process centred on a balanced assessment of the
needs of the community as a whole, rather than any particular organisation or
interest group within it.

28. It is recommended that a council should consult the following before setting its
improvement objectives:


citizens and stakeholders;



local businesses and, where appropriate, potential businesses;



its statutory and other community planning partners;



other bodies with which collaborative working is taking place or is being
planned.

29. A council should retain evidence of its consultations (including council’s response
to any comments received) or broader engagement activity to enable it to
demonstrate that improvement objectives, and the plans for meeting them, have
been properly set. In the interests of good governance, scrutiny and
accountability, this evidence should be retained in an easily accessible form.

Recording and reporting progress

30. Section 90 of the Act requires a council, during each financial year, to collect
information which will allow it to assess its performance in achieving its
improvement objectives and to measure its performance against performance
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indicators or standards set by the Department or any other indicators or
standards which the council chooses to use.

31. Councils will need to collect evidence of their progress in achieving their
improvement objectives during the year. For those indicators or standards set by
the councils, the councils themselves should determine what constitutes the best
evidence of the progress that they are seeking to make. That is best done by
setting improvement objectives. Evidence of progress will need to meet the
requirements of the Local Government Auditor (the Auditor). Evidence may
include one or more of the following:


performance indicators, both those set by the councils and by NI
Departments;



qualitative information such as citizen satisfaction surveys conducted by the
council or by other bodies;



progress in introducing or completing programmes, facilities or ways of
working which contribute to the attainment of improvement objectives;



the outcome of governance or scrutiny enquiries and other evidence from
members; and



any other sources of evidence that appear to be relevant.

32. Most sound improvement objectives will probably need a range of evidence to
demonstrate their accomplishment. Councils should avoid using performance
indicators, targets and standards as objectives in themselves. In almost all cases
they will be too narrow and too far removed from public understanding and need.
Consequently, they should be seen as only one of the tools to help demonstrate
improvement.

33. In collecting evidence, such as outlined above, councils should seek to collect
together a body of evidence that will allow it to provide a narrative description of
how successful it has been in pursuing its improvement objectives so that it can
give account for its performance to its citizens, stakeholders and the Auditor.

34. This improvement evidence should be collated together and communicated in a
report or reports to be published before 30 September of the following financial
8
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year (section 92 of the Act).

Role of governance and scrutiny

35. Whether a council decides to operate a committee system or executive
arrangements, there is a clear role for a council’s governance or scrutiny function
(e.g. internal audit or a scrutiny committee) in its improvement processes as part
of its role in holding local decision makers and policy makers to account and in its
policy development role. This should extend to:


processes that a council has gone through in the discharge of the general
duty to improve;



fitness of the council to discharge the general duty to improve;



processes that the council has gone through in the selection of its
improvement objectives, including a review of the level of engagement with
stakeholders;



monitoring of the progress of the delivery of the council’s improvement
objectives; and



promoting innovation by challenging the status quo and encouraging different
ways of thinking and options for delivery.

36. If a council’s governance or scrutiny processes are sufficiently developed to
discharge the above, and there is clear evidence that this is the case, then this
scrutiny activity can be drawn upon by the Auditor in the course of his/her
dealings with the council. It will be for the Auditor to decide whether scrutiny
processes are sufficiently robust to be relied upon in the exercise of his/her audit
functions.
Improvement planning and information – use and publication

37. Section 91 of the Act requires a council to use this information to assess its
performance against a previous year’s performance and compare its
performance (from 2017 onwards), so far as is practicable, with the performance
of other councils and other public bodies.
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38. A council must use the information it collects to assess whether it can improve its
performance and, based on that, must decide on steps to take to improve its
performance in exercising its functions.

39. For 2016-17, a council must use information collected under section 90 in relation
to its performance improvement objectives (i.e. those reported on by the Auditor
in 2015) and its performance indicators and standards completed during 2015-16
to complete the assessment under paragraph 40.

40. Section 92 of the Act places a requirement on a council to make arrangements to
publish the comparison and assessment information relating to its performance
before 30 September immediately following the financial year to which it relates.
41. A council is also required to publish an ‘improvement plan’ which sets out its
plans for discharging its duties under Sections 84, 85 and 89 for a financial year
and, if appropriate, subsequent years. This must be published as soon as
practicable after the start of the financial year to which it relates. Given that
the Auditor is tasked with undertaking an improvement information and planning
audit ( under section 93 of the Act) and is required to issue a report that includes
the result of this by 30 September of each year, it is suggested that the
publication of an improvement plan should take place by end of June of each
year.

42. Any improvement plan developed before any community plan is in place could be
built into a council’s corporate plan. This could be as an appendix as it must be
easily identifiable. The aim, as far as possible, would be to have one key
document that would encompass all the necessary requirements of council
business. The community plan will become the key strategic document for a
council, therefore, performance improvement and community planning should
inform, and be informed by, each other.
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Role of the Local Government Auditor - inspection and assessment

43. The following section provides an overview of the statutory functions of the
Auditor, as set out in the Act and how these will operate during a financial year
under full commencement of the Act.

44. The main piece of work for the Auditor under the performance framework
programme is an annual improvement assessment (conducted under section 94
of the Act) for each council to determine whether a council is likely to comply with
the requirements of Part 12 of the Act. The Auditor will also undertake an
improvement information and planning audit (as required under section 93 of the
Act) to ascertain whether the council has discharged its duties under section 92
and the extent to which it has acted in accordance with any Departmental
guidance relevant to the section.

45. To fulfil these statutory requirements, the Auditor will undertake the following:


a forward looking assessment of a council’s likelihood to comply with its duty
to make arrangements to secure continuous improvement; and



a retrospective assessment of whether a council has achieved its planned
improvements to inform a view as to the council’s track record of
improvement.

46. The Auditor may also, in some circumstances, carry out Special Inspections
(under section 98) in respect of which a report will be provided to the Department
and the relevant council. This report may be published (under section 99).

47. These items of work are described in more detail below. In addition, in the
revised Code of Audit Practice, the Auditor sets out the way in which he/she
intends to exercise key functions in relation to the Act in accordance with the
principles that:


the Auditor’s functions are exercised consistently between councils;



functions are discharged independently (except where directed by the
Department in accordance with the Act);
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functions are discharged proportionately and do not impose an unreasonable
burden upon councils; and



functions are exercised with a view to assisting councils to comply with Part
12 of the Act.

48. It should be remembered that the Auditor also has functions under other
legislation that lie outside the Act. In particular, the Auditor has duties and
powers under the Local Government (Northern Ireland) Order 2005 to undertake
studies for improving economy, efficiency and effectiveness, to ascertain whether
a council has made proper arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and
effectiveness in its use of resources. Similarly, the Auditor has duties to
undertake the audit of the accounts of councils and report on any matters of
public interest.

49. The work performed by the Auditor in discharging these other duties, whilst
independent of the Act and the performance improvement framework, will be coordinated and used to inform work under the Act and vice –versa.

Improvement Assessment

50. The improvement assessment (Section 94 of the Act) will include a retrospective
assessment and a forward looking assessment to inform the Auditor’s view of the
council’s track record of improvement. Both assessments will be informed by the
improvement information and planning audit (section 93). While section 93 and
section 94 each amount to distinct legal functions and are described here as
distinct elements, they are linked and will be used together to inform the Auditor’s
assessment of each council.

51. The section 93 audit of improvement information and planning will be undertaken
in two parts to align with the council’s publication of its improvement plan (section
92 (4)) and its retrospective assessment of its performance (section 92(2)).

52. The Auditor will be carrying out work throughout the year to inform both
assessments and will be feeding back findings to the council. The Auditor will
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undertake council wide reviews of relevant governance and management
arrangements, supplemented where necessary by reviews of specific functions
and activities. Where appropriate, the assessment may involve gathering and
reviewing information from members of the public and other stakeholders, as well
as information from within the council. It will also be informed by audit work done
in relation to the council’s accounts and proper arrangements.

Forward looking Assessment

53. For each financial year, the Auditor will assess each council in terms of whether it
is likely to comply with the requirements of the Act. The Auditor will consider,
among other things, the council’s published improvement plan (section 92(4)),
which will contain its improvement objectives and plans for meeting them, as well
as the general duty to make arrangements to secure continuous improvement.
54. The Auditor will consider the council’s track record of improvement and whether
its governance and management arrangements effectively support improvement.
55. The first part of the section 93 audit will be an audit of the council’s discharge of
its duties under section 92(4) and (5) (the publication of an improvement plan)
and 92(6) (the extent to which the council has acted in accordance with guidance
issued by the Department). This will take place during the early part of the
financial year and will inform the assessment. The exact timing of an audit will
depend on when the council finalises and publishes its improvement plan (section
92 (6)). Councils are required to publish their plans ‘as soon is reasonably
practicable after the start of the financial year’.

56. For each financial year, the Auditor will issue an Audit and Assessment Report
(section 94) to each council and the Department by 30th November, unless
otherwise directed by the Department. The Auditor’s report will state whether
he/she thinks the council is likely to comply with the statutory duty to make
arrangements to secure continuous improvement during the current financial
year. The Auditor may also comment on whether the authority is likely to comply
in subsequent years.
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Retrospective Assessment

57. From 2017-18, and thereafter for each financial year, the Auditor will undertake a
retrospective assessment of performance with the main purpose of tracking
improvement over time. When making an assessment of performance, the
Auditor will consider, among other things, the council’s own published
assessment of performance (section 92(2)), as part of the section 93 audit, and
the findings from any work undertaken by the Auditor to assess service
performance. As with the forward looking assessment, this work may, where
appropriate, involve gathering and reviewing information from members of the
public and other stakeholders. It will also be informed by the audit work done in
relation to the council’s accounts and proper arrangements.
58. The second part of the section 93 audit will be an audit of the council’s discharge
of its duties under section 92 (1) to (5), i.e. the council’s assessment of
performance. This will inform the Auditor’s performance assessment, which will
review:


the overall level of improvement attained;



progress made on meeting improvement objectives;



inclusion of performance indicators;



achievement of both the Department’s specified and the council’s self
imposed performance standards;



performance over time and against other councils (where reasonably
practical); and



arrangements for data collection and use, and the overall adequacy of
performance information.

The performance assessment will be reported in the Auditor’s Annual
Improvement Report.

Special inspections

59. If the Auditor is of the opinion that a council may fail to comply with the
requirements of the Act, or if the Department directs the Auditor to carry out an
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inspection, then the Auditor may carry out a special inspection of the council.
Such inspections may relate to some or all of a council’s functions. Before
deciding whether to carry out a special inspection, the Auditor must consult the
Department. Where the Auditor is minded to inspect and has stated this in an
assessment report, the Auditor must consider any response made by the council.

60. Where the Auditor undertakes a special inspection, a report will be issued to the
council and the Department. This will set out any matters in which the authority is
failing or may fail to comply with the Act.

Published annual Improvement reports

61. From 2016-17, and thereafter for each financial year, the Auditor will publish an
annual improvement report in respect of each council, which:


summarises the reports relating to section 95; and



summarises or reproduces any special inspection reports that may have been
undertaken.

62. Based on the work done during the year, the Auditor will consider, in light of the
annual improvement report, whether to make a recommendation to the
Department to give a direction to the council under section 100 or exercise any
other Auditor functions in relation to the council. This section 100 provision
applies in relation to a council if the Department is satisfied that the council is
failing, or is likely to fail, to comply with any requirements of Part 12 of the Act,
including ensuring the performance standards specified under section 89 are
met.

63. The annual improvement reports will be available on the Northern Ireland Audit
Office website and will be written in such a way as to make them accessible and
meaningful to members of the public.
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Co-ordination of audit and assessment work

64. The Auditor will produce a timetable for each authority setting out the dates and
times during which Local Government Audit staff will undertake their work in
relation to the council. The Auditor will consult with the council before setting the
timetable. In producing the timetable, the Auditor will follow the principles of the
Audit Statement of Practice. For example, the Auditor will ensure that the work of
the other Audit Office functions are co-ordinated so that they are taken together
and exercised proportionately.

65. The timetable will take all audit and inspection activities into account and attempt
to establish a programme of activity that meets the needs of the council, the
Auditor and the Department to provide public assurance and drive forward
service improvements and fulfil the requirements of the Auditor’s relevant
functions. Once set, the Auditor and the council must take all reasonable steps to
adhere to the timetable. Clearly it is in the council’s interests that the Auditor is
able to adhere to this timetable. It is, therefore, important that councils provide
any requested support to the process.
Powers of Direction
66. Where the Auditor recommends the Department to give a direction where a
council is failing, or is likely to fail, to comply with any of the requirements in
relation to Part 12 of the Act, the Department may direct a council to:


prepare or amend an improvement plan or to follow specified procedures
in relation to such a plan;



carry out a review of its exercise of specified functions;



enter into specified arrangements with another council;



set specified improvement objectives for itself under section 85.

67. Any Northern Ireland Department may direct the council to take any action which
they deem necessary or expedient to secure compliance with their requirements
under part 12 of the Act (such as their requirements under section 89
“Performance indicators and performance standards”). This may include that a
specified function of the council is carried out by the department for a specified
16 71
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period or for so long as deemed necessary and the council concerned must
comply with any instructions of that department in relation to the exercise of such
function and provide any assistance that may be required by the department.

Timings for Performance Improvement activity


A council’s Performance Improvement Plan is to be published as soon as
reasonably practicable after the start of the financial year to which the plan
relates (it is suggested that this is completed by end of June of each year);



an assessment and comparison of a council’s performance is to be published
by 30th September in the financial year following that to which the information
relates; and



the Auditor is to send copy of any report issued under section 95 to the
council concerned and the Department by 30th November in the financial year
during which the audit is carried out or to which the assessment relates.
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The Local Government (2014 Act) (Commencement No. 4) Order
(Northern Ireland) 2015
Provisions of the Act, relating to Performance Improvement, coming into
operation on 1st April 2015
Section 84

Improvement: general duty

Section 85

Improvement objectives

Section 86

Improvement: supplementary

Section 87

Consultation on improvement duties

Section 88

Appropriate arrangements under sections 84(1) and 85(2)

Section 89

Performance indicators and performance standards

Section 90

Collection of information relating to performance

Section 91(3)

Use of performance information

Section 92(4)-(6)

Improvement planning and publication of improvement information

Section 94

Improvement assessments

Section 98

Special inspections

Section 99

Reports of special inspections

Section 100

Powers of direction, etc.

Section 101

Power to modify statutory provisions and confer new powers

Section 102

Application of certain local government audit provisions

Section 104

Power of any Northern Ireland department to direct council to make
reports etc.

Section 105

Inquiries and investigations

Section 106

Power of any Northern Ireland department to intervene in case of
default by council
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Provisions of the Act, relating to Performance Improvement, coming into
operation on 1st April 2016
Section 91(2)

Use of performance information

Section 92(1)-(3)

Improvement planning and publication of improvement
information

Section 93

Improvement information and planning

Section 95

Audit and assessment reports

Section 96

Response to section 95 reports

Section 97

Annual improvement reports

Provisions of the Act, relating to Performance Improvement, coming into
operation on 1st April 2017
Section 91(1)

Use of performance information
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The Freedom of Information Act 2000 – confidentiality of
consultations

1. The Department may publish a summary of responses following
completion of the consultation process. Your response, and all other
responses to the consultation, may be disclosed on request. The
Department can only refuse to disclose information in exceptional
circumstances. Before you submit your response, please read the
paragraphs below on the confidentiality of consultations and they will
give you guidance on the legal position about any information given
by you in response to this consultation.

2. The Freedom of Information Act gives the public a right of access to
any information held by a public authority, namely, the Department in
this case. This right of access to information includes information
provided in response to a consultation. The Department cannot
automatically consider as confidential information supplied to it in
response to a consultation. However, it does have the responsibility
to decide whether any information provided by you in response to this
consultation, including information about your identity, should be
made public or be treated as confidential.

3. This means that information provided by you in response to the
consultation is unlikely to be treated as confidential, except in very
particular circumstances. The Lord Chancellor’s Code of Practice on
the Freedom of Information Act provides that:
 the Department should only accept information from third
parties in confidence if it is necessary to obtain that information
in connection with the exercise of any of the Department’s
functions and it would not otherwise be provided;
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 the Department should not agree to hold information received
from third parties “in confidence” which is not confidential in
nature; and
 acceptance by the Department of confidentiality provisions must
be for good reasons, capable of being justified to the
Information Commissioner.

4. For further information about confidentiality of responses please
contact the Information Commissioner’s Office (or see website at:
http://www.informationcommissioner.gov.uk )
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List of Consultees
All Northern Ireland District Councils
Association of Local Government Finance Officers
Association of Public Service Excellence
Chief Local Government Auditor
GMB
Invest NI
Irish Congress of Trade Unions NI Committee (ICTUNI)
Local Government Staff Commission
Local Government Management Services Board
National Association of Councillors
NI Local Government Association
Northern Ireland Assembly/Committee for the Environment
Northern Ireland Committee of the Irish Congress of Trade Unions
NIPSA
Public Service Commission
Society of Local Authority Chief Executives
UNISON Northern Ireland
Unite
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Agenda Item 11
Item/Min Ref:

Title of Report:

Officer presenting:

Retention and Disposal Schedules

Lead Democratic Services and
Improvement Officer
Author:
Lead Democratic Services and
Improvement Officer

1

Purpose of Report/Recommendations

1.1

To seek Members’ approval for the submission of the attached Retention and
Disposal Schedule (Appendix 1) to the Public Records Office for Northern Ireland.

2.

Background

2.1

Further to the report to the September meeting of this Committee (Min. Ref.
GSP/116/15) work has been progressed in terms of updating the draft Retention
and Disposal Schedule in light of Officer refinements and comments received from
the Public Records Office for Northern Ireland (PRONI).

3.

Key Issues

3.1

The revised Retention and Disposal is now required by PRONI to be submitted in
January 2016.

3.2

Subject to Members’ comments, the Schedule will be forwarded to the Public
Records Office and is due to be laid before the Assembly in early 2016.

4.

Financial, Equality, Legal, HR and other Implications

4.1

The Records and Retention Schedule is a key element in effective information
management and good business practice.

4.2

Failure to submit a Retention and Disposal Schedule may result in regulatory
action being taken against the Council.

5.

Recommendations

5.1

That Members approve the Retention and Disposal Schedule at Appendix 1; and

5.2

That this Schedule is submitted to the Public Records Office for Northern Ireland.
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Background Papers
Item 24 - Governance and Strategic Planning Committee, 1 September 2015 – Retention
and Disposal Schedules.
GSP116/15 – Minutes of Meeting of Governance and Strategic Planning Committee held
on 1 September 2015.
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1
1.1

Introduction
Background - Derry City and Strabane District Council
Derry City and Strabane District Council has seven district electoral areas,
comprising 40 electoral wards, situated between the Sperrin Mountains and the
Donegal Hills, with the Derry City itself straddling the River Foyle. Recognised as
the regional city of the North West of Ireland, Derry is the second largest urban
settlement in Northern Ireland and the fourth largest on the island of Ireland.
Derry City and Strabane District Council is the fifth biggest in terms of population
of the 11 new District Councils in Northern Ireland, serving a population of
approximately 149,2001, and combines a regional city with a large and widely
dispersed rural area. This large rural area comprises 16872 farms registered to
addresses in the area in 2014 and a total agricultural labour force of 33393
persons.

1.2

Functions - Derry City and Strabane District Council
The Council has responsibilities for the delivery of a wide variety of services to
residents across the district including, waste management, street cleaning,
building control services, environmental health services, dog control, parks and
open spaces, community services, leisure and recreation facilities, economic
development, tourism development, museum services and annual events and
festival programmes. Also the Local Government Act (2014) devolved an
additional functions and powers to local government, including planning, offstreet parking, local economic development, local tourism, community planning
and the power of competence.

1.3

Archive Service - Derry City and Strabane District Council
Function of an archive service and a professional archivist
An archive service operates with specific strategies that help to realise the full
potential of information as a resource. The publication ‘Standards for the
Development of Archive Services in Ireland’ by the Society of Archivists Ireland
Region, states the strategies as:
o The identification of those archives that constitute a unique and valuable
source of information

NISRA – mid-year population estimates 2014
NINIS – Farm Census (Administrative Geographies) (2014)
3 NINIS – Farm Census (Administrative Geographies) (2014)
1
2

3
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o The permanent preservation of archives under optimum conditions that ensure
that they are morally and physically protected.
o The promotion of information contained in archives in a variety of ways for the
purpose of knowledge, research and legal protection
o The management of current and non-current records for the purpose of
organisational efficiency
o The disposition of non-current records either by destruction or by preservation
in an archive
The Archivist is responsible for the permanent preservation of the archives of the
Council and archives from other sources placed in the custody of the archive
service. The archivist shall have a recognised qualification in Archival
Management. The Archivist shall be bound by the professional code of conduct as
outlined by the Archive and Record Association.
Why Derry City and Strabane District Council invests in archival development
Through the development of the Visitor Services Section, Derry City and Strabane
District Council seeks to enrich the lives of every person in the district, increase
their opportunities to visit cultural institutions, participate in events, and create a
greater awareness and understanding of our heritage and how we can all actively
preserve memories for future generations. The Archive Service plays a strong role
in the preservation, understanding and interpretation of our heritage through the
creation of access, public exhibitions, learning and outreach activities. The archive
collection is a resource for the people of the district, for visitors to the city and for
those wanting to learn and understand the complex history of the region. This is
currently the only local authority archive service in Northern Ireland.
The purpose of the Archive Service
The Archive Service is responsible for the care and preservation of the civic records
of Derry City and Strabane District Council and its predecessors Derry City Council,
Strabane District Council, the Londonderry Corporation, Strabane Rural Council
and Strabane Urban Council. It seeks to identify, collect, preserve and make
accessible the documented heritage of the area. The Archive Service seeks to
promote and enhance the local community’s archival heritage knowledge and
appreciation of the history and heritage of the region. The Archive Service will
ensure that the collections are properly managed, preserved and accessed, in
accordance with relevant legislation and guidelines as set-down by PRONI. The
Archivist currently provides access to the collections - from one of the museum
sites in the city. The Archivist works pro-actively with the PRONI in ensuring
access to records is provided in both sites in digital and or original format.
4
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1.4

Records Management – Derry City and Strabane District Council
Derry City and Strabane District Council is committed to providing effective
records management procedures and ensuring they are integrated as key activities
within the organisation. Derry City and Strabane District Council recognises that
some of its records represent part of the cultural and archival heritage of the City
and district.
The Council has agreed to introduce a strategy which will:
 Ensure a Council-wide framework for the management of records;
 Promote and ensure compliance with legislative requirements and best
practice standards;
 Ensure that all records can be used as an information resource which enhances
their value as assets of the organisation; and
 Identify the roles and responsibilities for ensuring good records management.
To achieve this, the Council will undertake a programme of work:

To implement best practice in its systems and procedures for records
management to ensure that records are managed throughout their life cycle in
a medium appropriate to their function;
 To develop and maintain information retrieval systems which facilitate access
to individual records;
 To ensure records are protected and kept securely in a manner commensurate
with their value to the operation and business continuity of the Council and
the archival heritage of the City and district;
 To develop and adopt a Retention & Disposal Schedule to ensure records are
maintained for the appropriate period of time and that those records worthy
of permanent preservation are identified as early as possible;
The organisation recognises that its administrative records are a unique and
irreplaceable resource. The proper management of this resource is necessary to
satisfy its internal business processes and to comply with legislation, including the
Freedom of Information Act 2000 and the Data Protection Act 1998. Crucial to the
success of the policy is the development and implementation of a Retention and
Disposal Schedule across the Council.

2

Purpose of the Retention and Disposal Schedule
This document sets out the minimum time periods for which the various records
created by the Council should be retained, either due to their ongoing
administrative value or as a result of statutory requirements. It will enable the
5
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Council to dispose of records promptly when they cease to be of any continuing
administrative/legal value and will identify records which should be transferred to
the Public Record Office of Northern Ireland (PRONI) because of their long-term
historical/research value.
The schedule complies with the requirements in the Public Records Act (NI) 1923
and the Disposal of Documents Order (S.R. & O.1925 No 167).

3

What is covered by this retention and disposal schedule?
This schedule identifies the retention and disposal arrangements for all records
created by the Council. A record is recorded information, in any form, created or
received by the Council or individual members of staff to support and show
evidence of Council activities. For the purpose of the Council’s Records
Management Policy, records are defined as:
“Recorded information, in any form, created or received and maintained by an
organisation or person in the transaction of business or conduct of affairs and kept
as evidence’
Within the Council a range of information/documents exists but which does not
need to be captured into the formal records management system. This information
(e.g. ephemeral material, reference material, and convenience copy) is not covered
by the retention and disposal schedule and includes:
Rough or early drafts where these do not contain evidence of policy
development;
 Circulated copies of drafts; unaltered drafts;
 Convenience copies or information retained for reference purposes only (it is not
retained to provide evidence of transactions, but only for its informational value);
 Reference or published materials from external sources which are not needed for
record purposes, e.g. papers from conferences and seminars, policy briefings,
sales catalogues, brochures, “junk-mail”;
 CCd emails;
 Emails that are not the primary record of decisions or transactions (e.g. the
information is recorded in some other way following the email exchange);
 Personal records and emails, e.g. social arrangements, personal copies of
performance reviews;
 Stocks of publications that have been superseded;


6
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Bookings for internal services (e.g. rooms, equipment) where no charges are
made;
 Notes taken during meetings where formal notes/minutes have been prepared;
 Meeting requests, acceptances and apologies;
 Corporate notices and circulars (circulated copies, i.e. not the original);
 Superseded circulation/contact lists;
 Covering/transmission documents such as covering letters, fax cover sheets,
compliments slips or emails accompanying attachments that do not provide
additional information to the main document and where evidence of date and
time of receipt or despatch are not required;
 Reservations and confirmations of arrangements with third parties, such as
joining instructions for conferences, training, etc. when invoices have been
received.
 Personal data and information sent to the Council which is not relevant or
connected to the Council’s functions or that particular file.


These categories of information should be destroyed as soon as reference to the
information has ceased. Unnecessary retention of such information represents a
resource burden for the Council in terms of storage costs, administration and
freedom of information and data protection obligations.
In almost all cases, the disposal periods given in the schedule relate to master
copies of records which form the official version retained for regulatory or business
reasons. Where it is clear that a master copy is being retained elsewhere within
the Council there is no requirement to keep other copies. In all cases, copies of
records should not be retained any longer than the period stated for the master
copy in the retention and disposal schedule.
Where the documents could be pertinent to a future claim eg cleaning schedules,
rotas, consent forms, a copy should be attached to the incident report form and
sent to the appropriate business area. The original can then be destroyed in
accordance with the Retention and Disposal Schedule, and the copy retained in with
the investigation file for the required period.

4

Electronic Documents/Material
The principles governing the retention of electronic documents are the same as
those for paper records. In support of these principles, it is important that
electronic folders should be organised in a similar way as paper records. In
addition, ephemeral electronic documents of no enduring value, such as those of
7
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purely personal relevance, should be deleted from the system at the earliest
opportunity. In business areas where the Council operates a print to paper policy
the electronic documents which form part of the official record should be printed
out and placed on the appropriate file.

5

Email
Emails may form part of the Council’s corporate record and, therefore, are subject
to its records management policies and procedures. All staff, therefore, should
review incoming and outgoing emails to decide whether the information they
contain should be retained as part of the corporate record. In business areas where
the Council operates a print to paper policy the email which form part of the official
record should be printed out and placed on the appropriate file. The email should
then be deleted from the personal mailbox and any “deleted items” box.
Where a member of staff wishes to keep an email message for administrative or
reference purposes, it should be moved into a relevant area. These messages should
be deleted when they have ceased to be of use for reference purposes. Ephemeral
email messages, which are not required for either administrative or reference
purposes, should be deleted immediately.
Incoming and outgoing emails are potentially covered by the Data Protection Act if
one or other of the following criteria is met:



The sender or recipient is identifiable, either through their email address or the
text of the email; or
The text of the email contains personal data, i.e. facts, opinions or intentions
about identifiable living individuals.

The Data Protection Act specifically requires that personal data should not be kept
for longer than necessary. Any emails containing personal information should
therefore be deleted as soon as they are no longer of administrative value, and in
compliance with this Schedule.

6

Categories of Retention / Disposal
There are five broad categories of retention / disposal:
i.

Determined on Review by Council Archivist and/or PRONI
8
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These are records requiring appraisal. They are appraised by Council staff
at specified periods to determine if there is a continuing business need for
retention and by Council Archivist and/or PRONI staff to determine if they
are required for historical or research purposes. It is envisaged that
guidelines will be developed to assist staff in referring documentation to
the Archivist (and PRONI).
ii.

Permanent Retention by the Council
The records are permanently retained in the Department for administrative
or legislative purposes and will be physically or digitally managed in an
accessible format within record keeping systems.

iii.

Transfer to Lead Government/Funding Agency
Records that will be transferred back to the lead government body or
funding agency at the end of the period, generally records relating to
funded projects.

iv.

PRONI Appraisal
The long term historical and evidential value of the records cannot be
confirmed and therefore requires appraisal by PRONI. If it is deemed that
there is no long term value, the records can be destroyed; otherwise they
are transferred to PRONI, in line with policies and procedures.
A file may be reviewed a number of times:
On Closure
A file should be reviewed immediately on being closed by the business
area. The long term value may be clear at this stage and staff should
indicate their decision on the file’s retention / disposal when it is being
closed, if not already specified in the retention and disposal schedule.
First Appraisal/Review
Unless a specific retention period has been specified a file will be reviewed
by the Council Archivist / PRONI five years after closure. Procedures shall
be put in place to ensure that these records are reviewed at the
appropriate stage.
Second Appraisal/Review
There may be occasions when it proves difficult to reach a decision on a
file at first review. Such files may be put away for re-examination at a later
stage by the Council Archivist / PRONI, no more than 20 years after the file
9
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was opened. If this is the case, systems shall be put in place to ensure that
the second review by PRONI takes place.
Transfer to PRONI
The records are transferred to the Public Record Office of Northern Ireland
(PRONI) under warrant, where they will be preserved and securely held.
Records identified for Permanent Preservation in PRONI will normally
transfer under warrant once they have reached 20 years old (as calculated
from the date of the last paper). They are therefore considered to have
become Historical Records (as defined within the Freedom of Information
Act 2000, Part 6), and must be accompanied by clear FOIA access
recommendations.
However, in line with the Public Records Act (NI) 1923 (s.3(c)), certain
record classes may be designated by the Public Authority for ‘early
transfer’, usually because the record class is open and the information is
already available in the public domain. In rare circumstances (for example,
if the creating organisation is facing imminent dissolution, or a Public
Inquiry wishes to transfer the complete record urgently), PRONI can
accept early transfer.
v.

7

Destroy
The records are disposed of securely and in line with council policies and
procedures. The only exception to destruction is if the information is
subject to an ongoing legal, audit or FOI case.

New/changed Functions
As new functions or classes of records are created or changed during the life of the
Schedule, and are not reflected in the current Schedule, advice must be taken from
PRONI on whether there is a requirement for the Council to re-draft, and resubmit
the Schedule to the NI Assembly.

8

Operation of this Retention and Disposal Schedule
Closing a file
In order for this retention and disposal schedule to operate effectively, it is
important to maintain a streamlined filing system through regular and systematic
10
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closure of files. Closing a file does not mean that it has to be immediately removed
from the filing system. What it does mean is that no additional papers should be
added to the file and that it should be used only for reference.
When a file is due to be closed the appropriate member of staff should consult the
retention and disposal schedule and indicate on the file the date on which it can be
destroyed, transferred to the Archivist or Public Record Office of Northern Ireland,
or whether it should be subject to the normal review procedures. The form ‘File
Disposal/Retention Form’ which can be found in Appendix B should be completed
and attached to the front of the file upon closure.
Retention Period
Retention periods are based upon the specific business needs of the Council in
addition to the regulatory environment within which the Council operates. The
retention period required for each type of file is calculated from the point the file is
closed. For example, if the retention period, as recorded on the Schedule is 5 years
and the action is destroy, then a record closed on 10 October 2013 should be
retained until 10 October 2018.
Destruction
Destruction of files will take place on a planned basis in line with agreed
procedures. All destruction decisions must be agreed by the relevant Director or
Chief Executive. A record of all file destruction will be kept for audit purposes and
all files will be destroyed in line with the arrangements for the destruction of
confidential waste. When completing a ‘batch disposal’ the form in Appendix C
should be completed and retained.

9

Roles and responsibilities


The Chief Executive has overall responsibility for ensuring that the Council
complies with the requirements of legislation affecting the management of
records, and with any supporting regulations and codes.



Heads of Service are responsible for:
Ensuring that the Retention and Disposal Schedule, and associated procedures
are fully observed and implemented within their area of responsibility;
Ensuring that all staff within their area of responsibility receive the appropriate
training.
11
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10

All members of staff are responsible for:
Documenting their actions and decisions, and for maintaining the records in
accordance with the Council’s agreed policies and practices.

Legacy records
Records created by predecessor bodies of the Council will be referred to PRONI
for appraisal, where required.

12
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Sub Work Area

Example of records

Statutory
Provisions/Authority

Retention Period

Projects/Services

Specific project files

None

7 years

Action of
Administrative Life of
Records
Destroy

Events & activities

None

7 years

Destroy

External projects

None

7 years

Destroy

Correspondence and
general queries

None

3 years

Working groups
meetings - minutes
Arts database

None

5 years

Determined on Review
by Archivist / PRONI
Appraisal
Destroy

None

Review annually to
remove out dated
information

17

Destroy

Biodiversity
Sub-work Area

Example of records

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Retention Period

Event and project
management

Wildlife and Natural
Environment(NI) Act
2011
Nature conservation and
amenity Lands(NI) Order
1985

3 years

Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Destroy

Permanent Retention by
Council

Permanent Retention by
Council

6 years

Destroy

Site designation
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General Correspondence

Building Control
Sub-work Area

Example of records

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Retention Period

Building Regulations

Building Control
Applications:
Full plans
Building Notices
Regularisation

None

20 years after final
certificates

18

Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Destroy paper records and
delete electronic records

Reports/Statistics
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Dangerous Structures

Pre-submission
Unauthorised Work
Minor works eg loft
insulation top up, boiler
replacement, small
garages, porches, ramps
etc
DOE performance
indicators
Northern Group Annual
Report
Dangerous Structures
Notices

Destroy paper records and
delete electronic records

None

6 years

Destroy

None

6 years

Destroy

20 years after structure
made safe

Destroy paper records
and delete electronic
records
Destroy paper records
and delete electronic
records

Prosecutions – Noncompliance of legal
responsibilities

20 years after
compliance

Street Naming &
Numbering

Street Naming and
Numbering

Permanent

Permanent Retention by
Council

Property Certificates

Property Certificates Applications
Audits of Estate Agents

12 years

Destroy paper records and
delete electronic records
Destroy

None

6 years
19

EPC compliance
Energy Management
Consumption Data
Consultations

Retain permanently
Retain permanently

Site Maps
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Audit of Public buildings
for display energy
certificate
Audits of buildings for
air conditioning
compliance
General correspondence

Cemeteries
Sub-work Area

Example of records
Burial Records

Retain electronically

Permanent Retention by
Council (electronically)
Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent Retention by
Council electronically

None

Retain electronically

None

6 years

Destroy

None

3 years

Destroy

Statutory
provisions/Authority
None

Required documentation
prior to grave being

Retention Period
Permanent
1 year

20

Action at end of
administrative life of record
Permanent Retention by
Council
Destroy
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opened:
 Form 21
 Coroners Order
 Stillbirth Certificates
 Letter from
Midwife/Doctor
 Cremation
Certificate
 Organ Retention
Duplicate/Transfer/
Assignment of Burial
Rights for Graves
Grave Leases (including
None
Duplicate, Transfer &
Assignment Leases)
Grave Stone and Grave
Surround applications
Maps and Plans
None

Permanent

Permanent Retention by
Council

Permanent

Permanent Retention by
Council

6 years

Destroy

Permanent

Permanent Retention by
Council
Destroy
Permanent Retention by
Council
Destroy

Burial Forms
Gravediggers Order Books

None
None

10 years
Permanent

Documents required prior
to graves being opened

None

2 years for all
21
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Duplicate/Transfer/
Assignment applications
Memorial applications
Stone Chipping Letters
Cave-in Letters
Confirmation of Coffin
Sizes
General Correspondence

None

5 years

Destroy

None
None
None
None

5 years
2 years
2 years
2 years

Destroy
Destroy
Destroy
Destroy

None

3 years

Destroy

Example of records

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Retention Period

Action at end of
administrative life of record
Destroy

Capital Development
Sub-work Area

Site Investigation Reports

Retain for as long as
facility is in ownership of
DCSDC
Retain until study
Destroy
options clearly irrelevant
– ie one option taken
forward
12 years; unless funders Destroy
Letter of Offer requires
longer.
12 years; unless funders Destroy

Feasibility Reports

Tender Documents

Tender Submissions
22

Letter of Offer requires
longer.
Key ‘as built’ drawings
only to be stored in
CDM Health & Safety
file. Retain all other
drawings for 12 years;
unless funders Letter of
Offer requires longer.
12 years; unless funders
Letter of Offer requires
longer.
Retain for as long as
facility is in ownership of
DCSDC
12 years; unless funders
Letter of Offer requires
longer.

Drawings/Plans

Contract Documents
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CDM & Health & Safety

General Correspondence

Committee Administration
Sub-work Area
Example of records

Statutory
provisions/Authority
23

Retention Period

Destroy

Destroy

Destroy

Destroy

Action at end of
administrative life of record

Council and Committee
Meetings

Council Minutes, Council
Agenda and
Committee Minutes
Action Sheets
Attendance Lists
Draft/rough minutes
Record of attendance
Deputations
Motions

None

Permanent

None
None

4 years
3 years
Until minutes ratified
3 years
3 years
Permanent

None
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Terms of Reference
Instructional Literature

Guide to decision
making
Members Handbook
Councillor
Induction/Training

Permanent
None

3 years

24

Permanent Retention of
original signed documents
by Council
Destroy
Destroy
Destroy
Destroy
Destroy
Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent Retention by
Council
Destroy

Community Planning
Sub-work Area

Example of records
The Community Plan
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Consultation
Activities/Reports
Strategic Community
Planning Partnership
Meetings – records of
minutes and attendance
Community Planning
Thematic Groups –
record of minutes and
attendance
Working group
meetings and files
Evidence based decision
making reports –
Economic profiling etc.
Events and Workshops
Community Planning
databases

Statutory
provisions/Authority
None

Retention Period

None

For 5 years

Action at end of
administrative life of record
Permanent Retention by
Council
Destroy

None

For 5 years

Destroy

None

For 5 years

Destroy

None

For 3 years

None

Permanent

Permanent Retention by
Council

None
None

For 5 years
Review on request and
annually to remove

Destroy
Destroy

25

Retained permanently
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Partnership Agreement
and Terms of Reference
Publications and public
briefings
Local Community Plans

None

outdated information
For 5 years

None

For 5 years

Destroy

None

Retained permanently

Minutes of Local
Community Planning
Groups

None

For 8 Years

Permanent Retention by
Council
Destroy

Destroy

Community Services
Sub-work Area

Example of records
Council reports
Meetings – Minutes and
Agenda
Grant/Funding
applications to the Council
and by the Council
Booking documentation

Statutory
provisions/Authority
None

Retention Period

None

7 years

None

7 years (from last
payment)

None

3 years
26

Permanent

Action at end of
administrative life of record
Permanent Retention by
Council
Review by Archivist/PRONI
Appraisal
Destroy

Destroy

Community Centres

Projects
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Advice Services

Information on upkeep of
Community Centres
including Strategic reviews
and Business cases
Council reports/ Agendas/
Minutes re voluntary
Bodies
Correspondence/
Applications and Minutes
etc. re Projects

None

7 years

Destroy

None

Permanent

Permanent Retention by
Council

None

7 Years

Financial Information re
projects

National Archives
recommendation

6 years after completion

Review by Archivist/PRONI
Appraisal
Review by Archivist/PRONI
Appriasal

Procurement information
for buildings

National Archives
recommendation

Review 16 years after
completion

Review by Archivist/PRONI
Appraisal

Commissioning
Agreements

None

7 years

Destroy

Example of records

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Retention Period

Action at end of
administrative life of record

Corporate Services
Sub-work Area

27

Driver Information
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Reports on feasibility
studies

National Archives
recommendation

Review by Archivist/PRONI
Appraisal

None

10 years after issue
Records relating to
major projects may be
kept for second review
(25 years)
7 years

Registration of Driver
Forms
Community Resources –
Mini-bus Hire
Copy of Drivers’ Licenses

None

7 years

Destroy

Data Protection Act
1998
None

7 years

Destroy

1 year

Destroy

General correspondence
Invoice Requests
Corporate Policies

None
None

Destroy
Destroy
Destroy

Annual Report

None

3 years
7 years
Until
revised/superseded
Permanent

Asset Register

None

Permanent

Arts Development
Strategy
Capital Development Plan

None

Permanent

None

Permanent

Resource Centre Price List

Policies/Strategies/
Plans

28

Destroy

Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent Retention by
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Community Development/
Regeneration Plan
Community Safety
Strategy
Corporate Strategy

None

Corporate Performance
Improvement Plan
Departmental/Service
Business Plans
Disability Action Plan

None

Economic Development
Strategy
Emergency Plan

None

Equality Scheme

None
None

None
None

DOE Circular No (1)
LG 07 06
None

Freedom of Information
Publication Scheme
Good Relations Strategy

None

Health and Safety Action

Health and Safety NI

None

29

Council
Permanent
Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent
Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent
Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent
Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent
Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent
Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent
Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent
Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent
Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent
Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent
Permanent Retention by
Council
2 years from end date of Destroy
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Strategies/Plans

Plan
Local Biodiversity Plan

Order 1978
None

Plan
Permanent

Marketing Plan

None

Permanent

Museum and Heritage
Strategy
District Policing
Partnership Plan
Waste Management
Strategy
Risk Management
Strategy
Corporate Risk Register

None

Permanent

None

Permanent

None

Permanent

None

Permanent

None

Permanent

Departmental Risk
Registers
Acceptance of gifts

None

Permanent

Councillors’ Code of
Conduct
Various; specific to
each policy

Retained permanently –
current version only
3 years from last
amendment

All Internal and External
policies and supporting
information such as
research data and
questionnaires

30

Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent Retention by
Council
Destroy

Consultations responses

General Correspondence
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Premises Management

3 years from
consultation closing
date
6 years

Destroy

Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent Retention by
Council

Standing Orders

None

Permanent

Gifts & Hospitality
Register

Councillors’ Code of
Conduct
Code of Conduct for
Local Government
Employees

Permanent

Destroy

Booking Information
Equipment Loans
Facility Details
(construction)
Performance
management information,
e.g. facility usage and
energy consumption
Inventories of Equipment

3 years
3 years
Lifespan of Building

Destroy
Destroy
Destroy

6 years

Destroy

Permanent

Stocktaking reports
Conditions surveys

Current + 6 years
6 years

Permanent Retention by
Council
Destroy
Destroy

31
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Chief Executive

Details on Plant and
Equipment including
Maintenance
Inspection reports
Maintenance Records
Requests for works
Asbestos Removal
Internal
Confined Space Entry Internal
Electrical Work - Internal
Excavations
Hot Work
Work at Height
Work with HFLs
Access Control Records
Chief Executive’s Office Diaries
General correspondence

None
None

Lifespan of Equipment

Destroy

6 years
6 years
6 years
Permanent
6 years

Destroy
Destroy
Destroy
Permanent Retention by
Council
Destroy

6 years
6 years
6 years
6 years
6 years
1 year

Destroy
Destroy
Destroy
Destroy
Destroy
Destroy

3 years
3 years

Destroy
Destroy

Customer Services
Sub-work Area

Example of records

Statutory

Retention Period
32

Action at end of

Complaints Policy &
Procedures
Communicating with
Customers Complaints

provisions/Authority
None
The Limitation (NI)
Order 1989
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Routine Enquiries
Complaints – Ombudsman

None
None

Customer Survey analysis
Customer Survey Results –
Individual

None
Data Protection Act
1998

33

administrative life of record
When superseded (retain 1 Destroy
copy for archive)
6 years following last
Destroy
action
1 year
10 years following date of
resolution
5 years
Completion of analysis of
responses

Destroy
Destroy
Destroy
Destroy

Economic Development
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Sub-work Area

Example of records

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Retention Period

Economic Development
Project Management
(including Regeneration,
Tourism Development,
Inward Investment and
Enterprise)

Application Forms

None

6 years

Procurement details, i.e.
tender documents, adverts
etc
Project Reports

None
None

7 years
7 years

Events
Committee approval
Product Development
Marketing
Publications

None
None
None
None
None

7 years
7 years
7 years
3 years
Permanent (1 copy
only)

Internal/External

Applications:
34

Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Destroy

Destroy
Review by
Archivist/PRONI Appraisal
Destroy
Destroy
Destroy
Destroy
Permanent Retention by
Council

Funding (inc. European
Funding

Feasibility studies and
Business Plans:
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Third party Economic
Development related
agencies (of which
Council is formally
represented and or
providing funding) such
as City Centre
Management, RAPID,
Walled City Partnership,
ERNACT:

Existing Funding Records
Funded projects

None
None
None

9 years
9 years
As per letter of offer

Destroy
Destroy
Destroy

Reports

None

7 Years

Working Papers

None

7 Years

Review by
Archivist/PRONI Appraisal
Destroy

Annual letter of offer

None

7 years

Destroy

Service Delivery Plan
Equality Monitoring
Constitution / Articles of
Agreement / Memorandum

None

6 years
3 years
7 years

Destroy
Destroy
Destroy

None
35

of Understanding
Agenda
Minutes/Reports
General Correspondence

None
None
None

7 years
7 years
3 years

Destroy
Destroy
Destroy

Sub-work Area

Example of records

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Retention Period

Nominations

Nomination papers,
Candidates Consent Forms
Statement of Persons
Nominated

None

12 months from date
of election
Retain until after the
results are declared at
the next LG election
12 months from the
date of the election
12 months from date
of election
12 months from date
of election
12 months from date

Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Destroy

Election Management
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Election Agents
Ballot Papers

Employment of staff

Declaration of appointment
of Election Agents
All Ballot Papers (Counted,
Rejected, Unused, Spoilt etc)
All Ballot Paper Accounts etc.
Certificate of Employment of

Rule 12(5) and (6)
Electoral Law Act (NI)
1962
None
Rule 60 Electoral Law
Act (NI) 1962
Rule 60 Electoral Law
Act (NI) 1962
Rule 60 Electoral Law
36

Destroy

Destroy
Destroy
Destroy
Destroy

Candidates expenses

Electoral Registers

Staff
Staff payments including
Income Tax form
List of Candidates Expenses

List of Marked Electoral
Registers
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Register of Electors supplied
for the purpose of the
election

Count

Count Results per DEA

Casual Vacancy by Cooption

Correspondence between
political party and Council re
filling the vacancy
General Correspondence

Act (NI) 1962
HMRC Rules and
Regulations
Section 52(1) and (2)
Electoral Law (NI) Act
1962
Section 58(1)(e) Local
Election Rules Electoral
Law Act 1962

Regulation 97 of the
Representation of the
People Regulations
2008

of election
7 years + current

Destroy

12 months

Destroy

12 months from date
of election. If multiple
elections and a
combined register
produced the register
is retained by the
Area Electoral office
LA is not permitted
under law to retain
copies other than for
the purpose of
election
Permanent

Destroy

Destroy

None

Until the next local
election

Permanent Retention by
Council
Review by
Archivist/PRONI Appraisal

None

3 years

Destroy

37
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38

Emergency Planning
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Sub-work Area

Example of records

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Retention Period

Emergency Planning &
Business Continuity

Business Continuity Plan

None

Emergency Plan including
contact number &
communication cards
Flood Plan

The Local Government
(NI) Order 2005.

Pandemic Plan

The Local Government
(Northern Ireland)
Order 2005.

Multi Agency Emergency

The Local Government

Permanent. These
plans are version
controlled and
updated at least
annually
Permanent - A record
of all versions must
be kept.
Permanent- A record
of all versions must
be kept. All other
copies can be
destroyed
Permanent- A record
of all versions must
be kept. All other
copies can be
destroyed
Permanent- A current

The Local Government
(Northern Ireland)
Order 2005.

39

Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Permanent Retention by
Council

Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent Retention by
Council

Permanent Retention by
Council

Permanent Retention by
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Support Plan

(Northern Ireland)
Order 2005.

Activities that report on all
major incidents in the local
community and post
emergency debriefing
Activities that report on all
minor incidents in the local
community and debriefing
Minutes/Reports of internal
Crisis Management Team
Emergency Contacts
Directory

None

copy of each plan
must be held by the
emergency planning
coordinator at all
times.
Permanent

None

7 years

Destroy

None

7 years

Destroy

Data Protection

Permanent - current
copy only

Permanent Retention by
Council

40

Council

Permanent Retention by
Council

Environmental Health/Health Promotion & Enforcement
Sub-work Area
Example of records
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Dog Licensing (including Applications received and all
Licensing of Breeding
administration relating to the
Establishments)
grant / refusal / renewal of
Dog Licences
Registration of
Registration of Hairdressers Hairdressers
Applications
Tattooist, Acupuncture,
Tattooist, Acupuncture,
Piercing & Electrolysis
Piercing & Electrolysis Applications
Caravan Site Licensing
Applications received and all
administration relating to the
grant / refusal / renewal of
Caravan Site Licences
Site maps

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Retention Period

6 years after
registration or
entitlement lapses

Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Destroy

6 years after close of
business
6 years after close of
business

Destroy

6 years after
registration or
entitlement lapses

Destroy

None

Permanent

Inspection reports

None

Permanent

Correspondence
Planning approval

None
None

5 years
Permanent

Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent Retention by
Council
Destroy
Permanent Retention by

41

Destroy

Food Control Files

Food poisoning

Food samples

Food standard records
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Inspection records

Food premises register
EC approved premises

Food Fraud Sub-work Area
Investigation
Chemical samples

S16 of the Food
Standards Agency
Framework Agreement
S16 of the Food
Standards Agency
Framework Agreement
S16 of the Food
Standards Agency
Framework Agreement
S16 of the Food
Standards Agency
Framework Agreement
None

6 years

Council
Destroy

6 years

Destroy

6 years

Destroy

6 years

Destroy

Permanent

S16 of the Food
Standards Agency
Framework Agreement
S16 of the Food
Standards Agency
Framework Agreement
S16 of the Food
Standards Agency
Framework Agreement

6 years

Permanent Retention by
Council
Destroy

6 years

Destroy

6 years

Destroy

42

Annual Return

Pollution Control Files
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Consumer Safety
Health & Safety

Environmental Protection
Complaints (including noise
complaints)
Consultation responses and
associated documents

S16 of the Food
Standards Agency
Framework Agreement
None

6 years

Destroy

6 years

Destroy

None

2 years for minor
exercises

Destroy

Destroy

Sample results

None

10 years for major
exercises
Permanent

Annual Return

None

Permanent

LAPPC inspection records

None

Permanent

Contaminated land
information
Premises files
Complaints
Health and Safety - Premises
files/complaints
Health and Safety- Sports

None

Permanent

None
None
None

6 years
6 years
6 years

Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent Retention by
Council
Destroy
Destroy
Destroy

None

Permanent

Permanent Retention by

43

Safety Certificates
Annual Returns
Health & Safety - Cooling
Tower Registers
Health & Safety - Accident
investigations
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Health & Safety - Fireworks
and MSER inspections
Minutes/Reports
Public Health & Housing Public Health Complaints
Private Tenancy Order and
Rent Order documents
including inspection records.
Home Safety referral
Requests for equipment
Environmental
Protection
Regulation of
Investigatory Powers
(RIPA)

Complaints
Surveillance Authorisation
Form
Application Form

Council
Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent Retention by
Council
Destroy

None

Permanent

None

Permanent

None

None

6 years from
conclusion of
investigation
6 years

None
None

6 years
6 years
Permanent

Destroy
Destroy
Permanent Retention by
Council

Data Protection Act
1998
?

No more than three
years
Permanent

Destroy

Regulation of
Investigatory Powers
Act 2000
Regulation of
Investigatory Powers

3 years from the
cancellation of RIPA
authorisation
3 years from the
cancellation of RIPA

44

Destroy

Permanent Retention by
Council
Destroy

Destroy

Supplementary
documentation and
notification of approval
Inspection reports

Monitoring information
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Refused Surveillance
Authorisation Forms

Annual Return

Tobacco Control Files

Act 2000
Regulation of
Investigatory Powers
Act 2000

authorisation
3 years from the
cancellation of RIPA
authorisation

Regulation of
Investigatory Powers
Act 2000
Regulation of
Investigatory Powers
Act 2000
Regulation of
Investigatory Powers
Act 2000

3 years from the
cancellation of RIPA
authorisation
3 years from the
cancellation of RIPA
authorisation
3 years recorded from
the date recorded in
box 11 of the RIP 1
form
3 years

Destroy

6 years from the
conclusion of matter
6 years from the
conclusion of matter

Destroy

Complaints

Regulation of
Investigatory Powers
Act 2000
None

Inspection Records

None

45

Destroy

Destroy

Destroy

Destroy

Destroy

Equality & Sustainability
Sub-work Area

Example of records

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Annual reports to Equality
Commission
Complaints
Disability Action Plan
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EQIA reports and associated
research materials
Equality Scheme
Policy screening forms and
reports
Subject specific files on
equality issues
European Funding Programmes
Sub-work Area

Example of records

Statutory
provisions/Authority

European Funding

Correspondence, applications, Article 9 of the Council
46

Retention Period

7 years

Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Destroy

7 years
Retain until
superseded
7 years

Destroy
Permanent Retention by
Council
Destroy

Retain until
superseded
Retain until
superseded
7 years

Destroy

Retention Period

Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Transfer to lead

End of Programme +

Destroy paper files and
delete electronic files
Destroy

Programmes
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reports, minutes, agendas
etc., all documentation
relating to Rural
Development Programme
As above, all documentation
in relation to EU Sustainable
Competitiveness Programme

of Europe Regulations
(EC No. 1083/2006)

10 years

government body

Article 9 of the Council
of Europe Regulations
(EC No. 1083/2006)

31 December 2022

As above, all documentation
in relation to Peace III and
Interreg IVA

Article 9 of the Council
of Europe Regulations
(EC) No. 1083/2006

31 December 2021

In line with Funders’
conditions and written
permission from Head of
Business
In line with Funders’
conditions and written
permission from Head of
Business

As above, all documentation
in relation to Interreg IVB and
IVC

SEUPB
Article 9 of the Council
of Europe Regulations
(EC) No. 1083/2006

In line with Funders’
conditions

and written permission
from Head of Business

Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Permanent Retention by

SEUPB
Events and Festivals
Sub-work Area

Example of records

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Retention Period

Information relating to

None

Permanent
47

ceremonial events such as
Freedom of the City/Borough,
photos, visitor books,
All information relating to the
organisation of civic and
ceremonial events
Council run events

Council

None

7 years

Review by
Archivist/PRONI Appraisal

None

7 years

Destroy

Financial Management (including Audit and Payroll)
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Sub-work Area

Example of records

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Retention Period

Audit

Internal Audit Reports

The National Archives
– Best Practice
guidelines

6 years

Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Destroy

6 years

Destroy

The National Archives
– Best practice
guidelines

3 years

Destroy

The National Archives

6 years after legal

Destroy

Local Government Audit
Reports
Details of Audits Carried Out

Fraud Investigations

48

– Best Practice
guidelines
Correspondence with Local
Government Auditor
Audit Plans/Strategies
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Annual Report &
Accounts

proceedings have
been completed
6 years

Destroy

1 year after the last
date of the plan

Destroy

Terms of Reference

The National Archives
– Best Practice
guidelines
None

6 years

Destroy

Internal Audit Guides

None

6 years

Destroy

Annual Audit letters

None

Current year + 1

Destroy

General correspondence
Annual Budgetary Control
Working papers
Annual Report & Accounts

None

3 years
Current year +6 years

Destroy
Destroy

NI Audit Office

Permanent

Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent Retention by
Council
Destroy

Annual Reports & Abstract
Working Papers
Annual Revenue Budget
Working Papers
Asset Register

Permanent
Current year +6 years
Permanent
49

Permanent Retention by
Council

Treasury Management
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Accounts Receivable

BACS Reports – Payroll and
Creditors
Bank Lodgements
Bank Reconciliation

Permanent

Bank Statements

Permanent

Budget Working Papers
Budgetary Control - Central
Budgetary Control Departmental
Cancelled Cheques
Capital Monitoring
Construction Industry Scheme
Records
Corporate Data Used to
Inform the Councils Annual
Report & accounts
Creditors – Completed BACS
Mandates
Creditors – Payment Run
Reports
Direct Debit & Standing
Orders records - customers

Current year +6 years
Current year +6 years
3 years

Permanent Retention by
Council
Destroy
Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent Retention by
Council
Destroy
Destroy
Destroy

Current year +6 years
Current year +6 years
Current year +6 years

Destroy
Destroy
Destroy

Permanent

Permanent Retention by
Council

Current year +6 years

Destroy

Permanent

Permanent Retention by
Council
Destroy

Current year +6 years
Permanent

Current year +6 years
50
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Election Expenditure Claims
External Funding
Reconciliations
Financial Information for Best
Value Reviews
Financial Information
Recharges of Central Support
Services
Investments
Invoices
 Customers
 Suppliers
 Suppliers Funded

Current year +6 years
Permanent

Journals

Permanent

Loan Fund Advances Register

Permanent

Current year +6 years

Mileage Claims
 General
 Mileage claims for
funded posts
Mileage Rates

Permanent

Permanent Retention by
Council

Current year +6 years

Destroy

Current year+6 years

Destroy

Permanent

Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent Retention by
Council

Current year +6 years

Destroy

Permanent

Permanent Retention by
Council
Destroy

Current year + 2
51

Destroy
Permanent Retention by
Council
Destroy

Record of treasury
management transactions
VAT Returns & Working
Papers
Funded Salaries
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Income tax and NI returns,
income tax records and
correspondence with HMRC

Payroll

years
Current year +6 years

Destroy

Current year +6 years

Destroy

Permanent

Permanent Retention by
Council
Destroy

The Income Tax
Current year +6 years
(Employment)
Regulations 1993 (SI
1993/744) as amended,
for example by The
Income Tax
(Employments)
(amendment No. 6)
Regulations 1996 (SI
1996/2631)
Non Statutory
Permanent

Inland Revenue/HMRC
approvals
Payroll details (Staff name,
Non Statutory
number, tax code, deductions
details, rate of pay, bank
details, together with monthly
or weekly pay and
52

Permanent Retention by
Council
Termination + 6 years Destroy

deductions).
Statutory Sick Pay records,
calculations, certificates, selfcerts

Fleet Management
Sub-work Area
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Driver Licence
Declaration Forms and
Checks
Driver Training Records

Log Books for Council
vehicles

The Statutory Sick Pay
(General) Regulations
1982 (SI 1982/894) as
amended

Current year + 6
years

Destroy

Example of records

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Retention Period

Time sheets

Current year + 6
years
Taxes Management Act Current year+ 6 years
1970
3 years

Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Destroy

Wages & Salary records (also
overtime, bonuses, expenses)
Evidence of all Council
drivers’ legal ability to drive
and carry out their functions
Evidence of driver’s training
and ability to carry out his
duties
Records vehicles ownership,
servicing history, manual

Destroy
Destroy

None Applicable

Term of employment

Destroy

Requirement of the
Driver and Vehicle
Licensing Agency

For life of vehicle +1
year

Destroy

53

Tachograph Records

Vehicle Maintenance
Records

Records distance and speed
at which Council drivers have
travelled
MOT details, servicing history

EU Regulation
561/2006 EC

3 years

Destroy

Goods Vehicles
(Licensing of
Operators) Act 1995Currently under review
so may change

For life of vehicle +1
year

Destroy

Page 134
54

Good Relations
Sub-work Area

Applications for funds

Page 135

Consultations
(Conducted by GRO)

Ethnic Minorities
Programme

Bonfire Programme

Example of records

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Retention Period

Applications made under the
Bonfire Programme, Grant
Aid and the Ethnic Minorities
Programme. Includes
personal details and financial
information
Community Surveys, Good
Relations Audit, letters of
conclusion, public responses
etc
Council requests for funds,
minutes and agendas of
meetings, information on
projects organised by the
Council

Community Relations
Council (OFMDFM)
Good Relations Plan
Letter of Offer

7 years

Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Destroy

Community Relations
Council (OFMDFM)
Good Relations Plan
Letter of Offer
Community Relations
Council (OFMDFM)
Good Relations Plan
Letter of Offer

7 years

Destroy

7 Years (financial
information)

Review by
Archivist/PRONI Appraisal

Minutes and agendas of
meetings, correspondence
from NIHE, PSNI and NIFRS
etc. re Bonfires

Community Relations
Council (OFMDFM)
Good Relations Plan
Letter of Offer
55

3 years (non-financial
information)
7 Years (financial
information)
3 years (non-financial

Review by
Archivist/PRONI Appraisal
Destroy

Destroy
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Good Relations Plan

Yearly plan of expenditure for
Community Relations Council

Good Relations Field
Trips/ Residential
Courses

Hotel bookings, agendas,
course content, personal
information of attendees,
financial information re Field
Trips/Residential Courses
All information on flags,
murals, emblems and
memorials

Re-Imaging Programme

Community Relations
Council (OFMDFM)
Good Relations Plan
Letter of Offer
Community Relations
Council (OFMDFM)
Good Relations Plan
Letter of Offer
Community Relations
Council (OFMDFM)
Good Relations Plan
Letter of Offer

information)
7 years

Destroy

7 Years (financial
information)

Destroy

3 years (non-financial
information)
7 Years (financial
information)
3 years (non-financial
information)

Destroy

Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Review by
Archivist/PRONI
Appraisal
Destroy

Destroy
Destroy

Harbours and Marinas
Sub-work Area

Example of records

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Retention Period

Usage

None

5 years

Income

None

7 years
56

Expenditure

None

7 years

Destroy

Port marine safety code

None

7 years

Destroy

Plans and strategy

None

Permanent

Capital works

None

10 years following
completion

Permanent Retention by
Council
Destroy

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Retention Period

Health and Safety (Internal)
Sub-work Area
Example of records
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Health and Safety Action Plan

Physical Evidence
Relating To Incidents,
Claims, Prosecutions etc.

Health and Safety NI
Order 1978

All general information on
Accident/Incident Data
including investigations
Diagrams and Building Plans

None

Digital Photographs

None

Action at end of
administrative life of
record
2 years from end date Destroy
of Plan
25 years
Destroy

Case Closure Post
Claim Settlement
and/or Appeal
Case Closure Post
Claim Settlement
and/or Appeal
57

Destroy

Destroy
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Inspection and Audit
Reports

Items of Equipment

None

Samples of
Material/Substances

None

Sketches, Drawings etc.

None

Workplace Inspection Reports
Health & Safety Inspection
Records - HSENI
Health & Safety Audit Reports
Corrective Action Plans
Material Safety Data Sheets
supplied with each hazardous
material
Servicing Schedules

Operator/User Manuals

Manufacturer’s Manuals
supplied with the equipment

None

None
58

Case Closure Post
Claim Settlement
and/or appeal
Case Closure Post
Claim Settlement
and/or Appeal
Case Closure Post
Claim Settlement
and/or appeal
3 years or until action
closed
3 years or until action
closed
3 years or until
actions closed
5 years
10 years

Destroy

Lifespan of
Equipment &
Vehicles
Lifespan of
Equipment &

Destroy

Destroy

Destroy

Destroy
Destroy
Destroy
Destroy
Destroy

Destroy

Risk Assessments (RA)

Vehicles
40 years

Asbestos Survey/Report
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Risk Assessments
Fire Risk Assessments
General Risk Assessments
Fault Reports

None

Inspection Records

None

Insurance Inspection Reports

None

Operators Daily Check Sheets

None

Plant Cards

None

Repair Records

None

Routine Servicing Records

None

6 years
5 years
6 years
Lifespan of
Equipment &
Vehicles
Lifespan of
Equipment &
Vehicles
Until next Inspection
or Action closed
Lifespan of
Equipment &
Vehicles
Lifespan of
Equipment &
Vehicles
Lifespan of
Equipment &
Vehicles
Lifespan of
59

Destroy
Destroy
Destroy
Destroy
Destroy

Destroy

Destroy
Destroy

Destroy

Destroy

Destroy
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Details of Supervision
Written Safe System of
Work (SSoW)

Witness Statements

Details of Similar
Incidents

Servicing Schedules

None

Workshop Technical Manuals

None

List of Employees Exposed to
use of herbicides
Records of Supervisory visits
undertaken
SSoW for each Risk
Assessment
 Asbestos and
Legionella
 General
Statement of the Injured
Party

None

Previous Accident/ Incident
Data
Previous Complaints
Correspondence regarding

Equipment &
Vehicles
Lifespan of
Equipment &
Vehicles
Lifespan of
Equipment &
Vehicles
10 years after last
exposure
5 years

None

Destroy

Destroy

Destroy
Destroy

20 years
Until superseded

Destroy
Destroy
Destroy

None

3 years or 3 years
after injured parties
18th birthday
5 years

None
None

5 years
5 years

Destroy
Destroy

None

60

Destroy

same or Similar Issues
Housing (not yet transferred)
Sub-work Area
Example of records

Registration of Houses
in Multiple Occupation
Housing Unfitness
Responsibilities

Statutory
provisions/Authority
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Action at end of
administrative life of
record

Retention Period

Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Destroy

Addendum to be laid
2018
Addendum to be laid
2018

Human Resources
Sub-work Area

Example of records

Staff Induction

Site/job specific induction

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Correspondence in respect of
performance, conduct,
lateness issues.
Sickness Records

Retention Period

Sickness absence files, preemployment health checks,
medical referrals and reports

Data Protection Act
(NI) 1998; Access to
Medical Reports Act
61

Termination + 6
years
6 years after the
individual leaves
Council’s
employment
Kept separately by
contracted
Occupational Health

Review by
Archivist/Destroy

Destroy

Health Surveillance Records
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Statistics

Time Recording
Staff Training

Personnel

Annual statistics on Council
absenteeism
Access NI

Time and Attendance
application details only
Individual Training Records
(including health and safety
training)
Performance Appraisal
Personal Information
Application Form
Job Description

(NI) 1991.

providers, BHSF – 40
years

Control of Asbestos at
Work Regulations (NI)
2007; Control of
Substances Hazardous
to Health (NI) 2003.

As above
40 Years

Destroy

Current year + 6

Destroy

1 year

Destroy

Termination + 6
years
Termination + 6
years

Destroy

Current Year + 2
years
Termination + 6
years

Destroy

Protection of Children
and Vulnerable Adults
(NI) Order 2003
None
Health and Safety
Work (NI) Order 1978

Data Protection Act
(NI) 1998
Working Time
62

Destroy

Induction Records
Employment Contract
including salary details
Probationary Records
Dignity & Respect at Work
Records
Leave Records
Retirement
Redundancy
Records/Calculations
Job Evaluation

Regulations 1998
Limitation Act 1980
* Disciplinary Policy &
Procedure
Employment Rights
(NI) Order 1996
Employment (NI) Order
2003
Dispute Resolution
Regulations (NI) 2004
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Disciplinary Records 1st Warning
2nd Warning
Final Written Warning

* Cannot be used in
relation to
disciplinary
matters after:1st written warning:
6 months
2nd Written Warning:
12 months
Final Written
Warning
12 months
Implementation + 3

Grievance Records

Single Status

Single Status information

Destroy

None
63

Destroy

Destroy
Destroy
Destroy

Equality/Monitoring

Trade Unions
Work Experience

Recruitment and Selection
files
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Equality commission returns
(including statistical reports
and triennial returns)
Trade Union agreements
Records relating to students
undertaking work experience
with the Council

Fair Employment and
Treatment (NI) Order
1998
Fair Employment and
Treatment (NI) Order
1998
None

64

years
Current + 3 years

Destroy

Current + 3 years

Destroy

Until superseded
Current + 1 year

Destroy
Destroy

Information Management
Sub-work Area

Example of records

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Retention Period

CCTV

CCTV Footage

Data Protection Act
1998
Information
Commissioner’s Office
(ICO) CCTV Code of
Practice

30 days automatic
overwrite or until
closure in the event
of an investigation

Page 145
Data Protection

Environmental

Administration in relation to
CCTV (including audits and
inspections)
Administration in relation to
CCTV (including audits and
inspections)
Requests received under the
Data Protection Act
Data Protection Act –
Complaints/ Breaches/ ICO
Investigations
Requests received and
65

Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Destroy

3 years

Destroy

3 years

Destroy

3 years unless
subject to a
complaint
7 years

Destroy

3 years unless

Destroy

Destroy

responses provided under the
Environmental Information
Regulations and associated
information

Freedom of Information

Requests received and
responses provided under the
Freedom of Information Act
Complaints / Appeals/
investigations received under
the Freedom of Information
Act
Freedom of Information
Disclosure Log
Publication Scheme
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Information Regulations

Records Management

Retention & Disposal
Schedule

Record of Departmental filing
plans

66

subject to a
complaint (in which
case records should
be retained for 7
years)
3 years

Destroy

7 years

Destroy

Retained until
superseded
Retained until
superseded
Permanent - A
record of all
versions must be
kept.
Permanent - A
record of all
versions must be
kept.

Destroy
Destroy
Permanent Retention by
Council

Permanent Retention by
Council

Information Audits

2 years
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Destroy

Insurance and Risk

Page 148

Sub-work Area

Example of records

Claim Files

Employers and Public Liability
Correspondence and related
papers between Council,
Solicitors, Insurer, Specialist
Advisors, Medical profession
etc. regarding the settlement
of a claim.
Claims are sometimes made
and not always followed
through by claimant. Insurers
may decide to close files
without payment or in many
instances the case is
repudiated. In such
circumstances claims could
be re-opened in line with age
rules outlined under Incident
/Accident reports outlined
above

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Retention Period

File held in Audit &
Risk 6 years from
date of closure
(except in case
involving a minor
where the file is
retained for 6 years
after the age of 18)

68

Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Destroy

Motor
Property
Incident/Accident
Reports

Incident/Accident reports
together with any
investigation reports
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Employers Liability
Certificates (Also referred to
Combined Liability if Public
and Employers cover has
been placed jointly)
All other insurance policies
including Property, Motor,
Personal Accident,
Professional Indemnity,
Engineering, Legal Expenses
etc. including any

6 years after claim
settled
6 years after claim
settled
Minor has 3 years to
See Legal
claim from reaching
File also held in
Audit & Risk 6 years
the age of 18
from date of closure
(except in case
Employee has 3 years
involving a minor
to claim from date of
where the file is
accident
retained for 6 years
after the age of 18)
The Employer’s Liability 40 years
(Compulsory
Insurance)
(Amendment)
Regulations (NI) 2009
5 years after the
expiry of the policy

69

Destroy
Destroy
Destroy

Destroy

Destroy

Sub-Contractors

Page 150
Insurance Broker

endorsements
Sub-Contractors proof of
insurance policy
documentation associated
with Purchase Order for the
works and held across the
organisation by various
officers - not works which
have been awarded following
public tender as there will be
a separate contract file
Routine correspondence held
in central insurance file –
endorsements, where
applicable, should be placed
with original insurance policy
documentation which is
retained in a secure location
Register provided by
Insurance Broker which
provides a brief synopsis of
the type and level of covers

Destroy 5 years after Destroy
the terms of the
policy have expired

70

Current year + 6
years

Destroy

Current year + 6
years

Destroy

Irish Language/Ulster Scots
Sub-work Area

Example of records

Irish Language: Subject
specific files
Printed Materials
Service newsletter

Statutory
provisions/Authority

None

Retention Period

7 years

Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Destroy

For life of project
Until superseded

Destroy
Destroy

Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Destroy

Land and Property
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Sub-work Area

Example of records

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Retention Period

Land & Property
Acquisition & Disposal

Correspondence relating to
the management of
land/property
Correspondence relating to
the acquisition of
land/property
Correspondence relating to
the disposal of Land &
Property

None

Retain until disposal
+ 12 years

None

Retain until disposal
+ 12 years

Destroy

None

Retain for 12 years

Destroy

71

Legal
Sub-work Area
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Statutory Appeals

Bye-Laws

Maps, Plans, Drawings,
Photographs relating to land
and property schemes
Rent Reviews

None

Retain until disposal
+ 12 years

Destroy

None

7 years after expiry
of lease

Destroy

Example of records

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Retention Period

Correspondence and related
legal papers.

Guidelines issued by
the Law Society of
Northern Ireland. (This
is not statutory
provision)

6 years from the
date of file closure

Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Destroy

Register of Asserted Rights of
Way
Correspondence and related
papers
Copy of Bye-Law
Correspondence and related
papers

Permanent
6 years from date of
file closure
None
Guidelines issued by
the Law Society of
72

Permanent
18 months from the
date of file closure

Permanent Retention by
Council
Destroy
Permanent Retention by
Council
Destroy

Contracts – Supplies and File containing
Services
correspondence and related
papers re contractual process
Sealed contract document

Conveyancing
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File containing
correspondence and related
papers re acquisition/disposal
of property
Signed/Sealed title deed
Correspondence and related
legal papers re Criminal
Damage

Access to Countryside

Correspondence and related
legal papers

Northern Ireland. (This
is not statutory
provision)
Statutory: Statute of
Limitations (NI) 1958
Statutory: Statute of
Limitations (NI) 1958
Statutory: Statute of
Limitations (NI) 1958

Statutory: Statute of
Limitations (NI) 1958
Guidelines issued by
the Law Society of
Northern Ireland. (This
is not statutory
provision)
Guidelines issued by
the Law Society of
Northern Ireland. (This
is not statutory
73

6 years from
contract completion
date
12 years from
contract completion
date
Permanent

Permanent
18 months from the
date of file closure

6 years from the
date of file closure

Destroy

Destroy

Permanent Retention by
Council

Permanent Retention by
Council
Destroy

Destroy
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Debt

Correspondence and related
court papers

Ejectments

Correspondence and related
court papers re Ejectments

Employer Liability

Employer Liability Correspondence and related
papers re: claims, including
medical and court records

Public Liability

Public Liability Correspondence and related
papers re: claims, including
medical and court records

provision)
Guidelines issued by
the Law Society of
Northern Ireland. (This
is not statutory
provision)
Guidelines issued by
the Law Society of
Northern Ireland. (This
is not statutory
provision)
Guidelines issued by
the Law Society of
Northern Ireland. (This
is not statutory
provision)
Guidelines issued by
the Law Society of
Northern Ireland. (This
is not statutory
provision)

74

18 months from the
date of file closure

Destroy

18 months from the
date of file closure

Destroy

Destroy

6 years from the
date of file closure
6 years from the
Destroy
date of file closure,
except in cases
involving a minor
where the file is
retained for 6 years
after he/she
becomes 18 years of

age.

Employment Related
Claims
General Advice

Correspondence and related
papers re: claims, including,
personnel, medical and
tribunal records
Attendance notes and
correspondence

Statutory Appeals
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Judicial Reviews

Debt

Correspondence and related
court papers.
Correspondence and related
court papers.

Correspondence and related
court papers
Correspondence and

Guidelines issued by
the Law Society of
Northern Ireland. (This
is not statutory
provision)
None
Guidelines issued by
the Law Society of
Northern Ireland. (This
is not statutory
provision)
Guidelines issued by
the Law Society of
Northern Ireland. (This
is not statutory
provision)
Guidelines issued by
the Law Society of
Northern Ireland. (This
is not statutory
provision)
Guidelines issued by
75

6 years from the
date of file closure
6 years from date of
file closure

6 years from the
date of file closure
Permanent

18 months from the
date of file closure
6 years from the

Destroy
Destroy

Destroy
Permanent Retention by
Council

Destroy
Destroy

Prosecutions
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related papers re: claims,
including medical and
court records

the Law Society of
Northern Ireland. (This
is not statutory
provision)

Correspondence and
related court papers,
including summonses and
witness statements

Guidelines issued by
the Law Society of
Northern Ireland. (This
is not statutory
provision)

76

date of file closure,
except in cases
involving a minor
where the file is
retained for 6 years
after he/she
becomes 21 years of
age.
6 years from the
Destroy
date of file closure
except in cases
involving a minor
where the file is
retained for 6 years
after he/she
becomes 18 years of
age.

Leisure Services
Sub-work Area

Example of records

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Retention Period

Capital Projects

Contracts and leases

None

Permanent

Buildings/Sites

Maintenance of buildings
and or sites
Agenda, minutes,
correspondence
Correspondence with Local
Sports Council
Agenda, minutes,
correspondence re Sports
Clubs
Agenda, minutes,
correspondence re Sport
NI
Specific funded project
files

None

7 years

Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Permanent Retention by
Council
Destroy

None

5 years

Destroy

None

5 years

Destroy

None

5 years

Review by Archivist/PRONI
Appraisal

None

5 years

PRONI Appraisal

None

7 years

Destroy

DCAL
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Local Sports Council
Sports Clubs

Sports NI

Funded Projects

77

Licensing & Registration
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Sub-work Area

Example of records

Amusement Permits

Applications received and
all administration relating
to the grant / refusal /
renewal of Amusement
Permits
Applications received and
all administration relating
to the grant / refusal /
renewal of Cinema
Licences
Applications received and
all administration relating
to the grant / refusal /
renewal of Entertainment
Licences
Applications received and
all administration relating
to the grant / refusal /
renewal of Petroleum

Cinema Licences

Entertainments Licences

Petroleum Licences

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Retention Period

7 years after
registration or
entitlement lapses

78

Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Destroy

7 years after
registration or
entitlement lapses

Destroy

7 years after
registration or
entitlement lapses

Destroy

Permanent

Permanent Retention by
Council

Societies Lotteries

Street Trading Licences
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Marketing/Media
Sub-work Area

Marketing

Publications

Licences
Applications received and
all administration relating
to the grant / refusal /
renewal of Societies
Lotteries
Applications received and
all administration relating
to the grant / refusal /
renewal of Street Trading
Licences

7 years after
registration or
entitlement lapses

Destroy

7years after
registration

Destroy

Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Destroy

Example of records

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Retention Period

Promotional events,
campaigns, marketing
plans
Information used in the
design of publications
Published work of Council

None

7 years after the
event

None

Current policy only

Destroy

None

Permanent

Permanent Retention by
Council

79

Press Releases
Media Reports
Newspapers cuttings re
Council activities

None
None

3 years from closure
3 years
3 years

Retention Period

Destroy
Destroy
Destroy

Member Services & Mayoral Support
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Sub-work Area

Example of records

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Mayoral Support

Guidelines in dealing with
the Mayor
Mayor’s Diary
Community Invites to
functions/request for
information
forms/speeches
Civic Stock record
Members Contact/bank
details

None

Members weekly schedule
of meetings
Declaration of Interest

Member Services

None
None

None
Data Protection Act
1998

Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Keep current version Permanent retention by
only
Council
3 years
Destroy
3 years
Destroy

Destroy
Destroy

None

3 years
Until member
retires/not reelected or death
3 years

None

Permanent

Permanent Retention by

80

Destroy
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Register
Councillors expenses –
written confirmation of
attendances
Documentation regarding
the use of interpreters/
translation by members
Attendance at Conferences
and Courses/Members and
staff
General correspondence
regarding Mayor/Members
support i.e. ordering
stationery, Christmas cards,
garden party nominees etc.
Sealing of Documents
Register
Documentation on Gifts
and Hospitality

Council
None

2 years after audit

None

3 years

Destroy

None

3 years

Destroy

None

3 years

Destroy

None

Permanent

The Local Government
Act (NI) 1972
The Bribery Act 2010
Freedom of
Information Act 2014
The Local Government
(NI) Act 2014

Permanent

Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent Retention by
Council

81

Lists of Councillors

Permanent

Permanent Retention by
Council

Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Permanent Retention by
Council

Memorials
Sub-work Area
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Example of records

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Retention Period

Memorials Register

None

Permanent

All other documentation
(incl. General
Correspondence)

None

3 years

82

Review by Archivist/PRONI
Appraisal

Off-Street Parking
Sub-work Area

Example of records

Records associated with
the management of offStreet Car Parks

Contract Management

Records associated with
the management of the
contract currently held
with DRD to include
minutes of meetings and
any subsequent contract.
Any Policy to be developed
under the relevant
legislation to include
permit for trading
purposes and excess &
alternative charges for Car
Parks etc.
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Management

Policies

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Retention Period

Off-street Parking
(Functions of District
Councils) Act
(Northern Ireland)
2015
Off-street Parking
(Functions of District
Councils) Act
(Northern Ireland)
2015

5 years

Permanent

Permanent Retention by
Council

Off-street Parking
(Functions of District
Councils) Act
(Northern Ireland)
2015

Until superseded

Destroy

83

Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Review by Archivist

Procedures

Background
correspondence
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Maintenance & Inspection
Records

Parks and Open Spaces
Sub-work Area

Maintenance & Inspection
Records

Any procedure to be
developed under the
relevant legislation to
include permit for trading
purposes etc.
Empirical evidence to
develop policy, statistics,
correspondence etc.

Off-street Parking
(Functions of District
Councils) Act
(Northern Ireland)
2015
Off-street Parking
(Functions of District
Councils) Act
(Northern Ireland)
2015
Off-street Parking
(Functions of District
Councils) Act
(Northern Ireland)
2015

Until superseded

Destroy

2 years

Destroy

7 years

Destroy

Example of records

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Retention Period

Work schedules

None

7 years

Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Destroy

General correspondence

None

3 years

Destroy

Work schedules

84

Performance Management
Sub-work Area
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Example of records

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Retention Period

Best Value service reviews
and improvement plans

None

Permanent

Performance Indicator
Data (annual Returns to
Dept. of Environment)
Progress Reports against
business plans:
 Organisational
 Departmental
 Section / Unit

None

Permanent

Permanent Retention by
Council

None

Permanent

Permanent Retention by
Council

85

Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Permanent Retention by
Council

Planning
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Sub-work Area

Example of records

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Retention Period

Development
Management

Planning Applications,
including Full, Outline and
Reserved Matters

Planning Act (NI) 2011
Planning Regulations
(NI) 2015

10 years after
closure

EIA Assessment register

Planning Regulations
(NI) 2015
Planning
Regulation (NI) 2015
Permanent

Permanent

Section 26 register
Public Register
Records associated with
Certificates of Alternative
Development Value;
Lawfulness Proposed
Use/Development;
Lawfulness Existing
Use/Development; NonMaterial Change
Applications

Planning Act (NI) 2011
Planning Regulations
(NI) 2015

86

Permanent
Planning Act (NI)
2011
10 years after
closure

Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Appraisal and Review by
PRONI and Council.

Permanent retention by
Council
Permanent retention by
Council
Permanent Retention by
Council
Appraisal and Review by
PRONI and Council.

Enquiries

Enforcement

Pre-application Enquiries
and Discussions; Property
Certificates;
Enforcement Files

Planning Regulations
(NI) 2015

Permanent

Planning Act (NI) 2011

1 year after closure
Appraisal and Review by
if no enforcement or PRONI and Council.
other legal action is
taken
Major cases or cases
of significant public
interest – transfer to
Archivist 5 years
after closure
Permanent
Permanent Retention by
Council

Planning Regulations
(NI) 2015
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Enforcement Notice
Register
Tree Preservation Orders
Conservation
Listed Buildings

Records associated with
consents to fell/lop a tree
covered by a TPO,
demolition within a
Conservation Area,
hazardous substances on
Land, work on listed
buildings and on
scheduled monuments

Planning Act (NI) 2011
Planning Regulations
(NI) 2015
Planning (Trees)
Regulations (NI) 2015
Planning (Conservation
Area) Regulations (NI)
2015
Planning (Hazardous
Substances)
87

Permanent

Permanent Retention by
Council

Permanent retention by
Council

Regulations (NI) 2015
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Advertisements

Applications for consent to
display an advertisement

Development Plan

Records associated with all
aspects of the process,
preparation and
publication of
development plan from
initiation to adoption
Records associated with
Publications, e.g.,
Conservation Area
Booklets, Design Guides,
etc.
Records transferred from
DoE

Publications

DoE Legacy Records

Planning (Control of
Advertisements)
Regulations (NI) 2015
Planning (Local
Development Plan)
Regulations (NI) 2015

3 years after closure

Appraisal and Review by
PRONI and Council

10 years after
closure

Appraisal and Review by
PRONI and Council

Business Need

3 years after
publication

Appraisal and Review by
PRONI and Council

Appraisal and Review by
PRONI and Council

88

Policing & Community Safety Partnership
Sub-work Area
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Example of records

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Retention Period

Agendas/
Background Papers/
Officers Reports
Minutes

None

7 years

None

Permanent

Public Meetings/PSNI
Reports
Questions received from
the public (confidential)

Data Protection Act
1998
None

6 years

Permanent Retention by
Council
Destroy

6 years

Destroy

Policies & Procedures

The PCSP Policies and
Procedures are
determined by Council,
Department of Justice
or NI Policing Board
and the PCSP does not
initiate these
documents
The Code of Practice

Current documents
only

Held until revised and then
destroyed.

Current documents

Held until revised and then

Code of Practice on

89

Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Review by Archivist/PRONI
Appraisal

Functions and
Responsibilities

for PCSPs is produced
by the Dept. of
Justice/NIPB
None

only

destroyed.

Permanent

Surveys/Consultations
engaging Local
Communities
Annual Reports

None

6 years

Permanent Retention by
Council
Destroy

None

Permanent

Accounts/Budgets
Local Policing Plans Performance Indicators
and Monitoring
Finance relating to funding
for other groups
Equality Schemes and
associated information
DPP Members – personal
information, i.e. attendance
records, training etc.
Project initiatives

None
None

6 years
6 years

Permanent Retention by
Council
Destroy
Destroy

None

6 years

Destroy

None

7 years

Destroy

Data Protection

7 years

Destroy

None

7 years

Destroy

Strategies & Plans
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Procurement
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Sub-work Area

Example of records

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Retention Period

Contract Records

6 years from end of
contract

Contract Register

All correspondence
including
monitoring/disputes/
breaches of contract
List of all Council contracts

Lease Register

List of all Council leases

Permanent

Tenders and Quotations

Correspondence & related
papers, including
specifications, expressions
of interest,
tenders/quotations,
evaluation records,
documentation pertaining
to negotiations with
supplier & contract
management.
Tenders Not Awarded

7 years after the
date contract is
awarded or funders
minimum
requirements

Permanent

1 year after contract
91

Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Destroy

Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent Retention by
Council
Destroy

Destroy

started
Current only

Database of details of
suppliers who have
registered to do business
with the Council.

None

Destroy

Example of records

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Retention Period

Action at end of
administrative life of
record

Asbestos Removal
Confined Space Entry
Electrical Work
Excavations
Excavations
Work at Height
Work with HFLs
Construction Details

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

40 Years
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
Lifespan of Building

Destroy
Destroy
Destroy
Destroy
Destroy
Destroy
Destroy
Destroy

Plant and Equipment

None

Lifespan of

Destroy

Property Maintenance
Sub-work Area
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Permits to Work (PtW)
Detailed Management
Control Systems for High
Risk Activities e.g.

Building Health & Safety
Files

92

Information
Method of Servicing and
Cleaning
Material Information
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Material Information

None

Information on Services

None

Routine returns on asset
status
Inventories
Stocktaking reports
Inspection reports
Requests for works
Maintenance Records
Theft or Vandalism Reports
and Investigations

None

Equipment
Lifespan of
Equipment
Lifespan of
Equipment
Lifespan of
Equipment
Lifespan of
Equipment
6 years

None
None
None
None
None
None

6 years
6 years
6 years
6 years
6 years
6 years

None
None
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Destroy
Destroy
Destroy
Destroy
Destroy
Destroy
Destroy
Destroy
Destroy
Destroy
Destroy

Public Conveniences
Sub-work Area
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Example of records

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Retention Period

Routine returns on assets
status
Inventories
Stocktaking reports
Inspection reports
Requests for works

None

6 years

None
None
None
None

6 years
6 years
6 years
6 years

Maintenance records

None

6 years

Theft or vandalism reports
and investigations

None

6 years

Example of records

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Retention Period

Public Events Application
Forms (PE1)

Data Protection Act
1998

3 years after event

Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Destroy
Destroy

Public Event Safety
Sub-work Area

94

Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Destroy
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Public Events De-brief
Forms (PE8)
Event Organisers ‘Event
Safety and Wellbeing
Management Plans’
Event Organisers’
Information
 Maps
 Certification
Safety Advisory Group
 Agendas
 Minutes
 Letters/Emails
 Training &
Workshops

None

3 years after event

Destroy

None

5 years after date
event ends

Destroy

Data protection Act
1998

Permanent

Permanent preservation

None

7 years after the
date the event ends

Destroy
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Registration of Births, Deaths & Marriages
Sub-work Area
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Example of records

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Retention Period

Birth/Death/Marriage/Civil
Partnership certificate
application forms
Civil Partnership Notice
forms

General Handbook of
Registration Officers in
NI (Section 8)
General Handbook of
Registration Officers in
NI (Section 8)
General Handbook of
Registration Officers in
NI (Section 8)
General Handbook of
Registration Officers in
NI (Section 8)
General Handbook of
Registration Officers in
NI (Section 8)

current + 1 year

Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Destroy

current + 3 years

Destroy

current + 1 year

Destroy

current + 3 years

Destroy

1 month

Destroy

Form of particulars

Marriage Notice forms

Registrations
White copies
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Sports Development
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Sub-work Area

Example of records

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Retention Period

Project Files

Specific projects
 Sporting
activities
 Coaching
 Schools
Programmes
 Community
Programmes
 Sites
Coachmark – coaching
certs/ access NI,
monitoring & personal
information
GP Referral & Adult
Health Programmes
Monitoring information
for participants
Correspondence /
promotional material

None

7 years

None

Current year + 6

None

Termination + 6

Destroy

None

Current year +1

Destroy

None

3 years

Destroy

Staff (external)
i.e. casual coaches

External projects
Local authority/national
organisations
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Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Destroy

Destroy

Service Level Agreements –
Grant Awards
Funded Programmes

Contracts

None

Permanent

Project Reports

None

7 years

Permanent Retention by
Council
Destroy

Letters of Offer

None

7 years

Destroy

Agenda / Minutes
/General
Correspondence

None

7 Years

Destroy

Sub-work Area

Example of records

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Retention Period

Communication

General
correspondence &
enquiries
Customers Complaints

None

Whilst business
need

Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Destroy

The Limitation (NI) Order
1989

6 years following
last action

Destroy

5 years

Destroy

Internal Meetings
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Tourism

Complaints

Surveys & Consultations

Customer survey
analysis
98

Policies/Strategies/Plans
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Reports/Statistics
Risk Management

Health & Safety

Customer survey results
Consultations

Data Protection Act 1998

Integrated Tourism
Development Strategy
Departmental/Service
Business Plans
Annual Reports

None

3 years from
consultation closing
date
Permanent

TBC

Permanent

None

Permanent

Disability Action Plan

None

Permanent

EQIA reports and
associated research
materials
Monitoring forms –
other
Performance indicators
Service Risk Register
Risk Assessments
Incident/Accident
reports together with
any investigation

None
None

Minor has 3 years to claim
from reaching the age of
18
99

Destroy
Destroy

7 years

Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent Retention by
Council
Destroy

3 years

Destroy

6 years
Permanent

Destroy
Permanent Retention by
Council
Destroy
Destroy

6 years
See Legal
File also held in

reports
Employee has 3 years to
claim from date of
accident

Operator/User Manuals
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Emergency Planning &
Business Continuity

Financial Management

Procurement : Tenders and
Quotations

Manufacturer’s Manuals
supplied with the
equipment
Service Business
Continuity Plan

Budgetary Control Service
Assets register

None

None

None

Audit & Risk 6 years
from date of closure
(except in case
involving a minor
where the file is
retained for 6 years
after the age of 18)
Lifespan of
Equipment &
Vehicles
Permanent. These
plans are version
controlled and
updated at least
annually
3 years
Permanent

Performance Indicator
Data

Permanent

Correspondence &
related papers,

7 years after the
date contract is
100

Destroy

Permanent Retention by
Council

Destroy
Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent Retention by
Council
Destroy

Records Management

including specifications,
expressions of interest,
tenders/quotations,
evaluation records,
documentation
pertaining to
negotiations with
supplier & contract
management.
Retention & Disposal
Schedule

awarded or funders
minimum
requirements
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Committee approvals

None

Permanent - A
record of all
versions must be
kept.
Permanent - A
record of all
versions must be
kept.
6 years

Feasibility studies and
business plans/reports

None

6 Years

Record of Departmental
filing plans

Tourism Development
Project Management

Twinning
101

Permanent

Review by Archivist

Permanent

Destroy

Sub-work Area

Example of records
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Statutory
provisions/Authority

Retention Period

Formal twinning
agreement
Reports on twinning
visits
Correspondence

None

Permanent

None

6 years

None

Invitations

None

Electronic/audio visual

None

Term of council plus Destroy
1 year
Term of council plus Destroy
1 year
Permanent
Permanent Retention by
Council

102

Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Permanent Retention by
Council
Destroy

Visitor Services/Museums
Sub-work Area

Example of records

Collection management
plan and storage plan
Information files re
Archaeological Records &
Features
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Photograph collections

Catalogue of collections

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Retention Period

Permanent
Accredited under the
Permanent
Museums, Libraries
and Archives (MLA)
scheme – which sets
nationally agreed
standards for museums
in the UK
Accredited under the
Permanent
Museums, Libraries
and Archives (MLA)
scheme – which sets
nationally agreed
standards for museums
in the UK
Accredited under the
Permanent
Museums, Libraries
and Archives (MLA)
103

Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Permanent Retention by
Council
Permanent Retention by
Council

Permanent Retention by
Council

Permanent Retention by
Council

Correspondence and
general queries
Maps – inventory and
index
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Specific project file
 Exhibitions
 Learning projects
 Archive &
Genealogy activities
 Entry and Exit
documentation
 Museum accession
registers
 Donations
documentation

scheme – which sets
nationally agreed
standards for museums
in the UK
None
5 years

Destroy

Accredited under the
Permanent
Museums, Libraries
and Archives (MLA)
scheme – which sets
nationally agreed
standards for museums
in the UK
None
May related to
specific funding
agreement

Permanent Retention by
Council

Accredited under the
Permanent
Museums, Libraries
and Archives (MLA)
scheme – which sets
nationally agreed
standards for museums

Permanent Retention by
Council

104

Permanent Retention by
Council

Loans
documentation
 Returns
documentation
 Disposal
documentation
 Purchase
documentation
 Object history files research
Minutes of meetings of
relevant Boards and
Groups
Local history leaflets /
Newsletters
Equipment Manuals


in the UK
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None

7 years

Destroy

None

7 years

Destroy

None

Lifespan of
equipment

Destroy
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Waste Management
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Sub-work Area

Example of records

Bulky Collection Records

Details of any bulky
materials collected by
Council, e.g. sofa’s, old
table etc.
Records of any waste
collected from Caravan site
at Licensee’s request
Docket from waste
depositor showing same as
above plus hazardous
waste rating e.g. if material
is flammable, carcinogenic
etc.
Records details of any
incidents drivers come
across such as blocked
street, cross contamination
of bins etc.
Weighbridge records

Caravan Park Waste
Collection Records
Consignment Notes for
Hazardous Waste

Driver Log Sheets

Landfill Sites

Statutory
provisions/Authority

Retention Period

2 years (for NIEA
audit functions)

Hazardous Waste
Regulations (NI) 2005
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Action at end of
administrative life of
record
Destroy

2 years

Destroy

3 years

Destroy

5 years

Destroy

6 years

Destroy
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Pre-notification
Waste transfer documents
Trade and Commercial
Records of any waste
Waste Customer
Council’s collect at a
Agreements
business’/ self-trader’s etc.
request. Includes type of
materials involved and also
weight of waste collected.
Waste Data Flow
Recordings of all Council
Documents
waste figures
Waste Management Group Reports to validate contract
Reports e.g. Arc 21,
details, it is best practice to
SWAMP etc.
keep for external audit.
Waste Management
Each licence provides
Licenses
terms and conditions of
waste management.
Copies of licences should
be displayed at each
facility with the originals
held centrally.
Waste Transfer Notes/
Docket from waste
Dockets
depositor showing amount
of waste, category of
waste, Environment

None

2 years
2 years
Keep until business
closes

Destroy
Destroy
Destroy

2 or 3 years

2 years (for NIEA
audit functions)
2 years

Destroy

2 years

Destroy

Waste & Contaminated 2 years
Land (NI) Order 1997
(Article 5) (Waste
Management- The

Destroy
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Destroy

Trade and Commercial
Waste Customer
Agreements

Agency Licence number
etc.
Records of any waste
Council’s collect at a
business’/ self-trader’s etc.
request. Includes type of
materials involved and also
weight of waste collected.

Duty of Care Code of
Practice)
None

Keep until business
closes
3 years
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Destroy

Agenda Item 12
Item/Min Ref:

Title of Report:
Community Plan -Equality Group

Officer presenting: Lead
Democratic Services and
Improvement Officer
Author: Lead Democratic Services
and Improvement Officer

1 Purpose of Report/Recommendations
1.1 To seek Members endorsement to the proposed approach to the development of
an Equality Group to support the Community Planning process.
2 Background
2.1 Further to the December Community Planning Task and Finish Group meeting and
the plenary session at which the commitment to ensuring that equality was
embedded within the Community Plan was highlighted, this paper outlines some of
the practical considerations in taking this objective forward.
2.2 Specifically this paper deals with the establishment of an Equality Group which will
help inform and quality assure the Community Plan from an equality perspective.
Whilst the terms of reference will be subject to consultation with the Group
members, it is envisaged that the Equality Group will contribute to the identification
of issues and assessment of impacts, identification of mitigation measures or
alternatives and/or ways to remove barriers to equality or address inequalities, as
well as the identification of indicators for equality monitoring purposes.
3 Key Issues
3.1 Representation on the Equality Group needs to be drawn from the widest possible
base in order to be representative and identify those issues which are particular to
each of the Section 75 categories. This group will benefit from having members who
are diverse in their information sources, experience and issues.
3.2 However practical considerations dictate how large the group can be in order to
ensure that all members have an opportunity to air their views. With almost 170
local representative groups on Council’s Equality database it would not be possible
to have an equality group to facilitate this number however it is intended that
Council will do an open call to all groups to show expressions of interest and
identify which S75 category they wish to represent.
3.3 Whilst this may lead to over/under subscription of groups representing particular
categories. Council could remedy these situations by either;


Taking a targeted approach to those under-represented groups, and/or
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3.4

3.5

Where there is an oversubscribed category we can set up sub-groups to
include all interested parties for that particular interest group. Feedback to the
main equality group could be provided by a nominated representative(s).

Within the Community Planning framework, as well as equality, there are a number
of core and cross cutting themes. In order to facilitate synergy and maximise
stakeholder input, the impact assessment process is to be enhanced to incorporate
these themes, including social and rural need. For this reason, it is suggested that
the Equality Group will include not only representatives from the Section 75 groups
but also those representing the neighbourhood renewal partnerships and the Derry
and Strabane Rural Partnership (LAG).
Final structures around the formation of the Equality Group will be finalised once
there is a clearer picture of the levels of interest in participation.

4 Financial, Equality, Legal, HR and Other Implications
4.1 It is envisaged that the proactive approach to engaging Section 75 in the equality
impact assessment process will enhance the community planning process and the
Council's compliance with its responsibilities under Section 75 of the Northern
Ireland Act 1998.
5 Recommendations
5.1 That an Equality Group is established to inform and quality assure the Community
Plan from an equality perspective, and facilitate the impact assessment process.
5.2 That this Equality Group comprises members from the Section 75 communities and
those representing the Neighbourhood Renewal Partnerships and the Derry and
Strabane Rural Partnership.
5.3 That an open call is issued in January to local groups to show expressions of interest
and identify which S75, category they wish to represent and that sub -groups are
established as necessary. (Targeting will be used to encourage participation where
there is under-representation.)
5.4 That the Neighbourhood Renewal Partnerships and the Derry and Strabane Rural
Partnership are also contacted in January to invite their participation in the Equality
Group.
Background Papers
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Item/Min Ref:

Agenda Item 13

Title of Report:

Officer presenting:

Equal Opportunities Policy

Lead Human Resources Officer
Author:
Lead Human Resources Officer

1 Purpose of Report/Recommendations
1.1 The purpose of the report is to seek Members approval for the adoption of an Equal
Opportunities Policy which has been developed for the Council. (Appendix 1).
2 Background
2.1 A HR Policy Working group which comprises HR representatives and Trade Union
Representatives has been established to develop relevant HR policies.
2.2 A list of policies and proposed timescale for implementation has been agreed.
3 Key Issues
3.1 The policy sets out the Council's commitment to supporting, developing and
promoting equality of opportunity in all of its employment practices and activities.
3.2 The policy builds on the foundation of equality and anti-discrimination legislation
and strives not only to comply with legal requirements, but to use these to ensure
that the Council endeavours to exemplify best practice.
3.3 The policy has been agreed by the local Joint Consultation and Negotiation
Committee.
4 Financial, Equality, Legal, HR and Other Implications
4.1 There are no financial implications associated with this report.
4.2 The policy has been screened out for equality purposes. (Appendix 2)

5 Recommendations
5.1 It is recommended that Members consider and approve the Equal Opportunities
Policy.
Background Papers
Appendix 1

Equal Opportunities Policy

Appendix 2

Screening Questionnaire
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Appendix 1

EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES POLICY

Document Number
Responsible Officer

Chief Executive

Contact Officer

Lead Human Resources Officer
(paula.donnelly@derrystrabane.com)

Approval
Effective Date
Modifications
Superseded Documents

Fair Employment and Equal Opportunities Policy statement
(DCC)
Equal Opportunities Policy (SDC)
Equal Opportunities Policy Statement (Planning)
(All from Legacy Council)

Review Date
File Number
Associated Documents

Equality Scheme
Corporate Plan
Grievance Policy
Disciplinary Policy
Dignity at Work
Recruitment and Selection Code
Code of Conduct
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1.

Introduction

Derry City and Strabane District Council is committed to supporting,
developing and promoting equality of opportunity in all of its employment
practices and activities.
2.

Context

This policy builds on the foundation of equality and anti-discrimination
legislation and strives, not only to comply with legal requirements, but to use
these to ensure that the Council endeavours to exemplify best practice.
3.

Objective

The objective of this policy is to build a fully inclusive organisation. This will
be achieved by:
 promoting dignity and respect for all and creating a culture where
intimidation, bullying or harassment will not be tolerated.
 reviewing employment practices and procedures to ensure fairness.
 taking lawful affirmative or positive action, where appropriate.
 fulfilling all its legal obligations under the anti-discrimination legislation and
the associated codes of practice.
 gathering information on the profile of our staff and applicants.
 assessing the impact of current and proposed employment policies,
practices and services.
 identifying priorities and setting equality objectives.
The Council will also endeavour to prevent all forms of discrimination and to
deal with all forms of discrimination consistently, promptly and effectively
through its internal dignity at work, grievance and disciplinary procedures.
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4.

Scope

This policy applies to all job applicants and potential applicants, employees,
agency workers, contract workers, trainee workers and students on work
experience or placements and volunteer workers.

5.

Equal Opportunities Policy Statement

Derry City and Strabane District Council recognises that discrimination, harassment
and victimisation are unacceptable and it aims to ensure that no job applicant or
potential applicant, employee, agency worker, contract worker, trainee worker and
student on work experience or placement and volunteer worker, receives less
favourable facilities or treatment or is harassed or victimised either directly or
indirectly on the grounds of:


religious belief (or none)



political opinion (or none)



racial group (including colour, nationality, ethnic or national origins, including
Irish Travellers)



age



marital or civil partnership status



sexual orientation



gender, including gender reassignment



disability



having or not having dependants



trade union membership/non membership



record of convictions1

A person’s criminal record will be seen in the context of the post, ability to do the job and the
responsibility of employers for child protection, for the care of funds, resources, the public and other
employees. Only offences relevant to the post in question will be considered.

1
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This Equal Opportunities Policy is fully supported by Elected Members, the
Chief Executive and senior management and has been agreed with trade
unions and/or employee representatives.
6.

Implementation

The Chief Executive has overall responsibility for the effective implementation
of this policy. In order to implement this policy the Lead HR Officer will:


Advise all employees of their responsibilities in relation to the policy and
communicate the policy to employees, job applicants and any other
individual engaged by the Council to carry out Council business.



Incorporate specific behaviours in respect of implementing the policy
into job specifications.



Provide equal opportunities training and guidance for employees as
appropriate, including training on induction and management courses.



Ensure that those involved in assessing candidates for recruitment or
promotion will be trained in non-discriminatory recruitment and selection
techniques.



Ensure appropriate resources are in place to ensure the effective
implementation of this policy.

7.

Monitoring

Derry City and Strabane District Council is registered with the Equality
Commission for the purposes of the Fair Employment and Treatment (NI)
Order 1998 and, as such, is obliged to monitor the community background and
sex of its job applicants and workforce. Council is also obliged to review the
composition of its workforce and employment policies and practices every
three years and, where appropriate, to consider taking affirmative action to
promote fair participation between all communities. Council is committed to
complying with these duties.
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Any information disclosed to the Council in relation to equality issues will be
kept strictly confidential in accordance with legislative requirements.
8.

Complaints

Employees who believe that they have suffered any form of discrimination,
harassment or victimisation are entitled to raise the matter through the agreed
procedures. A copy of these procedures is available from HR. All complaints
of discrimination will be dealt with seriously, promptly and confidentially.
These internal procedures do not replace or detract from the right of
employees to pursue complaints under the relevant legislation.
9.

Review

The policy and any associated training identified will be reviewed regularly in
light of changing legislation or where any failure or weakness in this policy is
highlighted.
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Appendix 2

Statutory Equality Duties
Screening Of New Council Policies
(Questionnaire)
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Appendix 2
Screening of New Policies
Introduction and Guidance Notes
1.1 Section 75 of the Northern Ireland 1998 (“The Act”) requires the Council in carrying out its
functions, powers and duties to have due regard to the need to promote equality of opportunity:
 between persons of different religious belief, political opinion, racial group, age, marital
status or sexual orientation;
 between men and women generally;
 between persons with disability and persons without;
 between persons with dependants and persons without.
1.2 In addition, without prejudice to its obligations above, the Council shall in carrying out its
functions, powers and duties have regard to the desirability of promoting good relations
between persons of different religious belief, political opinion or racial group. The Council
supports the principles of good relations: equity, respecting diversity and interdependence, and
the development of relationships built on trust and respect.
1.3 As stated in its Equality Scheme, the Council intends to screen all of its policies (formal
and informal), functions and roles in order to determine which would require a fuller
equality analysis in the form of an impact assessment.
1.4 This questionnaire is aimed at providing a standardised, systematic approach to the
screening exercise. A summary of this document will be made available to the Council’s
consultees and the general public, via the Council’s web-site and in other formats, (upon
request). This document may also be produced, in full, as part of consultations
regarding Equality Impact Assessments.
1.5 When the Council is considering a new policy, it will determine whether the policy has the
potential to have significant implications for equality of opportunity and/or good relations and if
so will conduct a full impact assessment.

1.6 Where due limited quantitative and/or qualitative research data, it is not possible to establish
the ‘significance’ of the equality impact, policies which score positively against any of the
screening criteria should be designated for detailed impact assessment.
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Appendix 2

Part 1: Policy Scoping
1. Name of Policy:

Equal Opportunities Policy
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Appendix 2
2. Please tick as appropriate
New Policy

√

Revised Policy

Corporate Policy

√

Departmental Policy

If Departmental, please specify which department; __
3a. Please describe the aims of the policy:.
This policy emphasises Council’s commitment to securing equality of opportunity for all
employees and applicants and to help build a fully inclusive organisation
3b. Are there any associated objectives of the policy? If so, what are they?
Through this policy the Council will also endeavour to prevent all forms of discrimination and
to deal with all forms of discrimination consistently, promptly and effectively through its
internal dignity at work, grievance and disciplinary procedures.
4. Are there any Section75 groups which might be expected to benefit from the intended policy? If so,
explain how
No
5. Who initiated or wrote the policy?
This policy was developed by the HR Working Group
6.
Who is responsible for the implementation of the policy?
The Chief Executive has overall responsibility for the effective implementation of this policy –
The Lead HR officer and HR staff will ensure the operational effectiveness of the policy.
7. Are there any factors which could contribute to/detract from the intended aim/outcome of the
policy/decision?
If yes, are they
Financial
√

Legislative
Other, please specify _____ _________

8. Who are the internal/external stakeholders (actual or potential) that the policy will impact upon?
√

Staff

√

Service Users
Other public sector organisations
Voluntary/Community/Trade Unions
Other, Please specify – ___
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Appendix 2
9.

Is this policy associated with any other Council Policy(s)?
Yes

√

No

If yes, please state the related policy(s) below.
Equality Scheme
Recruitment and Selection Policy and Procedures
Corporate Plan 2015-2016
Grievance Policy
Disciplinary Policy
Dignity at Work Policy
HR Policies include Maternity Policy, Paternity Leave Policy, Parental Leave Policy, Management of
absence policy,,,,
10(a). How does the policy contribute towards the achievement of the Council’s
strategic objectives?
This policy contributes towards the Council’s corporate value by ensuring equality of opportunity for staff
and applicants and building towards an organisation which is “Driven forward by effective and ethical
leadership and highly motivated and valued staff who have clear sense of purpose and place”.
11. How does the Council interface with other bodies in relation to the implementation of this policy?
Council will liaise with the Local Government Staff Commission, Equality Commission, labour Relations
Agency and trade unions to ensure equality of opportunity is afforded to all in Council’s recruitment and
selection.
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Available evidence
Evidence to help inform the screening process may take many forms. Public authorities should
ensure that their screening decision is informed by relevant data.
What evidence/information (both qualitative and quantitative) have you gathered to inform
this policy? Specify details for each of the Section 75 categories.
Section 75
category
Religious belief

Details of evidence/information
The breakdown detailing the religious belief profile of residents in the Derry City
and Strabane District Council is as follows:
LGD

All usual
residents

Catholic

Protestant
and other
Christian

Other
religions

None

Northern
Ireland

1,810,863

817,385
(45.14%)

875,717
(48.36%)

16,592
(0.92%)

101,169
(5.59%)

Derry &
Strabane

147,720

106,600
(72.16%)

37,527
(25.40%)

940
(0.64%)

2,653
(1.80%)

The religious profile of the Council workforce is a similar reflection of that for the
new Council area. There is no qualitative or quantitative information to suggest
that this policy would have an adverse impact on this grouping.
Political opinion

The political opinion of the Council’s elected members is as follows:
Sinn Féin
16 seats
SDLP
10 seats
Democratic Unionist
8 seats
Independents
4 seats
Ulster Unionist
2 seats
This breakdown is taken as an approximate representation of the political opinion of
people within the Derry City and Strabane District Council area.
Political opinion of staff is not collated however using the religious profile as a proxy
indicator there is no qualitative or quantitative information to suggest that this policy
would have an adverse impact on this grouping.
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Racial group

Age

The breakdown detailing the ethnic profile of the residents of the new Council
area is as follows:.
Total Usual Residents

147720

White

145546

Chinese

301

Irish Traveller

116

Indian

670

Pakistani

48

Bangladeshi

23

Other Asian

222

Black Caribbean

53

Black African

86

Black Other

41

Mixed

462

Other

163

Council do not monitor the racial group of staff as per the Article 55 Review
however given the profile of residents within the Council area there is
potential that Council may have applicants/employees from minority ethnic
groups - there is no qualitative or quantitative information to suggest that
this policy would have an adverse impact on this grouping.
The age profile of the Derry and Strabane LGD area at Census Day 2011 is as
follows:
Age Profile
0-4
5-7
8-9
10-14
15
16-17
18-19
20-24
25-29
30-44
45-59
60-64
65-74
75-84
85-89
90+

NI
124382
67662
43625
119034
24620
51440
50181
126013
124099
373947
347850
94290
145600
86724
21165
10231

Derry and Strabane
10259
5653
3858
10904
2363
4729
4443
10399
10481
30635
28082
7475
10775
5876
1217
571

Council employ staff from 16 to 65+ years however there is no qualitative or
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quantitative information to suggest that this policy would have an adverse impact on
this grouping.

Marital status

The table below illustrates the marital status profile of the Derry and Strabane
LGD:
Marital Status
Derry and
NI
Strabane LGD
All usual residents: Aged 16+ years
83663
1431540
Single (never married or never
46326
517393
registered a same-sex civil
(40.39%)
(36.14%)
partnership): Aged 16+ years
Married: Aged 16+ years
49218
680831
(42.92%)
(47.56%)
In a registered same-sex civil p’ship:
93
1243
Aged 16+ years
(0.08%)
(0.09%)
Separated (but still legally married or
5886
56911
still legally in a same-sex civil p’ship):
(5.13%)
(3.98%)
Aged 16+ years
Divorced or formerly in a same-sex civil
6179
78074
partnership which is now legally
(5.39%)
(5.45%)
dissolved:
Widowed or surviving partner from a
6981
97088
same-sex civil partnership: Aged 16+
(6.09%)
(6.78%)
years
There is no qualitative or quantitative information to suggest that this policy would
have an adverse impact on this grouping.

Sexual orientation

Analysis of the Census 2011 indicates that between 2% and 10% of the population
may be lesbian, gay or bisexual.
There are no official statistics in relation to the number of gay, lesbian or bisexual
people in Northern Ireland. However, research conducted by the HM Treasury shows
that between 5% - 7% of the UK population identify themselves as gay, lesbian,
bisexual or ´trans´ (transsexual, transgendered and transvestites) (LGBT). This is a
sizeable proportion of the population here in Northern Ireland.
There is no qualitative or quantitative information to suggest that this policy would
have an adverse impact on this grouping.
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The gender profile for the Derry and Strabane LGD is as follows:
LGD
Male
Female

Men and women
generally

Northern Ireland
Derry and Strabane LGD

887323

923540

72475

75245

The gender profile of Council workforce is similar to that of the Council area and
There is no qualitative or quantitative information to suggest that this policy would
have an adverse impact on this grouping.

Disability



According to the 2011 Census 22.95% of people in the Derry and Strabane LGD have
a long-term health problem or disability that limits their day-to-day activities;
All usual Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
residents health problem health problem health problem
or disability:
or disability:
or disability:
LGD
Day-to-day
Day-to-day
Day-to-day
activities
activities
activities not
limited a lot
limited a little
limited
Northern
1810863
215232
159414
1436217
Ireland
(11.89%)
(8.8%)
(79.31%)
Derry and
Strabane

20710
(14.02%)

147720

13193
(8.93%)

113817
(77.05%)

The
Whilst there is no definite profile of Council staff who have a disability Council do
make reasonable adjustments to accommodate any needs identified therefore it is
not thought that this policy would have an adverse impact on this grouping.
Dependant



According to the 2011 Census 37.65% of households in the Derry and Strabane
LGD have a dependants as compared to the Northern Ireland average of 33.85%
All
households

Northern
Ireland
Derry
and
Strabane
households;

Married or in a
registered samesex civil
partnership
couple:
Dependent
children
703275
138677
(19.72%)
55596

10370
(18.65%)
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Cohabiting
couple:
Dependent
children

Lone
parent:
Dependent
children

Other
househol
d types:
With
dependen
t children

16186
(2.3%)

64228
(9.13%

18980
(2.7%)

1097
(1.97%)

7284
(13.1%)

2187
(3.93%)

Appendix 2
There is not qualitative or quantitative information to suggest that this policy would
have an adverse impact on this grouping.

Needs, experiences and priorities
Taking into account the information referred to above, what are the different needs,
experiences and priorities of each of the following categories, in relation to the particular
policy/decision? Specify details for each of the Section 75 categories
Section 75
category
Religious belief

Details of needs/experiences/priorities

Council will make accommodation as far as is reasonable practicable to
ensure that the religious obligations of staff and applicants can be met
(e.g. when arranging interviews dates).

Political opinion
Racial group

Policy is made available in different formats on request

Age
Marital status
Sexual orientation
Men and women
generally
Disability

Policy is made available in different formats on request – all reasonable
adjustments are facilitated as far as is reasonably practicable.

Dependants
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Part 2: Screening questions
Introduction
In making a decision as to whether or not there is a need to carry out an equality impact
assessment, the public authority should consider its answers to the questions 1-4.
If the public authority’s conclusion is none in respect of all of the Section 75 equality of
opportunity and/or good relations categories, then the public authority may decide to screen
the policy out. If a policy is ‘screened out’ as having no relevance to equality of opportunity or
good relations, a public authority should give details of the reasons for the decision taken.
If the public authority’s conclusion is major in respect of one or more of the Section 75 equality
of opportunity and/or good relations categories, then consideration should be given to
subjecting the policy to the equality impact assessment procedure.
If the public authority’s conclusion is minor in respect of one or more of the Section 75 equality
categories and/or good relations categories, then consideration should still be given to
proceeding with an equality impact assessment, or to:

 measures to mitigate the adverse impact; or
 the introduction of an alternative policy to better promote equality of opportunity
and/or good relations.
In favour of a ‘major’ impact
a) The policy is significant in terms of its strategic importance;
b) Potential equality impacts are unknown, because, for example, there is insufficient data
upon which to make an assessment or because they are complex, and it would be
appropriate to conduct an equality impact assessment in order to better assess them;
c) Potential equality and/or good relations impacts are likely to be adverse or are likely to
be experienced disproportionately by groups of people including those who are
marginalised or disadvantaged;
d) Further assessment offers a valuable way to examine the evidence and develop
recommendations in respect of a policy about which there are concerns amongst
affected individuals and representative groups, for example in respect of multiple
identities;
e) The policy is likely to be challenged by way of judicial review;
f) The policy is significant in terms of expenditure.
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In favour of ‘minor’ impact
a) The policy is not unlawfully discriminatory and any residual potential impacts on people
are judged to be negligible;
b) The policy, or certain proposals within it, are potentially unlawfully discriminatory, but
this possibility can readily and easily be eliminated by making appropriate changes to
the policy or by adopting appropriate mitigating measures;
c) Any asymmetrical equality impacts caused by the policy are intentional because they are
specifically designed to promote equality of opportunity for particular groups of
disadvantaged people;
d) By amending the policy there are better opportunities to better promote equality of
opportunity and/or good relations.
In favour of none
The policy has no relevance to equality of opportunity or good relations.
a) The policy is purely technical in nature and will have no bearing in terms of its likely
impact on equality of opportunity or good relations for people within the equality and
good relations categories.
Taking into account the evidence presented above, consider and comment on the likely impact
on equality of opportunity and good relations for those affected by this policy, in any way, for
each of the equality and good relations categories, by applying the screening questions given
overleaf and indicate the level of impact on the group i.e. minor, major or none.
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Screening questions
1 What is the likely impact on equality of opportunity for those affected by this policy, for
each of the Section 75 equality categories? minor/major/none
Section 75
category

Details of policy impact

Religious belief

The policy aim is to secure equality of opportunity
for all employees and applicants to the Council

None

Political
opinion

The policy aim is to secure equality of opportunity
for all employees and applicants to the Council

None

Racial group

The policy aim is to secure equality of opportunity
for all employees and applicants to the Council

None

Age

The policy aim is to secure equality of opportunity
for all employees and applicants to the Council

None

Marital status

The policy aim is to secure equality of opportunity
for all employees and applicants to the Council

None

Sexual
orientation

The policy aim is to secure equality of opportunity
for all employees and applicants to the Council

None

Men and women The policy aim is to secure equality of opportunity
for all employees and applicants to the Council
generally

None

Disability

The policy aim is to secure equality of opportunity
for all employees and applicants to the Council

None

Dependants

The policy aim is to secure equality of
opportunity for all employees and applicants to

None
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Level of impact?
minor/major/none

Appendix 2
the Council

2 Are there opportunities to better promote equality of opportunity for people within the
Section 75 equalities categories?

Section 75
category

If Yes, provide details

If No, provide reasons

No

Religious
belief

No

Political
opinion

No

Racial group

No

Age

No

Marital status

No

Sexual
orientation

No

Men and
women
generally

No

Disability

No

Dependants
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3. Are there opportunities to better promote good relations between Section 75
equality categories through tackling prejudice and/or promoting understanding?

Section 75
category

Details of policy impact

Religious
belief

Level of impact
minor/major/none

None
None

Political
opinion

None

Racial group

None

Age

None

Marital status

None

Sexual
orientation

None

Men and
women
generally

None

Disability
Dependants

None
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1. Is there evidence to suggest that this policy would promote positive attitudes
towards people with a disability?
If Yes, provide details

If No, provide reasons

No – this policy is equally applicable to all S75
categories

2. Is there evidence to suggest that this policy would encourage the participation of
people with a disability in public life?
If Yes, provide details

If No, provide reasons

No – this policy is equally applicable to all S75
categories
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Additional considerations
Multiple identity
Generally speaking, people can fall into more than one Section 75 category. Taking this into
consideration, are there any potential impacts of the policy/decision on people with multiple
identities?
(For example; disabled minority ethnic people; disabled women; young Protestant men; and
young lesbians, gay and bisexual people).

Provide details of data on the impact of the policy on people with multiple identities. Specify
relevant Section 75 categories concerned.
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Part 3. Screening decision
If the decision is not to conduct an equality impact assessment, please provide details of the
reasons.
No impact on any of the equality categories as policy promotes equality across all
categories

If the decision is not to conduct an equality impact assessment the public authority should
consider if the policy should be mitigated or an alternative policy be introduced. Please provide
details
If the decision is to subject the policy to an equality impact assessment, please provide details
of the reasons.

Part 4: Mitigation
When the public authority concludes that the likely impact is ‘minor’ and an equality impact
assessment is not to be conducted, the public authority may consider mitigation to lessen the
severity of any equality impact, or the introduction of an alternative policy to better promote
equality of opportunity or good relations.
Can the policy/decision be amended or changed or an alternative policy introduced to better
promote equality of opportunity and/or good relations?
If so, give the reasons to support your decision, together with the proposed
changes/amendments or alternative policy.

Part 5 - Approval and authorisation
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Screened by:

Position/Job Title

Date

Kay McIvor

Equality Officer

12/11/15

Approved by:
Paul Donnelly

Lead HR Officer

Note: A copy of the Screening Template, for each policy screened should be ‘signed off’ and
approved by a senior manager responsible for the policy, made easily accessible on the public
authority’s website as soon as possible following completion and made available on request.
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Item/Min Ref:

Agenda Item 14

Title of Report:

Officer presenting: Lead Human
Resources Officer

Living Wage

Author: Lead Human Resources
Officer

1 Purpose of Report/Recommendations
1.1 The purpose of this report is to update Members on the current position in relation
to the National Living Wage and to seek approval to progress with implementation
as outlined.
2 Background
2.1 The modern Living Wage campaign was launched in 2001. In 2011 the Living Wage
Foundation was launched, a benchmark organisation that champions the provision
of a Living Wage across the UK. Currently employers choose to pay the Living Wage
on a voluntary basis. They identify the National Living Wage as being an hourly rate
set independently, updated annually and calculated according to the basic cost of
living in the UK.
2.2 In July 2014, the Council agreed to recognise the basic human right of every worker
to a living wage and it was agreed that proposals would be brought forward on how
the living wage could be implemented for its workforce effective from 1 April 2015.
2.3 The Living wage hourly rate as determined by the Living Wage Foundation on the 1
April 2015 was £7.85 per hour.
2.4 The Chancellor in his recent budget announced that a new National Living Wage of
£7.20 per hour for employees aged 25 and above will be introduced on 1 April 2016
rising to £9.00 per hour by 2020.
2.5 To date Councils apply the National Joint Council pay scales which are nationally
negotiated. These currently include pay rates below the Living Wage
2.6 The implications of the Living Wage are currently being considered as part of the
pay briefing and consultation with the National Employers Side. This consultation is
highlighting that in addition to other expected costs on the pay bill including the
removal of the National Insurance rebate the implementation of the Living Wage
will also have cost implications.
3 Key Issues
3.1 Council currently has in the region of 35 employees and 17 Agency staff who are
paid less than £7.20 per hour.
Council currently has in the region of 39 employees and 21 Agency Staff who are
paid less than the Living Wage Foundation rate of £7.85 per hour.
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3.2

3.3

3.4

In order to implement the minimum of £9.00 per hour by 2020, it is envisaged that
the NJC current scales below Scale 3 will be removed. The implications of this are
currently being considered nationally as it has an impact on all Local Government
employers. However as we now progress with populating our structure we will use
the opportunity consider the long term implications of the Living Wage and will
consult with the Trade Unions in relation to developing a pay strategy.
As it was agreed that Derry City and Strabane District Council would implement a
Living Wage with effect from 1 April 2015 when the only rate identified was the
Living Wage Foundation rate there is an expectation with Trade Unions that this is
the rate that Council should be applying.
It should be noted that Belfast City Council is the only other Council within Northern
Ireland to have adopted a Living Wage to date.

4 Financial, Equality, Legal, HR and Other Implications
4.1 To implement the Statutory Living Wage from 1 April 2015 this will cost the Council
in the region of £47,000 for the current year.
4.2 To implement the Statutory Living Wage of £7.20 per hour this would cost the
Council in the region of £3,000 per annum.
5 Recommendations
5.1 It is recommended that Council consider implementing the Living Wage Foundation
rate of £7.85 per hour with effect from 1 April 2015 and the relevant back pay paid.
5.2 The Living Wage Foundation rate has increased to £8.25 per hour in November
2015. The Living Wage foundation recommends that this is implemented within 6
months. It is recommended that management review the cost implications
associated with implementing this and a further report brought back to council for
consideration.
5.3 It is also recommended that Management continue to consult with the Trade
Unions in relation to the implementation of a Living Wage.
Background Papers
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Item/Min Ref:

Agenda Item 15

Title of Report:
Update on Interreg VA Programme
2014-2020 –Application – Call 1.2
Enhance Innovation Capacity of SMEs

Officer presenting: Lead Finance
Officer
Author: Funding Manager

1 Purpose of Report/Recommendations
1.1 To purpose of this report is to update members on the funding application under
call 1.2 Enhance Innovation Capacity of SMEs under the Interreg VA Programme
2014-2020 and to seek Members approval for Council to continue in the role as lead
partner for this project.
2 Background
2.1 As previously reported to Members Council has been asked to be the lead partner
for several applications under the Interreg VA Programme 2014-2020. This report
provides members with an update on the application under Priority 1 - Research
and Innovation - Objective 1.2 Enhance Innovation capacity of SMEs – Enhance
Innovation Capacity of SMEs with a budget c€15.6m.
2.2

The application process is a two stage process and the first Stage 1 application was
submitted under the 1.2 Enhance Innovation Capacity of SMEs call on the 21
October 2015.

2.3

The Stage 1 application was successful and our consortium has now been invited to
submit the Stage 2 Business Plan. The deadline for submission of the Stage 2
Business Plan is Wednesday 3rd February 2016. Including our consortium bid only
two applications passed the Stage 1 assessment process.

2.4

In partnership with the Northern Ireland Science Park (NISP) Council will act as the
lead Partner for the project overall with NISP acting as the lead delivery partner,
while Council will be the lead administrative partner. The aim of this project is to
“increase the number and capacity of SME’s engaged in cross-border research and
innovation activity in the region, aimed at the development of new products,
processes and services”.

2.5

Our partners for the Project are: NISP; NORIBIC (the Northern Ireland Business
Innovation Centre; WESTBIC (West of Ireland Business Innovation Centre);
Letterkenny Institute of Technology (LYIT); Northwest Regional College; Belfast Met;
South-East Regional College; Southern Regional College; and West of Scotland
Colleges Partnership. Members are asked to note that new partners are likely to be
added in order to further strengthen the partnership following feedback from
SEUPB on the Stage 1 application.
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2.6

With a budget of c.€15.6m the project will be delivered over 5 years and will seek to
deliver the following outputs as stipulated by SEUPB:










2.7

1,408 enterprises receiving support
1,408 enterprises receiving non-financial support
19 enterprises receiving grants
50 enterprises co-operating with research institutions
19 enterprises participating in cross-border, transnational or interregional
research projects
5 research institutions participating in cross-border, transnational or interregional
research projects
469 enterprises receiving one-to-one innovation advice
94 enterprises in receipt of an innovation capability development programme
70 enterprises engaging an Innovation Intern

It is envisaged that the above outputs will be delivered under the 5 Strands set out
below. Delivery of each Strand will be led by a partner(s) with the maximum
experience in that area:






Strand 1: Preparatory interventions Delivered by Workshop
Strand 2: Preparatory interventions Delivered One to One
Strand 3: Innovation Capability Programme
Strand 4: Cross-Border Innovation Internship Programme
Strand 5: Cross-Border Research & Innovation Programme

3 Key Issues
3.1 Delivery of this Priority of the Interreg 2014-2020 programme is seen as one of the
flagship projects of the new programme and one of the most prestigious to lead
delivery on. Economic development is one of the key priorities of Community
Planning, the successful delivery of this project will position this Council, the Council
area and the wider NW as a region with the capability to lead major research and
innovation initiatives and as a region that has a positive role to play in contributing
to not only the economic development of the Derry and Strabane area but Northern
Ireland, the North of Ireland and with the inclusion of the West of Scotland, the UK
and Europe.
3.2

In the context of the new A Fresh Start – The Stormont Agreement and
Implementation Plan which places a new and reinvigorated focus on this Council
region and the wider NW of Ireland, this project will make a significant contribution
in promoting the region and this new focus.

3.3

Members are asked to note the following key issues:
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3.4

Council’s role as lead partner – As lead partner Council will have responsibility for
delivery and overall administration of the project. Alongside NISP, Council will also
specifically lead the delivery of Strand 5 Cross-Border Research and Innovation
Programme which primarily focuses on the award of 19 awards of funding to SMEs
to conduct cross-border research and innovation projects.

3.5

As with all Consortium based delivery models of EU funded projects a Partnership
Agreement will be drawn-up and signed by all partners involved in the delivery of
the project prior to commencement of the project.

3.6

Delivery of Project across entire eligible programme region - This project will be
delivered across the entire eligible region of Northern Ireland, West of Scotland and
Border Region of Ireland. Therefore, if successful, Council will be responsible for the
delivery of the project across the entire eligible region and therefore significant
focus and expectation will be placed upon Council for the successful delivery of this
project.

3.7

As lead Partner Council will have overall Administrative responsibility of the project
with NISP acting as the lead Delivery Partner and the Business and Culture
Directorate will be the lead responsible Department within Council for the
management of the project.

3.8

As the Stage 2 Business Plan is still being developed the final budgets for all
partners are still to be determined, however, the project budget is expected to be
c.€15.6m. It is anticipated that Councils budget as part of this project will be in the
region of €5.7m over the period of the project (2016-2021). All of Councils budget is
expected to be 100% funded through the programme. As a gesture and sign of
commitment to the delivery of the project some match-funding in the form of a
contribution to hosting project staff may be included, but not project staff costs,
which will be sought to be funded through the Interreg programme.

3.9

Following submission of the Stage 2 Business plan no later than 3rd February 2016
SEUPB will conduct an Economic Appraisal on all Stage 2 submissions received. The
decision on Stage 2 process is expected no later than 22 weeks following
submission. Therefore, a final decision is not expected until early summer 2016.

4 Financial, Equality, Legal, HR and Other Implications
4.1 All of Councils budget is expected to be 100% funded through the programme.
Funding for the Interreg Programme is 85% funded through SEUPB and 15%
through the three respective Departments in the eligible jurisdictions.
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5 Recommendations
5.1 It is recommended that Members note the update on the funding application under
call 1.2 Enhance Innovation Capacity of SMEs under the Interreg VA Programme
2014-2020 and that Members approve Council continuing in the role as lead partner
for this project.
Background Papers
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Item/Min Ref:

Agenda Item 16

Title of Report:

Officer presenting:

Association for Public Service
Excellence – Regional and National
Chair Vacancies

Author: Lead Democratic Services
and Improvement Officer

1 Purpose of Report/Recommendations
1.1 To seek nominations to fill the vacancies in relation to the National Chair of APSE
2015-16 and the APSE NI Region Chair 2015-17.
2 Background
2.1 APSE (Association for Public Service Excellence) is a not for profit local government
body working with over 300 councils throughout the UK. Promoting excellence in
public services, APSE is the foremost specialist in local authority front line services,
hosting a network for front line service providers in areas such as waste and refuse
collection, parks and environmental services, leisure, school meals, cleaning, housing
and building maintenance.
2.2 The former Derry City Council, and Strabane District Council were members of APSE
and membership of the Association was approved by this Council in April 2015 (Min
Ref. GSP16/15).
2.3 APSE provides a network of regional events and support across the UK and offers its
members six localised geographic areas which consist of three large English regions
and three national bodies reflecting the governance arrangements in Northern
Ireland, Scotland and Wales. The most recent APSE NI event entitled "Economic
development, job creation and sustainable communities - what impact can councils
have" was held in the Guildhall on 10 December 2015.
(http://www.apse.org.uk/apse/index.cfm/members-area/regions/northernireland/regional-meetings-presentations/apse-northern-ireland-regional-meetingeconomic-development-job-creation-and-sustainable-communities-what-impactcan-councils-have/ )
2.4 Each region / area has its own individually elected Chair and Secretary, responsible
for driving forward the work of APSE locally and for representing the views of their
members nationally. Support is provided to the areas by lead Principal Advisors who
work in partnership with the specific areas, supporting local initiatives, organising
activity and co-coordinating national research.
2.5 Every 2 years the Northern Ireland region appoints a chair, secretary and vice chair
to represent the region at APSE’s National Council.
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2.6

2.7

2.8
2.9

All Elected Members of Derry City and Strabane District Council were invited to
attend the APSE NI AGM which was held on 3 July 2015 in Ballymena. At this
meeting elections were held in respect of the various APSE NI positions. It is also
noted that the National Chair and Secretary positions are rotated across all the APSE
regions on a six year cycle. The National Chair and Secretary positions for 2015-16
are to be held by an Elected Member and Officer respectively from the NI Region.
As a result of the nomination/ election process at the July AGM, it was determined
that APSE Northern Ireland Regional Representatives for July 2015- July 2017 were
as follows:


NI Chair - Cllr Gerry Diver, Derry City and Strabane District Council



NI Secretary – Ellen Cavanagh, Lead Democratic Services and Improvement
Officer, Derry City and Strabane District Council



NI Vice chair - Alderman Tommy Nicholl, Mid and East Antrim Borough Council



NI National Council Representative - Cllr Patsy Kelly, Derry City and Strabane
District Council

It was further determined at the AGM that the NI Chair and NI Secretary would also
hold the positions of National Chair and National Secretary for 2015-16.
Nine of the eleven new councils are currently members of APSE. (This was not the
position at the time of the AGM in July 2015.)

3 Key Issues
3.1 Following the resignation of Councillor G Diver, the positions of National Chair
2015-16 and NI Region Chair 2015-17 are now vacant. Under the APSE NI
Constitution (Appendix 1 , paragraph 7 iii), “if the situation arises that the Northern
Ireland Chair has to retire from office before the end of their term, then the Chair’s
host council shall retain the option for the position in the first instance”.
3.2 One of the advantages of holding the position of National Chair is that the region
will host APSE Annual Seminar and Awards event which normally attracts
approximately 200 seminar delegates and approximately 500 award attendees.
Preliminary arrangements have been made to host this event in Derry at the
beginning of September 2016. There is a significant risk that if the National and
Regional Chair positions are not retained by Derry City and Strabane District
Council, the location of the event may change.
3.3 As National Chair, there are a number of commitments. Indicative details are
provided in Appendix 2.
3.4 Whilst it is possible to have different Elected Members in the roles of APSE NI Chair
and National Chair, this has not been the general practice in this region.
4

Financial, Equality, Legal, HR and Other Implications
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4.1

4.2

4.3

4.4

Over and above the Council’s membership fee to APSE there are no costs to the
Council associated with holding the positions of APSE NI Chair or National Chair (or
Regional or National Secretary).
There is an allowance payable to the Chair of APSE Northern Ireland of £500 per
annum, pro rata and an allowance of £6132 per annum, pro rata to the National
Chair. These costs are met by APSE directly. There are no allowances attached to the
positions of Regional or National Secretary.
Failure to retain the positions of National Chair and Regional Chair would represent
lost opportunities in terms of the profile of the Council and the council area, as well
as the economic benefits offered by the hosting of a major conference in the City.
As the position of National Chair has a significant profile within APSE, the
Association would be keen that the vacancy is filled, as soon as practicable.

5 Recommendations
5.1 That Members nominate an Elected Member(s) to fill the Association for Public
Service Excellence, Regional and National Chair vacancies.
Background Papers
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CONSTITUTION OF THE
ASSOCIATION FOR PUBLIC SERVICE EXCELLENCE
NORTHERN IRELAND REGION
2011
1. Constitution and Title
The Association shall consist of local authorities and other public bodies who are bona fide
members of the Association for Public Service Excellence (herein after called the ‘Association’) in
the area of Northern Ireland and who are desirous of being in membership and shall be known as
the ‘APSE, Northern Ireland’.
2. Aims and Values
The Aims and Values of the Association for Public Service Excellence, Northern Ireland (hereafter
called APSE, Northern Ireland) shall be: a. Our Mission
“The Association which consults, develops, promotes, advises and shares on best practice in the
delivery and provision of efficient and publicly accountable public services”
b. Our Values
i. APSE will act as a champion in promoting continuous improvement in the delivery of excellent,
cost effective and efficient public services to local communities.
ii. APSE believes that all local service delivery arrangements should be capable of meeting the
tests of public value in terms of the support for sustaining resilient local economies; building
community cohesion; improving the quality of life; demonstrating value for money; sustaining
democratic networks and accountability to citizens and service users; and supporting
employment, skills and training.
iii. APSE believes that in order to demonstrate public value a strong core of local services should
be provided in-house so that Councils have both the capacity and expertise to deliver innovative,
flexible and high quality services, and effectively manage other supply arrangements in the
interests of local communities and taxpayers
iv. APSE believes that all providers of local public services should be accountable to elected
members as the democratic stewards and representatives of their locality.
v. APSE is supportive of fair employment and believes that excellent services can best be
delivered through highly motivated and well trained employees who should as far as possible
reflect the diverse communities which they serve.
vi. APSE will advocate the value and benefits to local economies of high quality public services to
all key stakeholders and the wider public.
1
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vii. APSE believes that public service excellence can only be achieved through improving the
quality of public sector management and will provide networks and services to support this
aspiration.

3. Annual Subscriptions
i. An annual area subscription shall be payable by each authority in membership of APSE Northern
Ireland, in addition to the national subscription, both of which will be collected by the National
Association each year. National and area subscriptions are payable in advance on the 1st April
each year. The financial year shall be from the 1st April to the 31st March.
ii. Member authorities and public bodies wishing to withdraw from APSE Northern Ireland, must
give 12 months notice in writing.
iii. For the avoidance of doubt any member authority wishing to withdraw from the National
Association must give 12 months notice in writing to the Chief Executive of the National
Association.
iv. Authorities who are not members of the National Association may not participate or be
members of the APSE, Northern Ireland except by the express permission of the Northern Ireland
Chair & Secretary.
4. Functions
The functions of the APSE, Northern Ireland shall be: i. To promote the public provision of high quality local services and to support authorities in their
efforts to deliver continuous improvement, and to oppose any unreasonable restrictions in
achieving such aims.
ii. To co-ordinate the activities of direct frontline services to exchange information and
experience, and to make recommendations to such bodies, with a view to identifying and
disseminating Best Practice.
iii. To work in partnership with any organisation, which shares the aims and philosophies of APSE
Northern Ireland in the promotion of the future well being of direct frontline services, their
employees, and the communities who are served by them.
iv. To monitor present legislation and any changes proposed thereto, to understand the
implications, representing members and lobbying government and other bodies as appropriate.

2
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CONDUCT OF BUSINESS

5. National Council & Policy, Performance and Scrutiny Committee
i. The Chair and the Secretary of APSE Northern Ireland shall represent the area on the National
Council of the National Association & Policy, Performance and Scrutiny Committee as appropriate.
ii. Additional representatives to National Council shall be elected biannually at the APSE Northern
Ireland AGM. The number of seats available shall be in accordance with the National Constitution
clause 5(c)(ii). Nomination will be taken from the newly elected Executive Committee, and as far
as possible, reflect the balance of Member/Officer split.
iii. APSE Northern Ireland will pay for all approved expenses incurred by the Northern Ireland
Chair and Northern Ireland Secretary in relation to the business of the National Council and
National Executive.
iv. No other expenses are payable to office bearers without the express permission of the
Northern Ireland Chair and Secretary.
v. The National Chair, Secretary and Chief Executive (or his/her staff nominee) shall be entitled to
attend meetings of APSE Northern Ireland and its Executive and to take part in the proceedings
thereof, but not to vote.
6. Meetings
i. APSE Northern Ireland shall hold an Annual General Meeting each year at least one month in
advance of the date of the National Association Annual General Meeting.
ii. APSE Northern Ireland shall also meet for the transaction of ordinary business on not less than
three other occasions (in addition to the AGM) each year as near as may be on a quarterly basis,
but otherwise on such dates and such times and at such venues as the area Association may
decide at each successive Annual General Meeting based upon an agreed calendar of events by
the secretariat, for the year up to and including the next Annual General Meeting.
iii. A formal business meeting of the secretariat comprising of the Northern Ireland Chair,
Secretary and Principal Advisor shall be held at appropriate dates in the year to review and
progress the Association’s work across Northern Ireland.
iv. Notwithstanding (i) and (ii) above the chair of APSE Northern Ireland may require that a
Special Meeting shall be held at any time on such date and such time and venue as he or she may
decide, for the transaction of urgent business, which in his or her opinion cannot properly be
deferred until the next ordinary meeting of the area Association.

3
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v. All meetings of APSE Northern Ireland shall be convened by the Secretary giving not less than
fourteen days notice thereof in writing or in the case of a Special Meeting not less than seven days
notice in writing, stating the date, time and venue of the meeting and the business proposed to
be transacted.
vi. No business other than that set out in the Agenda for the meeting shall be transacted at the
Annual General Meting or any ordinary meeting of the area Association save with the consent of
the majority of those present and voting at the meeting.
vii. No business whatsoever shall be transacted at any Special Meeting of the area Association
convened in accordance with (iii) above other than that set out in the Agenda for the meeting,
save insofar as it may be necessary to appoint a person to preside at the meeting
7. Northern Ireland Chair
i. The appointment of the Chair of APSE Northern Ireland shall be the first item of business at the
Annual General Meeting in any given election year.
i (a) The appointment of the Vice Chair of APSE Northern Ireland shall be the second item of
business at the Annual General Meeting in any given election year.
ii. The Northern Ireland Chair and Vice Chair shall be elected members for a period of two years.
ii (a) The Chair of APSE Northern Ireland will receive an annual allowance during their period of
office.
ii (b) The position of Chair and Vice Chair shall rotate between the political parties.
iii. If the situation arises that the Northern Ireland Chair has to retire from office before the end
of their term, then the Chairs host council shall retain the option for the position in the first
instance.
iv. The Northern Ireland Chair shall not be eligible for re-election in the term following retiral from
office.
v. Any extension to the term of office requires the agreement of the AGM.
vi. The Chair and Vice Chair of APSE Northern Ireland shall hold office until their respective
successors are elected.
vii. The Chair, if present at the meeting of the area Association, shall preside thereat. In the absence of
the Chair, the Vice Chair shall preside. If neither are present a person appointed by the meeting shall
preside.
viii. Subject as otherwise provided in the Constitution with regard to voting at meetings of APSE
Northern Ireland, the ruling of the Chair or other person presiding at the meeting of APSE Northern
Ireland on the conduct of the proceedings of the meeting shall be final.
4
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8.

The Northern Ireland Secretary

i.

The Secretary of the APSE Northern Ireland shall be an officer elected for a period of two
years.

ii.

Any extension to the term of office requires the agreement of the AGM.

9.

Quorum

The quorum for all the meetings of APSE Northern Ireland, shall be one third plus one of the
member organisations entitled to attend.
10.

AGM & Finance

The AGM will also have the following powers:
i.

To consider motions submitted to the AGM twenty-one days prior to the date of the AGM.

ii.

To elect office bearers as appropriate.

iii.

To receive and consider the annual accounts.

11.

Amendments to the Constitution

All members of APSE Northern Ireland, must be notified, in writing, at least three weeks prior to
the AGM of any amendments to the constitution. Amendments may be made with the consent of
a two-thirds majority of the authorities in attendance at the AGM subject to a quorum.
12.

Office Bearers

The Chair, Vice Chair or Secretary of any of the Association’s designated Northern Ireland bodies
can be removed by a vote of no confidence, which is supported by a formal meeting of the areas
membership (subject to a quorum) and subject to the approval of the Association’s National
Council. A motion calling for this course of action must be sent in writing to the APSE Northern
Ireland Secretary at least fourteen days in advance of this meeting. Thereafter, replacements will
be identified from those present and ratified at the next Northern Ireland Annual General
meeting.

5
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13. Secretariat
The Secretariat function shall consist of the post of Principal Advisor and appropriate support staff
for the function, as agreed through the Association’s structure.

6
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National Chair Attendance - Events
National Council and Policy, Performance and Scrutiny
Committee Dates
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Full Association
National Council
National Council
National Council
Annual Seminar

Edinburgh
London
York
Derry
Derry

Policy, Performance and Scrutiny Committee
AGM

TBC
Derry

22.1.16
18.3.16
23.06.16/24.06.16 TBC
6.9.16
07.09.16 – 08.09.16
Feb TBC
July TBC
7.9.16

NI Region Seminar Dates
Dates

Venues

Topics

Spring – 11th Friday March
Summer- 24th Friday June

Belfast
Ballymena

tbc
tbc

Optional Attendance
Date

Seminar

Location

01-Oct

Winter Maintenance Seminar

Bradford Bulls Stadium, Bradford

8&9 Oct

Housing seminar

Marriott Hotel, Leeds

20&21 Oct

Environmental services seminar

Ettington Chase Hotel, Stratford
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2&3 Dec

Performance networks seminar

Hilton Hotel, Blackpool

15 Jan

January one day seminar

Venue TBC

28 / 29 Jan

Facilities Management Seminar

Marriott Hotel, York

18 / 19 Feb

Scottish Housing and Building

Doubletree by Hilton, Dunblane

24-Feb

Social Care Seminar

Venue TBC

25 &26 Feb

Energy Summit

Venue TBC

26 Feb

Street Cleansing Seminar

Aston Villa FC, Birmingham

3&4 Mar

Highways Seminar

North West (Venue TBC)

11 March

Sports and Leisure Seminar

Manchester (Venue TBC)

20 March

Parks one day seminar

Manchester (Venue TBC)

15 April

Cemeteries Seminar

Chesford Grange Hotel, Warwickshire

13-May

Social media seminar

Elstree Studios

17 - 20 May

Scottish Fleet, Waste and Grounds

Hilton Coylumbridge, Aviemore

8 Jul

July one day seminar

Venue TBC

13-Jul

Transport Seminar

National Motorcycle Museum, Coventry

Performance Improvement Forum
Events
Performance Improvement Forum
Performance Improvement Forum
Performance Improvement Forum
Performance Improvement Forum
Performance Improvement Forum

Cultural Services
Leisure/Sport
Planning/Building Control
Economic & Community
Development
Facilities Management

Friday 22nd January 2016
Friday 26th February 2016
Friday 15th April 2016
Friday 13th May 2016
Friday 3rd June 2016
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Item/Min Ref:

Agenda Item 17

Title of Report:

Officer presenting:

Regeneration Bill

Author: Business Support and
Change Manager

1 Purpose of Report/Recommendations
1.1 The purpose of this report is to update Members on correspondence received from
the Minister for Social Development outlining that he will not be transferring DSD
functions to Council.
1.2 It is recommended that Members note the contents of this report.
2 Background
2.1 On 11 April 20113, the Executive agreed that the Reform of Local Government
should be implemented with effect from 1 April 2015, and as part of that, certain
Housing and Regeneration powers would transfer from the Department of Social
Development to Councils. The Minister then subsequently decided that the Housing
functions would be removed from the transfer legislation, and the Executive agreed
that the effective date for the conferral of the regeneration powers on councils
would be 1 April 2016.
2.2 During the Committee stage of the Regeneration Bill there were a number of
unresolved issues and recommendations to the Minister which were reported into
the Governance and Strategic Planning Committee Meetings held on the 02 June
and 30 June 2015. These related broadly to the definition of social and economic
regeneration, the naming of projects, Councils working together on regionally
significant projects, need to link with DARD to fully address social need, the
introduction of a qualified majority voting system and an ability to provide
information to investors.
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3 Key Issues
3.1 The Minister for Social Development issued a letter to the Chief Executive on the 26
November 2015 - which is attached at appendix one. The Minister has advised that
the unresolved policy issues slowed the legislative process and made the timetable
for transfer of staff, budgets and assets by the 01 April 2016 extremely challenging.
The letter also states that due to the pending restructuring of the central
government departments he has concluded that now is the right time to transfer
the power of urban regeneration and community development to Councils.
3.2 The Minister has advised that following the restructuring of central government
departments (when the various regeneration type functions will be assimilated into
the Department of Communities) central government will be in a better position to
determine if and when some of these responsibilities will be best delivered at a local
level. He has advised that this would be done in a future mandate and would also
offer an opportunity to take a fresh look at the underpinning policy.
4 Financial, Equality, Legal, HR and Other Implications
4.1 There are no direct financial, equality, legal, HR or other implications arising from
this report. The Council's previous issues in relation to the inadequacy of the
proposed DSD Resource Allocation Model and the due diligence issues associated
within the DSD transfer of assets are now alleviated as a result of this decision.
5 Recommendations
5.1 It is recommended that Members note the contents of this report and the
correspondence attached at appendix A outlining that the Minister has decided not
to proceed with the Regeneration Bill as currently drafted.
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Item/Min Ref:

Agenda Item 18

Title of Report:

Officer presenting:

European Youth Capital 19 Bid

Director of Legacy
Author:
Director of Legacy

1 Purpose of Report
1.1 The purpose of this report is to provide members with an update on the
development of the European Youth Capital 2019 bid.
2 Background
2.1 The ‘European Youth Capital’ (EYC) is a title granted by the European Youth Forum
to a European City for a period of one year, during which the City and Region will
showcase its youth-related cultural, social, political and economic life and
development.
2.2 The European Youth Forum (EYF) is an independent, democratic, youth-led platform,
representing 99 National Youth Councils and International Youth Organisations
from across Europe. The Youth Forum works to empower young people to
participate actively in society to improve their own lives, by representing and
advocating their needs and interests and those of their organisations towards the
European Institutions, the Council of Europe and the United Nations.
2.3 The EYC initiative encourages the implementation of new ideas and innovative
projects with regard to the active participation of young people in society, and
seeks to present a role model for the future development of other European
municipalities.
2.4 Members agreed at their June 2015 meeting that a bid to become European Youth
Capital 2019 should be submitted. Members were advised that the bidding process
for EYC18 had resulted in five shortlisted bids from 20 applicant cities. This included
Cascais (Portugal), Kecskemét (Hungary), Manchester (United Kingdom), Novi Sad
(Serbia), Perugia (Italy). On 26th November it was announced that the winning city
of Cascais (Portugal) would hold the title of EYC in 2018.
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3 Key Issues
3.1 Proactive engagement with our young people has been to the fore of the work plan
for the EYC 19 bid. Youth engagement is about actively supporting the contribution
and participation of young people in decision-making about the issues that affect
them. Meaningful engagement with young people has a number of important
benefits, including:
Enables sharing of diverse points of views, beliefs and experiences;
Utilises their particular skills and expertise;
Raises awareness of issues that affect them and helps them to take action;
Leads to more open and democratic decision.
3.2

With many competing demands on young people’s time this EYC19 engagement
process has taken on a number of different forms which are user friendly, fun and
interactive. To date engagements have taken place with:
Young people participating in the Halloween celebrations at Castle Street (Strabane)
and Guildhall Square;
17 post primary schools/colleges in Derry, Strabane and Limavady through
School/College Councils and an information seminar hosted by the Mayor in the
Guildhall. Three local schools have not yet participated and officers are working with
these schools to arrange meetings for January in addition to the Omagh
schools/colleges;
Students involved in the A'Level in Journalism at the Verbal Arts Centre who
participated in the video to promote engagement in the EYC19 bid by young people
to young people;
Youth Focus Group involving young people from Derry and Strabane;
Young people employed in local businesses including Allstate, Learning Pool, First
Source, Business in the Community as well as a range of training organisations such
as Rutledge and Customised Training
Dedicated media platforms including our website
http://www.derrystrabane.com/Subsites/European-Youth-Capital/What-is-EYC-‘19
Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/eyc19/?fref=ts
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Twitter @eyc19
3.3

3.4

Meetings have been held with both local and regional partner organisations who
will be able to assist with engagement, programming and acting as ambassadors for
our bid. The Department of Culture Arts and Leisure (DCAL) organised on Council's
behalf a meeting with DCAL's arm length bodies to raise awareness of the bid and
to seek their proactive support. This has yielded a number of positive engagements
for programming and bid content. Youth and stakeholder engagement will continue
to build momentum in the coming months.
The consultation from young people through the engagement on the Community
Plan has helped to inform the discussions and the design of a dedicated tool kit for
the engagement with young people. This tool kit will enable young people to
respond both at an individual and group level. Local networks such as
Neighbourhood Partnership Boards, youth clubs and so forth are being encouraged
to promote this toolkit so that as many young people as possible engage in the
process.

4 Financial and Other Implications
4.1 The short term financial implications in relation to the development of the Concept
paper have been approved at £74,000 and the budget has now been set aside.
5 Recommendations
5.1 Members are requested to note the update on the engagement process to date and
to promote the EYC19 platforms within their respective networks.
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Item/Min Ref:

Agenda Item 19

Title of Report:

Officer presenting:

Achievement of the OHSAS
18001 certification

Corporate Health and Safety
Officer
Author:
Corporate Health and Safety
Officer

1 Purpose of Report/Recommendations
1.1 To advise Members that Derry City and Strabane District Council have achieved
OHSAS 18001 Health and Safety Management accreditation.
2 Background
2.1 As Members are aware, the former Derry City Council had been certified under
OHSAS 18001 management system.
2.2 A corporate objective was set to achieve OHSAS 18001 accreditation across the new
Derry City and Strabane District Council.
2.3 Members will recall that the Derry sites achieved the accreditation in Sept 2015 and
an extension to scope audit was planned to cover the Strabane sites only. On 14th
Dec - 16th Dec 2015, the Strabane sites participated in this extension to scope audit,
successfully achieving the OHSAS 18001 accreditation.
3 Key Issues
3.1 The corporate objective of achieving OHSAS 18001 has been achieved. Derry City
and Strabane District Council are now certified fully as one council. To date, we are
the only new council to achieve this accreditation.
3.2 The Corporate Health and Safety role has integrated into the new council structure,
co coordinating and advising on the implementation and continued overall
improvement of Health and Safety Management within the council.
3.3 Council have yet to receive the audit report, however members are advised that a
number of observations were noted across various sites, but no major non
conformances.
3.4 In summary this was a positive outcome, highlighting issues that were already
identified, however it is important to ensure that continued effort is directed
towards this area and implementing all recommendations made.
3.5 Although there is still work to do in relation to Health and Safety across the council,
to finally have the council certified under one system provides conformity and
purpose to the corporate goal of prioritising H&S within our council.
4 Financial and Other Implications
4.1 N/A
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5 Recommendations
5.1 Members are advised that the full audit report will follow once received from the
auditing company.
Background Papers
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Item/Min Ref:

Agenda Item 20

Title of Report:

Officer presenting:

Fisheries Bill

Lead Democratic Services and
Improvement Officer
Author: As above

1 Purpose of Report/Recommendations
1.1 To advise members of correspondence received from the Committee for Culture
Arts and Leisure, regarding the Fishes Bill and to seek endorsement for a proposed
response.
2 Background
2.1 Correspondence (Appendix 1) was sent on 16 December by the Committee for
Culture Arts and Leisure, to invite the Council to make a written submission
regarding Clauses 10, 11, 12 and 13 of the Fisheries Bill. The Bill has been developed
by the Department for Agriculture and Rural Development, which is the lead
department, and the Department of Culture, Arts & Leisure, after public
consultation.
2.2 The Bill was formally introduced to the Northern Ireland Assembly on 7 December
2015 and is expected to be debated in the Assembly at Second Stage on 11 January
2016. The Bill is expected to be referred to both the Committee for Agriculture and
Rural Development and Culture, Arts & Leisure after its Second Stage. Both
Committees will be responsible for taking the Bill through its Committee Stage. The
Committee for Culture, Arts and leisure has provisionally agreed to undertake
scrutiny of Clauses 10 to 13; however, the Committee will review this decision in
early January 2016.
2.3 The Fisheries Bill makes provision regarding regulation of sea and inland fisheries
and includes powers to allow fisheries offences to be dealt with through fixed
administrative penalties and to align sea fisheries enforcement powers with those
already in place in Britain. The Bill amends the Sea Fisheries (Conservation) Act 1967,
the Fisheries Act 1981 and the Fisheries (Northern Ireland) Act 1966.
2.4 Any comments / written evidence are to be forwarded to the Committee by e-mail
by 12.00p.m. on 6 January 2016
3

Key Issues
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3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

Clause 10 amends the 1966 Act to remove the need for an application for a fish
dealer's licence to be accompanied by a certificate from the Justice of the Peace,
where the certificate will state that the applicant is a fit and proper person to hold
such a licence. The current requirement would represent an interruption to the
application process for a licence. That is in contravention of the EU services
directive.
Clause 11 amends the 1966 Act to extend an existing restriction from taking
material without DCAL's consent and moves to extend it to include lakes as well as
rivers. That is to ensure the protection of spawn.
Clause 12 amends the 1996 Act in relation to the existing requirement for dam
owners to provide and maintain fish passage for salmon, trout and eels. The clause
extends to add lampreys to the list of protected species. Furthermore, the clause
extends powers for DCAL to remove dams that are a barrier to fish passage,
specifically where the dam owner cannot be identified.
Clause 13 amends the 1966 Act to require anyone taking water from a river to fit a
grill of not more than 10 millimetres at the entrance and exit of the watercourses.
That is aimed at protecting the entry of small fish into those watercourses. The
requirement will apply only to new installations, and exemptions will be permitted
where the Department is satisfied that sufficient arrangements will be made by
means other than a grill of that size.

4 Financial, Equality, Legal, HR and Other Implications
4.1 There are no direct implications for Council in respect of this consultation exercise.
5 Recommendations
5.1 That Members note the contents of this report.
5.2 That, subject to Members comments, a response is sent to DCAL by 12.00p.m. on 6
January 2016, indicating that we have no comments in respect of Clauses 10, 11, 12
and 13 of the Fisheries Bill. .
Background Papers
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Committee for Culture, Arts and Leisure

Our Ref.: C772/15
16th December 2015

Dear Sir or Madam,

Fisheries Bill
I am writing on behalf of the Committee for Culture Arts and Leisure, to invite you
to make a written submission on behalf of your organisation regarding Clauses
10, 11, 12 and 13 of the Fisheries Bill. The Bill has been developed by the
Department for Agriculture and Rural Development, which is the lead department,
and the Department of Culture, Arts & Leisure after public consultation.
The Bill was formally introduced to the Northern Ireland Assembly on 7 December
2015 and is expected to be debated in the Assembly at Second Stage on 11
January 2016. The Bill is expected to be referred to both the Committee for
Agriculture and Rural Development and Culture, Arts & Leisure after its Second
Stage. Both Committees will be responsible for taking the Bill through its
Committee Stage. The Committee for Culture, Arts and leisure has provisionally
agreed to undertake scrutiny of Clauses 10 to 13; however, the Committee will
review this decision in early January 2016.
Information regarding the Bill, including a copy of the Bill and its Explanatory and
Financial Memorandum can be obtained from the Assembly’s website –
http://www.niassembly.gov.uk/assembly-business/committees/agriculture-andrural-development/legislation---committee-stage-of-bills/rural-needs-bill/
Information on the formal procedures for the passage of Bills through the
Assembly can be found here –
Committee for Culture, Arts and Leisure
Room 344, Parliament Buildings, Ballymiscaw, Stormont, Belfast BT4 3XX
Telephone: (028) 9052 1718 E-mail: committee.cal@niassembly.gov.uk
You can now follow us on Twitter: @NIACALCommittee
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http://www.niassembly.gov.uk/assembly-business/legislation/bills-explained/
The Committee Stage is based on detailed examination of the clauses of a Bill
and is an opportunity for your organisation to suggest any possible amendments
to the wording of the Bill. Therefore, it would be most helpful if you could
structure your response to the specific clauses of the Bill – i.e. Clauses 10, 11, 12
and 13 and, if appropriate, suggest alternative or additional wording to clauses,
which may assist the Committee’s consideration of the need for any amendments
to the Bill. I would be grateful if you could please complete the attached form and
forward any written evidence to the Committee by e-mail (in the format MS Word)
to committee.cal@niassembly.gov.uk by 12.00p.m. on 6 January 2016.
As indicated above, the Bill is being sponsored by the Department of Agriculture
and Rural Development. The Committee for Culture, Arts and Leisure as part of
its scrutiny would report back to the Committee for Agriculture and Rural
Development.
I apologise sincerely for the short timeframe provided for the Committee’s call for
evidence on this occasion. Unfortunately, due to the significant time pressures
created by the need to ensure that the Fisheries Bill passes through all stages of
the legislative process before the end of the current Mandate, such restrictions
are unavoidable.
Please be aware that your written evidence will be considered in an open, public
Committee meeting and is likely to form part of any Report that the Committee
may make to the NI Assembly.
You can find minutes of evidence that the Committee has taken on the Fisheries
Bill at the website links below:
http://aims.niassembly.gov.uk/officialreport/minutesofevidencereport.aspx?Agend
aId=13309&eveID=7603
http://www.niassembly.gov.uk/assembly-business/official-report/committeeminutes-of-evidence/session-2013-2014/april-2014/fisheries-bill-dard-briefing/
You can find information on the Committee, its role, remit and Membership at the
following link:
http://www.niassembly.gov.uk/assembly-business/committees/agriculture-andrural-development/

Committee for Culture, Arts and Leisure
Room 344, Parliament Buildings, Ballymiscaw, Stormont, Belfast BT4 3XX
Telephone: (028) 9052 1718 E-mail: committee.cal@niassembly.gov.uk
You can now follow us on Twitter: @NIACALCommittee
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Should you have any queries on the information above or require any clarification
please feel free to contact me on 028 90521799.
Yours sincerely,

Mr Peter Hall
Clerk
Committee for Culture, Arts and Leisure

Committee for Culture, Arts and Leisure
Room 344, Parliament Buildings, Ballymiscaw, Stormont, Belfast BT4 3XX
Telephone: (028) 9052 1718 E-mail: committee.cal@niassembly.gov.uk
You can now follow us on Twitter: @NIACALCommittee
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Agenda Item 21
Item/Min Ref:

Title of Report:
Consultation List

Officer presenting:
Lead Democratic Services and
Improvement Officer
Author:
Lead Democratic Services and
Improvement Officer

1

Purpose of Report/Recommendations

1.1

That Members note the contents of this report.

2

Background

2.1

I am in receipt of consultation papers on various subjects which are not within
the direct remit of Council. Details including the final date for responses are
set out in Appendix 1.

3

Recommendations

3.1

That Members note the contents of this report.
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Appendix 1
Consultation List
Governance and Strategic Planning Committee – 5 January 2016
Sender

Subject

Last Response Date

Health, Social
Services and Public
Safety

National Statistics
Consultation on Proposed
Changes to DHSSPS
Publications

14 January 2016

Department of the
Environment

DIR/2003/20/EC – Use of
Seat Belts by Child
Passengers Aged 3-13
Years on Buses and
Coaches

5 February 2016
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